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In discourse more sweet 
(For eloquence the soul, song charms the sense,) 

Others apart sat on a hill retired, 
In thoughts more elevate, and reasoned high 
Of providence, foreknowledge, will and fate, 
Fixed fate, free will, foreknowledge absolute, 
And found no end, in wandering mazes lost. 

 
-John Milton  
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Abstract 

 Today, predestination and free will are typically understood as oppositional if not 

wholly contradictory aspects of Catholic doctrine. But this was not always true. Through 

its interpretation of several Middle English texts, The Grace of God Grows Great Enough 

reveals that many thinkers in the late Middle Ages were able to accommodate a belief in 

both predestination and free will through the doctrine of grace. This study brings to light 

the complex intermediary position grace held across the Middle English period, while 

exploring grace’s relevance to Medieval Catholic virtue, judgment, and apocalypse.  
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Introduction 

 Detailed considerations of free will and divine predestination build nearly 

unintelligible mazes, but once in a while, a unique thinker or culture manages to navigate, 

cut through, or simply walk around these labyrinths. Still, the solutions are rarely 

permanent, and we cannot deny that the maze sits before us. As humans we can hardly 

help but imagine ourselves and those around us as autonomous moral agents acting of our 

own free will; although pressures impose themselves on our faculties, in the end we 

typically believe ourselves to be arbiters of our own actions. Regardless, free will has 

remained a contestable notion throughout the history of human thought. While once 

humans argued over the possibility of free will in a world overseen by God’s 

omnipotence and omniscient presence, now philosophers argue over the deterministic 

nature of our own brain chemistry. The Jansenists and Calvinists abandoned choice 

before God, and currently Sam Harris argues that we should now bend to neuroscience. 

But unlike either of these extremes, Christianity accommodates both complete free will 

and God’s ultimate foreknowledge (predestination). In fact, this duality is the very basis 

of Christian thinking. The Christian God is unique in His choice to mix his divine 

ontology with that of human existence: the fundamental miracle that inspires Christianity 

is God’s ability to instantiate himself in the physical person that is Jesus Christ. The 

“hypostatic union” is the technical term for this union of God and Man in Christ. 

Furthermore, Catholicism especially focuses upon the culmination of ontologies the 

hypostatic union exemplifies; for example, relics are at once physical and also the 
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instruments of God’s grace,1 baptism is the cleansing of the soul by means of physical 

water, and Christ reinitiated God’s spiritual grace through His physical death on the 

cross. Although, in the wake of the Protestant reformation, modern Catholicism has 

reduced its emphasis on relics and other physical manifestations of the divine, medieval 

Catholicism placed crucial emphasis upon the mysterious ontological interactions of the 

divine and the physical. The apparently contradictory doctrines of free will and 

predestination are no exception; here too the medieval Christian insists upon the reality of 

both these philosopher’s headaches.  

 In this thesis, I examine the apparent discrepancy between free will and 

predestination, and propose that a study of relevant Middle English literature reveals that 

the doctrine of divine grace allows the medieval Christian to reconcile the seemingly 

                                                 
1 Although the doctrine of grace will be explained at length later, an operating definition 
is necessary. Grace is at base, “the free and unmerited favour of God as manifested in the 
salvation of sinners” (The New Catholic Encyclopedia “Grace [Theology of]). One who 
has God’s grace bestowed upon him or her is in communion with the Holy Spirit, and the 
doctrine of grace is closely intertwined with one’s participation in the divine being (i.e. 
divine indwelling). At its base, the divine indwelling is “the special permanent presence 
of God in the just” (The New Catholic Encyclopedia “Indwelling, Divine”)1, and the state 
of grace is the “condition of the soul marked by sinlessness and by the fulfillment of 
God’s will” (The New Catholic Encyclopedia “Grace, The State of”). These terms are 
nearly interchangeable because the latter must bring about the former: one must be in a 
state of grace in order to carry the presence of God, and simultaneously the state of grace 
is marked by the presence of God. Neither grace nor the divine indwelling can exist 
without one another. Furthermore, Grace incorporates several levels, and those who have 
placed themselves outside of God’s grace through sin are amongst the reprobate and 
devoid of the divine indwelling. However, one’s share in God’s favor or grace can also 
be increased in a variety of ways. Still, “Catholic belief in the sovereignty of grace holds 
that no free act leading to salvation can be performed unless it is initiated, sustained, and 
brought to completion by the merciful gift of grace or God” (The New Catholic 
Encyclopedia “Free Will and Grace”). In other words, a free act deserving salvation 
requires the unmerited gift of God’s grace for successful completion. 
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contradictory metaphysical positions. My aim is not to propose a perfect theological 

solution, but rather to show—through literature—that grace permitted the medieval 

Christian to affirm both predestination and free will without suffering a contradiction. 

Indeed, the Christian must affirm both of the aforementioned doctrines: “St. Thomas 

Aquinas affirmed both divine providence and man’s freedom…In the supernatural order, 

man’s liberty under grace and predestination to eternal life is a mystery…an appeal to 

faith is necessary” (The New Catholic Encyclopedia “Free Will and Divine 

Providence”).2 There is no pretention to surpass the rigor of St. Thomas, but I propose it 

is possible to understand how the medieval Christian could accommodate a belief in dual 

ontologies. On one hand, the medieval believer acknowledges the eternal perspective of 

God that has foreseen all from his atemporal position, and on the other hand, humans 

experience free will and are held accountable due to our self-conceptions as moral agents.   

 Like theologians, the authors of the literary works considered grapple with the 

difficulty of the dual ontological framework proposed, and in varying degrees they find 

the solution in grace. Within the relevant texts, grace is appealed to constantly and often 

acts as a sort of gateway between one’s own free will and the predestined path God that 

has ordained for each and every individual. This complex relation is alluded to through 

allegory in Piers Plowman: to cross the bridge paved with prosperous prayer, one must 

pass Grace the gate-keeper: “Grace hatte the gateward, a gode man forsothe” (Piers 

                                                 
2 Although many of the texts are cited in typical MLA format, I have chosen to maintain 
the internal organization of several works (like the Summa Theologiæ) due to standard 
practice and the impracticality of using page numbers when citing such vast multi-
volume works. 
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Plowman V.595).3 One must first be permitted by grace—God’s gift—to freely commit 

good works and offer prosperous prayer in order to move closer to His kingdom. Thus, 

for God’s support in actions of free will, the medieval Christian prays for Grace: “Help 

us, Cryst, of Grace!” (Piers Plowman XIX.212).4 Grace serves as the intermediary 

between the divine existence and the human; moreover, a salvific free act gains its power 

from God’s instillation of grace from the eternal perspective. As can be expected, grace 

skirts other aspects of the ontological lines dividing humanity and divinity, and the 

remainder of the thesis will consider the more detailed operations of God’s grace as it 

functions within medieval literature.  

 The function of grace in the literature considered does not stop at the question of 

free will; however, God’s grace is essential to understanding the physicality of medieval 

Catholicism and the nature of the final judgment.  How to share God’s grace and live in 

accordance with it is also an essential focus in many allegorical medieval works, which 

typically focus on accruing or maintaining grace through virtuous works and faithful 

living. But such a proper life is not sufficient, and grace must also be thought of through 

its directly physical manifestations as well (the sacraments). Catholicism was a highly 

mechanized religion in the Middle Ages, and the focus upon the physical divides the 

sacred between the ontologies of God’s influence—manifested through providence and 

predestination—and the physical world as experienced by temporal beings with free will. 

For example, the sacrament of confession returns God’s eternal grace to a soul, but the 

physical act of confession is necessary to bring about the movement in the divine 

                                                 
3 “Grace the Gate-keeper is called, a good man for truth.” Unless otherwise noted, all 
translations of the Middle English texts are my own.  
4 “Help us, Christ, by Grace!”  
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metaphysics. Grace is thus the spiritual instrument through which God manifests Himself 

into and generally influences physical existence. Such actions are essential to the 

medieval Catholic perspective, and thus permeate the texts considered. The clear 

culmination of any individual’s predestined path—followed willingly—is God’s final 

judgment of humanity at the arrival of the apocalypse. At the final judgment, God 

considers humans according to both ontologies, and furthermore, the majority of the 

literature considered here assumes that humans are individually judged according to both 

their freely willed good works and predestined participation in grace. Overall, the texts 

reveal that our medieval writers see God’s grace as the converging link between the 

varied ontologies inherent in the doctrines of predestination and free will; grace is 

essential in the functioning of free will throughout the physical life and in that life’s final 

predestined judgment.  Although its manifestations vary from text to text, this thesis 

demonstrates the importance of the doctrine of grace throughout Middle English 

Literature.  
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Chapter 1 — Introducing the Texts 

 While Geoffrey Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales is the most famous and widely 

known work written in Middle English, the roughly 300 year period in which this 

language was spoken produced hundreds of fascinating works of literature. Middle 

English literature provides a perfect period of study for those concerned with theological 

examination; once Martin Luther, the Protestant Reformation, and the Counter 

Reformation develop in the sixteenth century, the focus of theology and religious 

literature shifts specifically towards contentious and politically charged theological 

concerns. At the other temporal extreme, the Anglo-Saxon period is interesting and 

theologically fruitful, but the number of literary texts offered is sparse in comparison to 

Middle English. Although this thesis’ theological concerns are fairly narrow, its literary 

considerations are intentionally broad and cover a wide variety of works. This thesis 

takes a very specific theological construct (grace as divine intermediary), and attempts to 

track its use and variations through very different literary works spread across the Middle 

English period. Therefore, the research presented here demonstrates the fundamental 

importance of grace in reconciling medieval theological problems as they are 

demonstrated in the literature included.  

 The Middle English period is generally treated as the three centuries from 1200-

1500. Although some scholars argue that Middle English originated soon after the new 

millennium, ultimately, “we know very little Middle English Literature before 1200” 

(Friedlander 219). The Middle English period roughly ended a bit before 1500, but the 

language itself was never standardized, and thus the dialects of its written incarnations 

vary considerably. For this reason, the attentive reader of the following thesis will notice 
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that the quotations provided use vastly different vocabulary and spellings.5 For instance, 

in Cleanness will (as in free will) is spelled “wylle” (565), in The Play of the Sacrament 

it is spelled “wyll” (61), in Piers Plowman it is spelled “wille” (223), and in “The 

Parson’s Tale” it is spelled “wil” (1011).6 Although my own translations of the Middle 

English texts quoted are included in the footnotes, the Middle English quotations 

included display the heterogeneous nature of the language considered. For this reason, the 

reader will find quotations from texts like Everyman relatively easy to read, while 

quotations from the Pearl Poet’s works are significantly more challenging.  

 Fortunately, this thesis is concerned with the less technical theological opinions 

surrounding the congruency of free will and predestination; moreover, the religiosity of 

the time period and the major theological authorities that the literary authors would have 

referenced are relatively consistent. Included below is a description of each of the Middle 

English works considered in this thesis. Although the works span the three-hundred-year 

period prescribed, they have been chosen for the theological complexity they display 

along with their reference to the doctrine of grace as it concerns the aforementioned 

theological crux surrounding predestination. The presence of these considerations in the 

diversity of works collected here attests to the notable prevalence of these theological 

topics. Each work is ranked in theological complexity in the introductions below. While 

several of the texts gathered here refer to the doctrines of predestination, free will, and 

grace directly, others are more specialized and consider the operations of these doctrines 

only in particular situations. The situations relevant include the culmination of the 
                                                 

5 Friedlander notes that Laȝamon’s Brut is a notable exception to this rule. 
6 Editors may internally standardize an edited text, but not so much as to sacrifice the 
regional dialect present. In addition, the “e” is not silent in Middle English and thus those 
spellings of “will” ending with an “e” would be pronounced as such. 
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Christian apocalypse narrative, physical instantiations of the divine being and His 

knowledge (astrological signs, transubstantiation,7 etc.), and proper medieval living in 

accordance with God’s grace. Indeed, the problem is not finding Middle English works 

from which the theological argument of this thesis can be drawn, but rather the problem 

is choosing them from the plethora of medieval literary theological works. 

 

1.a—The Pearl Poet8 

 Pearl and Cleanness are included in a single extant manuscript, Cotton Nero A.x., 

which also includes the famous Gawain and the Green Knight and the lesser-known 

poem, Patience. The poems are generally assumed to share common authorship, but the 

identity of the author is unknown, and they could have been written as early as the 1360’s 

or as late as the early 1400’s (Bennett 71).  In his exhaustive Alliterative Poetry in Middle 

English, J.P. Oakden places the dialect of the poems, and thus their author, in southern 

Lancaster, extreme southwestern York, or northwestern Derby (Oakden 86). Today, the 

poems are typically attributed to southeastern Chesire (Bowers 2). Pearl describes a 

father’s dream vision while passed out upon his infant daughter’s grave: in the vision, he 

describes the New Jerusalem in accordance with chapter 21 of The Book of Revelation. 

Perhaps most essential to the study at hand, his daughter—as one of the virgin brides of 

Christ—lectures the narrator concerning the rewards of paradise. Pearl’s descriptions of 

Heaven and its courtly perspective on the apocalypse and grace in divine judgment 

                                                 
7 As will be explained later, transubstantiation is the transformation of the bread and wine 
used in the Eucharistic sacrament into the body and blood of Christ. This theological 
basis of this doctrine will be explained in greater detail later in this thesis.  
8 Andrew, Malcolm, and Ronald Waldron, eds. The Poems of the Pearl Manuscript. 5th 
ed. Exeter: U of Exeter, 2007. Print. 
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especially warrant its consideration in this thesis. On the other hand, Cleanness describes 

the cleanness of body and soul that is pleasing to God through several retellings of Old 

Testament stories. First, the poem considers Noah’s arc and the flood, followed by the 

destruction of Sodom and Gomorra, and finally Balthazar’s fall. Cleanness’ reflection on 

Old Testament events makes it an incredibly useful text for considering the medieval 

Christian historical narrative, and thus the Christian retrospective account of God’s 

judgment prior to the return of grace with Christ’s passion. The Pearl Poet ranks with 

Chaucer in terms of impressive literary ability, and while he also displays significant 

theological knowledge, the poet’s views often valuably contrast with the mainstream 

theology of this thesis.9  The complexity of his theological discourses are impressive, but 

they are not typically on par with Chaucer’s breadth of knowledge; however, this 

apparent lack is possibly due to the much larger body of extant works attributed to 

Chaucer.   

 

1.b.—St.Erkenwald10 

 St.Erkenwald is included in the Harley 2250 manuscript, but it is frequently 

regarded as the Pearl Poet’s fifth poem due to its affinities in dialect and relative time 

period.11 Typically, the poem is presumed to have been written around 1386 since little 

discussion surrounds the Saint prior to the refocus upon his cultus following Robert de 

Braybroke’s, the concurrent Bishop of London, establishment of two feast-days of the 
                                                 

9 Although the Pearl Poet is anonymous, he represents himself as a male in Pearl, and 
thus the masculine pronoun is maintained.  
10 “St. Erkenwald.” A Book of Middle English. Ed. John A. Burrow and Thorlac Turville-
Petre. 3rd ed. Oxford: Blackwell, 2006. 221-34. Print. 
11 Currently, Wheaton College Lexomics Research group’s ongoing digital research 
strongly supports the theory of common authorship.  
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first class in Erkenwald’s honor (Savage lxxv). The poem centers around one of the 

miracles of St.Erkenwald, Bishop of London. The bishop is called to inspect an unearthed 

pagan tomb, Erkenwald commands the body “layne þou no leng!”12 and the body awakes 

to tell his sad story as a necessarily damned but still virtuous pagan judge (St. Erkenwald 

179). Erkenwald sheds a tear over the animated corpse, and the water from his eye 

functions to baptize the pagan judge. Following baptism, the body immediately decays as 

the soul is released to Heaven. St. Erkenwald is essential to this thesis because the need 

for the physical sacrament to introduce grace into the eternal soul is a mechanized but 

important aspect of medieval Catholicism; furthermore, the corpse’s baptism is relevant 

in considering the dual ontological influence of God—and its complications—as the 

importance of divine interactions with the physical in interactions in valuations of free 

will and predestination. As a single hagiographic miracle tale, it is hard to judge the 

theological complexity of Erkenwald as a whole; however, narrative is clearly the 

author’s primary concern as the poet is unconcerned with the ontological problems of 

Hell, and the judge easily traverses between Earth, Hell, and eventually Heaven. 

 

1.c.—Geoffrey Chaucer13 

 Geoffrey Chaucer needs little introduction, and the history of his works is far less 

speculative than those of the Pearl Poet: Chaucer’s works were composed between 1370 

and 1400 (Benson xxix). “The Man of Law’s Tale” tells the story of “dame Custance” 

(“Law’s Tale” 151) as she travels around the world, suffering various misfortunes but 

                                                 
12 “You, lay no longer!” 
13 Chaucer, Geoffrey. The Riverside Chaucer. Ed. Larry Dean Benson and F.N. 
Robinson. 3rd ed. Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin, 1987. Print. 
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always remaining constant in her love of God.14 “The Parson’s Tale” is the closing 

sermon of The Canterbury Tales, and the reason for its inclusion is as blatant as the tale 

itself; the Parson provides a long and detailed sermon on penitence with considerable 

theological detail relevant to considerations of grace, predestination, and free will. Boece 

is Chaucer’s own translation of Boethius’ The Consolation of Philosophy and is similarly 

serious. Like The Consolation, it treats directly and philosophically the apparent 

contradiction between God’s omniscience, and subsequent predestination, alongside the 

absolute need for human free will. Contrarily, Chaucer’s House of Fame describes a 

dreamer’s visit to Fame’s fickle hall, which is built upon the “feble fundament” of 

melting ice representative of fading fame (Fame 361).15 Fame is considered because the 

image of fame provided serves as the antithesis to God and the rightful distribution of 

grace. Unsurprisingly, Chaucer’s works often prove to be the most theologically complex 

of those considered in this thesis; the famed author not only displays an astounding 

knowledge of theological works, but also an unmatched analytical understanding. Indeed, 

he often subtly emphasizes or argues for his own theological opinions but typically 

remains carefully within the contours of orthodoxy. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
14 This tale is the origin of the thesis and is especially relevant because the story operates 
simultaneously under the influence of both predestination and free will. 
15 “feeble foundation” 
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1.d.—Piers Plowman16 

 Piers Plowman also ranks amongst the most famous of Middle English poems, 

and it is generally—though not universally—agreed that it was written by William 

Langland. The poem is extant in three versions:  

  the exact relationship among the versions of the poem is uncertain,   
  although it is generally accepted that A, a shorter version, precedes B and  
  that C is a revision of B, one that clarifies the theology and politics of the  
  previous version (Robertson xi-xii). 
 
The A text is dated around 1365-70, internal textual references in the prologue indicate 

the B version was written in the late 1370s, and the C version was most likely worked on 

at least until 1388 (Hanna 596). The B text is used for this thesis since it is lengthy and 

complete but precedes the later alterations Langland made due to political incentives. 

Although Piers Plowman can hardly be easily summed up, basically it is an enormous 

allegory for the role of the church (Piers the Plowman), criticizing corrupt clergy and 

advocating various theological positions on proper virtue and doctrine. Piers is discussed 

here due to its exhaustive treatment of a variety of topics, its consideration of the function 

of grace and free will, and the opinions it provides surrounding the apocalypse, which are 

in direct opposition to Pearl. Langland often represents strict doctrinal adherence because 

he often simply regurgitates information from theological works; however, his extended 

allegories gain a life of their own and sometimes contain theological novelty.  

 

 

 

                                                 
16 Langland, William. Piers Plowman. Ed. Elizabeth Ann Robertson, Stephen H. A. 
Shepherd, and E. Talbot Donaldson. New York: W.W. Norton, 2006. Print. 
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1.e.—Croxton, The Play of the Sacrament17 

 The Play of the Sacrament, a miracle play, is by far the most unusual of the works 

gathered for consideration in this thesis. The precise date of the play’s scripting and first 

performance are uncertain, “but the repeated claim that the events depicted took place in 

1461 probably provides a reliable earliest date for its composition,” and it is strongly 

associated with Croxton due to a known performance there (Walker 214). Although it is 

written toward the close of the Middle English Period, the play is highly representative of 

the focus upon the physicality of the sacraments characteristic of the Middle Ages.18 The 

story is steeped in the anti-Semitism common to the period and displays the concurrent 

culture’s deficient knowledge of Judaism as the Jewish characters pray to “almyghty 

Machomet” (The Play of the Sacrament 69).19 The play tells the story of a group of 

Jewish merchants who steal the Eucharist to test whether or not Christ truly exists in the 

host. The Jews “smyte þeron woundys fyve”20 (Sacrament 378) in reenactment of the five 

wounds visited upon Christ during the passion, and the bread begins to spurt blood before 

it attaches itself to a terrorizer’s hand and finally—after being boiled and burned—erupts 

into the form of Christ. The relevance of the play is its clear consideration of dual 

ontologies: the host is not simply imbued with the substance of God, but 

transubstantiation has even created the host as an active instantiation of God due to its 

status as a vessel of divine grace. The Play of the Sacrament is certainly intended for the 

                                                 
17 “The Play of the Sacrament.” Medieval Drama: An Anthology. Ed. Greg Walker. 
Oxford, UK: Blackwell, 2000. 213-33. Print. 
18 As similarly depicted in St. Erkenwald. 
19 “Almighty Muhammad”  
20 “Smite there upon it five wounds”  
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sake of public entertainment, and although it lacks substantial theological complexity, it 

helpfully depicts the firm medieval belief in the physicality of the sacraments.   

 

1.f.—Morality Plays 

 The final two works considered are entitled Wisdom21 and Everyman,22 which are 

both loosely classified as morality plays. These plays are especially relevant due to their 

dramatization of the human soul’s existence in relation to the sinful world and 

approaching eternity. Overall, the moral plays “offer their audiences moral instruction 

through dramatic action that is broadly allegorical” (King 235). While Wisdom is dated to 

the 1460s, and is thus situated towards the end of the Middle English period (Walker 

235), Everyman was translated from the Dutch play Elckerlic in the 1490s, which is at the 

very brink of the Middle English period. Interestingly, Everyman was very popular and 

thus was one of the earliest English plays to be printed (King 252). Although, “in some 

respects it belongs more to the early Tudor tradition than that of the late Middle Ages” 

(King 252), it is highly exemplary of “late medieval religious culture” (Walker 281). 

Ultimately, the moralities of the plays are notably similar. Wisdom considers the 

character of Anima (soul) as he exists in a battle between Wisdom (Christ) and Lucifer. 

Anima is then divided into the three main characters of Mind, Will, and Understanding 

who fall prey to the pleasures of the senses for much of the play; due in part to the 

freedom of Will, the soul (Anima) is cleansed and returned to a righteous path.  The 

                                                 
21 “Wisdom.” Medieval Drama: An Anthology. Ed. Greg Walker. Oxford, UK: 
Blackwell, 2000. 235-57. Print. 
22 “Everyman.” Medieval Drama: An Anthology. Ed. Greg Walker. Oxford, UK: 
Blackwell, 2000. 280-97. Print. 
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play’s usefulness to the thesis is in its clear and thoughtful depiction of the mechanics 

behind the free soul’s entrance into reprobation and the subsequent return to grace.  

 Everyman unsurprisingly stars the universal hero Everyman, and the ascetic 

morality it proposes is exceptionally fitting with the Boethian elements incorporated into 

the texts considered. Everyman is visited by Death, acting as God’s servant, and proceeds 

to search out companions for his final journey from his worldly friends; furthermore, 

everyone abandons Everyman, including Goods, Five Senses, Strength, and Knowledge. 

Everyman provides the most profound focus on agential good works, as only his long 

neglected friend Good Deeds will accompany him and speak for him at the final 

judgment. In fact, Everyman’s intense focus on good works arguably diminishes the 

importance of grace in the text. Its emphasis on the absolute individuality of God’s 

judgment is essential since it assures the reader that the medieval Christian considered 

him or herself to be an accountable and free moral agent. Both of the morality plays lack 

broad theological discourse, but both usefully present a ratified doctrinal method of 

salvation in a way communicable to a wide audience.  

 

1.g.—Conclusion 

 These texts provide the materials to depict the medieval understanding of God’s 

grace as it relates to the seemingly incompatible doctrines of predestination and free will 

in the English Middle Ages. The earlier portion of the thesis centers particularly on 

laying out the two doctrines alongside their necessity and relation to one another and 

culminates in the proposed solution that God’s grace forms an ontological bridge 

reconciling the two doctrines. After free will is considered, the second section focuses on 
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the way of life advocated in the literature and thus the influence of God’s graces’ upon 

the moral agent’s path through both spiritual and physical means. After all, in a Christian 

context, free will and predestination are both doctrines concerned with the spiritual fates 

of individual Christians. Thus, the apocalypse is the logical conclusion of this thesis 

because the apocalypse narrative necessitates the reconciliation of the human and godly 

modes of existence; according to medieval Catholicism’s obsession with the physical and 

dual ontologies, human souls are literally reunited with their physical bodies and their 

acts of free will are judged according to God’s predestination. Between these two 

doctrines, each individual human is judged at the apocalypse according to his or her good 

works and personal participation in grace, “through grace and the work of charity man is 

incorporated into the familial life of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit” (The New 

Catholic Encyclopedia “Grace, theology of”). At the apocalypse, God decides who will 

join His “familial life” for eternity and those who will be cast aside. During this 

incorporation into the God’s family, humans encounter the divine, although necessarily 

existing within their physical bodies. This moment reconciles humanity’s personal 

experience with the divine ontology—as divine Christ experienced corporeal existence—

and thus the final judgment depends on both free will and grace.  

 As shown above, the Middle English texts considered in this thesis address the 

varied workings of grace, but all relevantly address grace’s role as an intermediary 

between divine and human existence. In some texts, a prayer for grace is evidently a way 

to request God’s aid in a freely willed act, at other times grace is used to explain the 

efficacy and transformative properties of daily sacraments like communion, and still 

other times grace is considered for the essential role it plays in the apocalypse. In any 
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case, all of these events and examples depict interactions between the human and the 

divine. Many texts overlap with one another (especially concerning prayers for grace), 

but each one is used to provide a particular insight on grace’s functions and thus 

overlapping explanations are avoided. Ultimately, the texts gathered here consider the 

many faces of the workings of grace; furthermore, these works are chosen from across 

the Middle English period in order to display the prevalence of concerns over the dual 

ontology and how predestination and free will are both essential in considering 

interactions between God and humanity. Although these works offer varying opinions, 

their primary relevance is consistent, and they are chosen precisely according to their 

explication of the theological questions at hand. 
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Chapter 2 — Free Will in Christian Retribution 

 The modern reader cannot judge the medieval authors gathered before us from 

afar; the image of life presented is too deeply steeped in the religiosity of the time, and 

everything from imagery to insults arises from Christian contexts. Free will within 

Middle English texts must be treated similarly; one cannot dwell on the confusion 

apparent from a distance, but the reader must attempt to accept the author’s medieval 

logic and guiding presuppositions. While the omniscience of God and thus his 

predestination is gladly granted, the fact that “the Wyll of þe soule hatthe fre 

dominacyoun”23 is absolutely essential to any notion of Christian accountability (Wisdom 

441). Furthermore, the majority of our medieval authors would acknowledge the 

development of individual retribution, and consequently free will, as central to the 

Christian historical narrative and the relative importance of Christ’s redemption. Indeed, 

“so is the Fader forth with the Sone, and Fre Wille of bothe” (Piers Plowman XVI.223).24 

Still, it is not until the gift of the “Sone” that free will actually is relevant: prior to the 

crucifixion, humanity is thought to be in a state of reprobation—deprived of God’s 

salvific internal presence in the Holy Spirit.  The medieval reader would acknowledge 

that with the death of Christ, our free will is given relevance in the context of the final 

judgment; individual retribution and accountability are made possible and the large-scale 

corporate retribution that sometimes dominates the Old Testament is abandoned. Within 

Middle English texts, the focus upon individual free will in preparation for the divine 

judgment marks a switch between the testaments and is regarded as one of the greatest 

gifts of Christ. 

                                                 
23 “The will of the soul has free dominion [over it self].”  
24 “So the Son is brought forth from the father, and free will from both.” 
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2.a.—Corporate Retribution and The Old Testament 

 Although multiple notions of accountability operate in the vast expanse of the Old 

Testament, many include a confusing interplay between corporate and individual 

retribution. Often the Old Testament focuses on the exile and subsequent forgiveness of 

Israel the community, whereas Catholicism imagines itself switching to individual self-

exile through sin and personal cleansing through the Church as empowered by Christ. 

Communal and even intergenerational guilt is often proclaimed by God in the earlier text: 

“Thou shalt not adore them, nor serve them: I am the Lord thy God, mighty, jealous, 

visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children, unto the third and fourth generation” 

(Exodus 20.5). This passage is repeated in Deuteronomy 24.16 and in variegated form 

throughout the Old Testament. Although such passages can be reasonably understood as 

specifying the specific punishment of idolatry, the general punishment of the peoples of 

Israel persists throughout the text. Furthermore, a pattern is developed as Israel is 

continually exiled and punished but repeatedly forgiven and welcomed again as God’s 

chosen people. In the Book of Isaiah, the dejected Israel of the Babylonian exile is 

referred to as a prostitute selling herself to sin and idolatry: “How is it that the faithful 

city, that was full of judgment, became a harlot? justice dwelt in it, but now murderers.” 

(Isaiah 1.21). The prophet is unconcerned with individual sinners, but instead describes 

the corporate “harlot” of Israel the community. Isaiah does not home in on a specific sin 

for which Israel deserves punishment, and while he mentions “murderers,” in the same 

breath he compares the Israelites to lustful Sodom (Isaiah 1.10), references the rulers as 

thieves (Isaiah 1.22), and charges them with blaspheming God (Isaiah 1.4). All of the 

individual sins of individual sinners are absorbed in the one title, “harlot,” in reference to 
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communal Israel’s unfaithfulness. Oftentimes, The Old Testament describes a 

punishment visited upon several generations or on a general community that deserves 

punishment according to God’s law.25 In stark contrast, medieval Christian works often 

relish the specificity of due Christian punishment; this inclination is famously obvious in 

the numerous specific fates that span Hell, Purgatory, and Heaven in Dante’s The Divine 

Comedy.26 

 

 

 

                                                 
25 Admittedly, this pattern is broken in Ezekiel 18, when it is proclaimed that the people 
of Israel shall no longer lament their intergenerational guilt marked by the expression, 
“The fathers have eaten sour grapes, and the teeth of the children are set on edge” 
(Ezekiel 18.2). This same expression is again denied in Jeremiah 31.29, which shares 
Ezekiel’s relation to the Babylonian exilic period. Instead, “the son shall not bear the 
iniquity of the father, and the father shall not bear the iniquity of the son: the justice of 
the just shall be upon him, and the wickedness of the wicked shall be upon him” (Ezekiel 
18.19-20). This passage highlights individuality in God’s retribution and remains highly 
contested among biblical scholars; moreover, interpreters like Diane Bergant believe that 
Ezekiel hails a new era of retribution for the Jewish people, but there is also reason to 
believe this passage is not revolutionary if corporate retribution is always aimed 
specifically at the socially transferable sin of idolatry. This latter explanation is especially 
appealing since Ezekiel 20 includes references to corporate retribution that particularly 
concern the sin of idolatry. Although Isaiah boasts a complex textually history, the 
relevant proto-Isaiah would have been written around 150 years earlier than Ezekiel and 
prior to the Babylonian Exile (Robert 912). Ezekiel would have been written as the exile 
comes into fruition and Nebuchadnezzar takes Jerusalem (Peterson 1096). In other words, 
Ezekiel may have a vested interest in convincing his followers to blame themselves for 
the sins that brought about their exile as opposed to blaming their ancestors. Despite the 
confusion and debate surrounding this passage, medieval writers typically would have 
attributed the much more prominent corporate retribution that was often attached to the 
Old Testament.  
26 As will be discussed later, the poem Pearl notably breaks the trend of individual 
punishments and paradises. 
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2.b.—The Middle English Perspective 

 The Hebrew attribution of communal accountability was known to medieval 

readers and thus is relevant for this study of their religious viewpoint. The intense 

religious nature of the Middle Ages produced writers familiar with Hebrew scripture via 

the Old Testament, and the wealth of material within these scriptures often provided 

literary fodder. The anonymously written Cleanness especially displays the relevance of 

Old Testament retribution when the author describes Noah and the great flood. The 

medieval mindset was especially fond of linking the events of the Old Testament 

allegorically to those of the New Testament: this sort of reasoning is called typological 

allegory. For instance, in Piers Plowman, Langland explains how all men spiritually died 

when Adam and Eve ate from the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, and 

Christians were spiritually reborn through the tree of the cross: “And as Adam and alle 

thorw a tre dyden / Adam and alle thorwe a tree shal torne ayeine to lyve,” (Piers 

Plowman XVIII.358-359).27 The aforementioned connections were not only common, but 

were actively forged and highlighted as literary devices. When the author of Cleanness 

reflects on the flood, he notes that God made a pact following the flood:  

  In þe mesure of His mode and meþe of his wylle, 
  Þat He shulde neuer for no syt smyte al at onez, 
  As to quelle alle quykes for qued þat myʒt falle, 
  Whyl of þe lenþe of þe londe lastez þe terme… 
  Wheder wonderly He wrak on wykked men after, 
  Ful felly for þat ilk faute forferde a kyth ryche… (Cleanness 565-571)28 
 

                                                 
27 “And as Adam and all through a tree died, / Adam and all through a tree shall turn 
again to life.” 
28 “In the measure of his mind and mercy of his will, / [God decided] that he would never 
again smite all at once, / So as to kill all creatures for whatever [sins] might befall, / 
While the length of this land still lasts its term…/ Although greatly he wrecked wicked 
men after, / And for such sin fiercely destroyed a rich region…”  
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Although the latter portion of the passage may refer to the individual retribution common 

to Christianity, it actually denotes that God shall not “smyte al at onez” or destroy 

everyone at once, but that he would destroy “a kyth ryche” or rich lands. It is God’s 

destruction of communities following the flood that ultimately constitutes the notion of 

corporate retribution that is carried to the medieval reader through the Old Testament. 

Indeed, the poet proceeds to attribute communal guilt as the subsequent passage in the 

poem retells God’s visit to Abraham to inform him of the coming destruction of Sodom 

and Gomorrah.29 Admittedly, God saves Lot alone from the city, but it is only with 

Abraham’s insistence. In both the biblical account and the Middle English retelling, 

corporate retribution proceeds in the Old Testament (although universal annihilation may 

not). Regardless, the author of Cleanness would have considered all people alive prior to 

Christ’s crucifixion amongst the reprobate and thus corporately condemned.30 However, 

due to the Harrowing of Hell, the Old Testament heroes like Lot, Abraham, and Moses 

would have been judged as individuals once Christ actually does die. Though not 

scripturally supported, the story of the Harrowing of Hell was prevalent in the Middle 

Ages and is featured in The Divine Comedy, Piers Plowman, and in Corpus Christi 

pageants viewable by all churchgoers. In the Harrowing, Christ travels to Hell during the 

three days between the crucifixion and the resurrection in order to bring the virtuous 

heroes of scripture to Heaven. Thus even those who suffered the corporate retribution 

attributed to the time prior to Christ were judged according to their individual virtues 

after the crucifixion. Ultimately, the death of Christ is believed to bring about individual 

                                                 
29 Genesis 18 
30 The reprobate are those who exist outside of God’s grace and are thus are not destined 
for Heaven.  
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retribution for both the coming generation and retroactively for select individuals of the 

past generation. The Harrowing and its accompanying retroactive individual retribution 

proved useful in converting non-Christians who were hesitant about confining their 

ancestors to the fires of hell.  

 William Langland also explicitly provides his understanding of the transition in 

systems of retribution in Piers Plowman. When considering the curse that Cain brought 

upon the Israelites, he claims: “Here abought the barne the belsyres gultes, / and alle for 

her forfadres ferden the worse” (Piers Plowman IX.146-147).31  Here, Langland directly 

considers the intergenerational guilt that he sees as characteristic of the pre-Christian 

period: the Israelites carry the guilt of their forefathers—specifically Cain in Langland’s 

example. Langland proceeds to wrongly attribute a quotation, concerning individual 

retribution, to the gospels, which reveals his theological biases: “The Gospel is here-

ageine in o degré, I fynde: filius non portabit iniquitatem patris, et pater non portabit 

iniquitatem filij” (Piers Plowman IX.147-149).32 This quotation is actually from Ezekiel 

18.20,33 and Langland’s mistaken attribution to the “Gospel” is essential because it 

reveals his belief that individual retribution is an innovation of the New Testament.  

 

2.c.—The New Law 

 Just as the wood of Noah’s Ark allowed Seth’s children to cleanse the world of 

the sinful sons of Cain, the wood of the cross was recognized as the instrument of a 
                                                 

31 “ Here within the grandchild is the grandfather’s guilt, / and all for their forefather 
fared the worse.” 
32 “The Gospel is against [the view] here in some degree, I believe: / The son shall not 
bear the iniquity of the father, and / the father shall not bear the iniquity of the son.” The 
Latin translation is provided by the Donaldson translation of Piers Plowman (136).  
33 Please see footnote 25 for further information on Ezekiel and individual retribution. 
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spiritual cleansing that brought about a transition in God’s peoples and laws. In Christian 

tradition, Christian gentiles are incorporated into God’s chosen people in accordance with 

the grafted olive branch of Romans 11. Paul compares the gentiles to an olive branch 

grafted on an old tree losing branches: “And if some of the branches be broken, and thou, 

being a wild olive, art engrafted in them, and art made partaker of the root, and of the 

fatness of the olive tree, boast not against the branches” (Romans 11.17). He reminds the 

gentiles not to take their position for granted and “boast.” The gentiles’ new position is 

contentious since the gospels reveal that even Christ believed himself to be only the 

messiah of the Jewish people.34 In response to a gentile woman seeking his aid to heal her 

daughter, Christ claims, “I was not sent but to the sheep that are lost of the house of 

Israel… it is not good to take the bread of the children, and to cast it to the dogs” 

(Matthew 15.24-25).35 Still, tradition overcame Christ’s professed initial purpose, and the 

medieval Christians believed themselves easily justified in replacing the Jews as God’s 

chosen people. In his Moralia In Job, Gregory The Great writes, “the Gentile world was 

watered by the fatness of heavenly grace” (Gregory III. XXXI. 46). In agreement with 

this theme, the author of Cleanness introduces his highly religious poem with “The 

Parable of the Wedding Feast.” The parable is typically interpreted in light of the olive 

branch Paul describes: the originally invited wedding guests were the Israelites, but 

having neglected their invitation, the servants have been told to “fechez mo gestez,” and 

                                                 
34 Acts.15 reveals that the nature of Paul’s mission to the gentiles was controversial 
amongst early converts that wished to retain the laws of Judaism.  
35 In the above story of The Canaanite Woman (Matthew 15.21-28) and in its synoptic 
brother The Syrophoenician Woman (Mark 7.25-30), Jesus proceeds to help the gentile 
woman after she displays consistent and considerable faith. He also notably helps a 
gentile Roman Centurion in Luke 7.1-10 and Matthew 8.5-13, although his prescribed 
mission is clearly to help the Jews.  
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thus the Christians are brought forth (Cleanness 108).36 In keeping with the Christian 

emphasis on individual retribution, the reader of both poem and parable is advised to 

keep their persons clean and sinless and dress well as the new chosen: 

  Hit arn þy werkez, wyterly, þat þou wroʒt hauez, 
  And lyned with þe lykyng þat lyʒe in þyn hert; 
  Þat þo be frely and fresch fonde in þy lyue, 
  And fetyse of a fayr forme to fote and to honed, 
  And syþen all þyn oþer lymez lapped ful clene; 
  Þenne may þou se þy sauior and His sete ryche (Cleanness 171-176).37  
 
Those who may join God at the heavenly table are those who have properly adorned 

themselves in the clothes of good works. But as will be considered later, the Pearl Poet’s 

overall dedication to the value of good works is very dubious, and the author typically 

focuses more on the condemnation earned through bad deeds than the benefit of good 

deeds. Similarly to the Parable of the Wedding Feast, Piers Plowman follows the grafted 

branch tradition but applies the allegory to the clergy; the church must lead its followers 

to such an attitude of the spirit as described above in Cleanness. The clergy “aren the rote 

of the righte faith to reule the peple; / Ac there the rote is roten…shal nevre floure ne 

frute wexe ne faire leef be grene” (Piers Plowman XV. 100-103).38 As Paul warns the 

gentiles not to boast of their new place, Langland warns that if the church, as root, begins 

to rot, then so will its people. While Langland may address the community that is the 

Catholic Church, he addresses the institution with an aim to save the free souls merely 

                                                 
36 “Fetch more guests.” 
37 “It is your deeds, certainty, that you have wrought, / And [these clothes are] lined with 
the likings that lie in your heart / That are found freely and freshly kept in your life, / And 
fit with a fair form to foot and to hand, / And after all your other limbs are washed fully 
clean; / Then you may see your savior upon his rich throne.” 
38 “…are the root of the true faith sent to rule the people, / But where the root is rotten… 
neither flower nor fruit will ever grow, nor fair green leaf.” 
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guided by the church. Fittingly, those people who are properly instructed and adorn their 

spirit with good works will be permitted to “se þy sauior.”39 So while Langland 

emphasizes the importance of good works, a proper and uncorrupt church is necessary to 

set common people on the path of righteousness.  

 The above emphasis upon good works is fitting with the major transition in 

religious law that Paul claims is brought about by the crucifixion. In Romans 7-8 Paul 

explains that the new focus should be upon the spirit of Christ and his teachings as 

opposed to the laws of Judaism:  

  For the law of the spirit of life, in Christ Jesus, hath delivered me from the  
  law of sin and of death. For what the law could not do, in that it was weak  
  through the flesh; God sending his own Son, in the likeness of sinful flesh  
  and of sin, hath condemned sin in the flesh; That the justification of the  
  law might be fulfilled in us, who walk not according to the flesh, but  
  according to the spirit (Romans 8.2-4).  
 
Though commentaries differ on this passage, it is commonly understood as the disavowal 

of the strict Judaic laws that make sin by transgression possible—or even too likely—in 

exchange for the culmination of the “law of the Spirit of life, in Christ Jesus.” Thus, the 

passage frames Christianity as a religion focused on the individual who enters 

communion with Christ “according to the Spirit.”40 The individual here is not judged by 

obedience to the laws set forth in Deuteronomy, but by whether he or she adorns their 

soul with good works according to the New Testament. References to this exchange 

                                                 
39 “See your savior.” 
40 Someone living in the medieval period would have taken it for granted that they were 
invited to join the chosen people of God, since Paul’s opinions became dominant 
Christian doctrine. On the other hand, James, the brother of Jesus, is recorded as having 
preached “to the circumcised” (Galatians 2.9), and he advised the keeping of the Jewish 
laws alongside the acknowledgement of the change in Spirit with Christ. So while debate 
had settled concerning the disavowal of the laws of Judaism by the Middle Ages, it had 
existed previously.  
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abound in medieval literature, Langland calls it “the olde lawe as the lettre telleth, that 

was the lawe of jewes”41 (Piers Plowman XII.73).42 As was mentioned earlier, the 

medieval period was fond of linking the two testaments, and traditional exegetical 

practice was to interpret scripture in the light of both laws (Robertson 337); furthermore, 

Piers Plowman allegorically sows his crops with both to better fight the weed of the 

vices:43 “Thise foure sedes Pieres sewe and sitthe he did hem harwe / Wyth olde Lawe 

and Newe Lawe that love mygthe wexe / Amonge the foure vertues, and vices destroye” 

(Piers Plowman XIX.309-311). 44 Despite this method of exegesis, the New Law of Jesus 

Christ would have taken precedence in the mind of the majority of medieval authors and 

certainly the mind of the common churchgoer. In “The Parson’s Tale,” Chaucer points to 

the preference of the New Law when Jesus saves a women accused of adultery in John 8. 

Considering pimps, the parson says,   

  By the olde law of God, they sholde be slayn. / But nathelees, by the lawe  
  of Jhesu Crist, that is lawe of pitee, when he seyde to the womman that  
  was founden in avowtrie, and sholde han been slayn with stones, after the  
  wyl of the jewes, as was hir lawe, “Go,” quod Jhesu Crist, “and have  
  namoore wyl to synne (Parson’s Tale 888).45 

                                                 
41 “The old law as the letter tells, that was the law of the Jews.” 
42 The law of the Old Testament is commonly called “the letter” as Langland says, but he 
could also be referring to the letter to the Romans written by Saint Paul.  
43 Piers is an Old English name originating from Peter; furthermore, Piers the Plowman is 
a stand in for the Catholic Church since the authority of Rome arguably originates from 
the primacy of Saint Peter amongst the apostles. Peter is considered the founder of the 
Catholic Church as in Matthew 16.18: “you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my 
church.” Still, a character specifically named Holy Church is included in the text.  
44 “Piers sowed these four seeds and then he did harrow them with Old Law and New 
Law, so that they might grow among the four virtues and destroy vices.” 
45 “By the old law of God, the [pimps] should be killed. / But nonetheless, by the law of 
Jesus Christ, that is the law of mercy, as when he said to the woman that was found guilty 
of adultery, and should have been slain with stones, according to the will of the Jews, as 
was her own law, ‘Go,’ said Jesus Christ, ‘and abandon your will to sin.”’ 
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The Parson makes clear that the Old Law has been superseded, and the pimps whose case 

he is considering can be forgiven along with the adulterer, if they are willing to “have 

namoore wyl to synne.” Jesus proposes that the woman simply change her path of life 

and proceed unpunished; furthermore, she is evaluated as an individual capable of 

personal cleansing and following God.  On the other hand, the Jews in this scene seek to 

cleanse the community since “Moses in the law commanded us to stone such a one” 

(John 8.5), but the Parson insists that according to the New Law, we need not punish 

sinners if they can cleanse themselves willingly. If the individual addresses his or her 

sins, then he or she is accountable before God alone.  

 

2.d—The Individual in Judgment and Drama 

 The aforementioned individuality of judgment is plainly embodied in depictions 

of the Judgment at the apocalypse, both within the literature considered and in its biblical 

sources. Christian judgment does not contain the least aspect of communal retribution: if 

two men jointly commit murder, but one honestly repents, then that one may be 

forgivable while the other is condemned for his participation in the exact same act. John 

of Patmos records in The Book of Revelation his witnessing of the judgment by dream 

vision:  

  And I saw the dead, great and small, standing in the presence of the  
  throne, and the books were opened; and another book was opened, which  
  is the book of life; and the dead were judged by those things which were  
  written in the books, according to their works (Revelation 20.12).  
 
The sins of neighbors and community are not relevant to this type of judgment; humans 

are judged “according to their works” as is recorded in “the book of life.” Contrary to the 
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communal retribution of the Old Testament, Christianity is individualistic in nature. The 

essential element of the individualistic thread running throughout the texts is 

philosophical: if one is to be held accountable for his or her own individual actions, then 

the individual must be a free moral agent capable of making decisions. If we are to 

consider how Middle English Literature incorporates both predestination and free will, 

then we must establish why these elements are embedded in the relevant religious 

framework available to the authors.  

 Although the morality plays are written toward the closing of the Middle English 

period, they share the theological considerations concerning free will and individuality 

relevant to the current argument. In fact, the drama Everyman emphasizes the ultimate 

individuality of Christian judgment even more strongly. In the play, the main character 

Everyman is abandoned by everyone and everything he holds dear, including his own 

senses, until he is left with only his formerly lost friend, Good Deeds. Before Everyman’s 

judgment in Heaven, Good Deeds says, “All Erthly thynges is but vanyte / Beaute, 

Strength, and Dyscrecyon do man forsake, / Folysshe frendes, and Kynnesmen, that fayre 

spake; / all fleeth, save Good Dedes, and that am I” (Everyman 870-873).46  According to 

Everyman, in death and judgment, the soul loses absolutely everything but the good 

deeds that can be attributed to it. Although this move away from corporate responsibility 

is and was widely considered positive, the absolute isolation advocated above is also 

intimidating. When only good works contribute to one’s salvation, close community can 

seem superfluous, and friends become “folysshe frendes” and “kynnesmen” but flatterers 

                                                 
46 “All earthly things are but vanity. / Beauty, strength, and discretion will forsake all 
men. / Foolish friends and kinsmen that speak fairly / All flee, except Good Deeds, and I 
am him.”  
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with “fayre spake.” Everyman pushes individuality to its extremes as the protagonist 

loses all he believed real and important. Essentially, the play evaluates him as a moral 

agent with complete free will who is accountable for his actions.  

 

2.e.—Necessitating Free Will 

 While more remains to be said concerning the advocated Christian life, the 

current argument promises to establish that free will is absolutely necessary to Christian 

judgment—even when doctrinal predestination is acknowledged. In the moral play, 

Wisdom, personified Wisdom advises a tripartite soul, which is split into “Mynde, Wyll, 

and Understondynge”47 (Wisdom 952), to think upon the soul’s free will as most essential 

in determining its health.48 “Ande abowe all þis ʒe have free wyll; / Off þat be ware befor 

all thynge, / For yff þat perverte, all þis doth spyll”49 (Wisdom 290-292). As evidenced in 

this quotation, medieval Christians emphasized that only the free will of the individual 

can make one’s soul “spyll” and fall from God. Free will is absolutely necessary in the 

Christian judgment system, otherwise the individual’s placement amongst the reprobate 

cannot be attributed to any fault of his or her own, but rather it is the fault of the 

community or of God’s predestination. The previously discussed individual retribution 

that is essential to Christianity requires free will if Christians are to be judged as 

autonomous moral agents. In the soul model operating in Wisdom, free will is the 

overarching power in shaping the state of the autonomous soul at death. Only poor 

                                                 
47 “Mind, Will, and Understanding” 
48 The tripartite soul mentioned here is not to be confused with the more famous Platonic 
model composed of reason, spiritedness, and appetite.  
49 “And above all this, you have free will; / Of free will beware before all things, / For if 
that is perverted, all [the soul] will spill.” 
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choices made by free will can thrust a soul into reprobation, and only the free choice 

towards good works and a Christian life earn salvation, for one must have free will if he 

or she is to be accountable for when their soul “doth spyll.”  

 Wisdom is not unique in attributing necessary free will to the Christian agent, and 

earlier texts similarly reference the essential role of free will in depicting a cohesive 

theology of the individually accountable self. Piers Plowman also reasserts the doctrinal 

necessity of free will in Christianity through an allegory considering the farmland from 

which the tree of charity grows in the soul:50  

  It growth in a gardyne,” quod he, that God made hymselven— 
  Amyddes mannes body the more is of the stoke. 
  Herte hatte the erber that it in growth, 
  And Liberum Arbitrium hath the londe to ferme 
  Under Piers the Plowman, to pyken it and to weden it (Piers Plowman 
XVI.17).51 
 
Firstly, God has made this garden and the “londe to ferme” it from “Liberum Arbitrium,” 

translated as free will. In other words, Langland claims God has provided all the tools for 

breeding Charity, but the onus is set upon the individual to choose what he or she will do 

with the land of free will that God has provided. If the individual does not tend to his or 

her soul, then it too will be an overgrown garden lost to the wilderness of life. Langland 

notes that the Holy Church, Piers the Plowman, must plant the seeds of charity and keep 

them on their proper path through the weeding of the will: each individual has free will, 

                                                 
50 Although Christian Charity cannot be discussed at great length here, the term is 
manifold and theologically charged. Thomas Aquinas notably relates it to proper 
Christian friendship in The Summa Theologicæ, but the term is simply described as “the 
general state of being in and responding to God’s love and favor” (The New Catholic 
Encyclopedia “Charity”). 
51 “It grows in a garden, he said, that God himself made, / Amidst man’s body the roots 
settle. / The heart has the orchard in which it grows, / And free will has the land to farm / 
Under Piers the Plowman to plant and weed it.”  
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but the Church still has the obligation to encourage the growth of virtue. Ultimately, 

Langland’s metaphor best explains the role of the church in the individual free soul’s 

path: the Catholic Church must weed the garden of unratified beliefs and water it with 

church teachings, but ultimately the soil of free will decides if the seeds take and a 

healthy garden grows. This notion is fitting with the overall theme of Piers Plowman; 

Langland frequently decries the corruption of the clergy but all the while emphasizes the 

necessity of the institution itself in the individual’s quest for salvation.52 While a good 

gardener helps, due to free will the tree-like soul can be tended appropriately and still die, 

or it can be tended poorly and survive to guide itself. The individual is judged according 

to their deeds done by free will, but a healthy Church improves the odds of the soul’s 

development towards virtue.  

 

2.f.—Conclusion 

 The Christian writers considered here not only recognize free will, but they 

acknowledge it as essential to any and all judgments passed upon a Christian individual 

under the New Law of Christ. As several of the texts considered make evident, these 

writers were familiar with the Old Testament and would have recognized the historical 

framework of retribution described above. While Adam and Eve, as members of the 

Garden of Eden, experienced a period of gratuitous salvation, the Israelites were all 

communally condemned until Christ and Hell’s Harrowing; unlike either, the medieval 
                                                 

52 Admittedly, some debate whether Langland was not a supporter of the Church at all; 
nevertheless, the text suggests strongly that he supported the institution while 
condemning the individuals that currently filled its halls. He was thought to be a proto-
Protestant by early reformers and his poem was excerpted for use in lollard texts. D.A. 
Lawton describes some such poems in the ‘“Piers Plowman’ tradition,” such as Piers the 
Ploughman’s Creed, which appropriated the text in support of Wycliffe.  
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mindset sets up the Christian individual between these two positions of the religious soul. 

Here, a Christian is neither necessarily damned nor necessarily saved because he or she is 

evaluated on individual merit and personal accordance with religious laws. The free will 

of the soul is acknowledged as the fulcrum between these two positions that necessitates 

the individuality inherent in Christianity. Furthermore, no corporate fate is applicable, but 

each individual earns his or her own judgment through accordance or discordance with 

God and his call for good works and deeds. While this assertion of free will may seem 

basic, readers will see that the doctrine is complicated by the definition of God and His 

resultant predestination.  
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Chapter 3 — The Theology of Predestination 

 The doctrine of predestination—and its umbrella term Divine Providence—is as 

crucial as free will in providing an adequate understanding of the theological framework 

of medieval literature. However, these doctrines frequently appear at odds because free 

will emerges from the human ontological perspective, while predestination is necessitated 

by the divine ontology. The metaphysics of the divine are commonly referenced 

indirectly in literature, and thus the details remain obscure. Typically, the common 

believer acknowledges that God is omniscient, omnipotent, omnipresent, eternal, and 

entirely self-sufficient. Ultimately, God is everything foreign to human perspective, 

which is limited in knowledge, power, space, time, and is very dependent upon externals. 

But it is specifically God’s existence outside of time that is most essential to the image of 

God theologically ratified in the Middle Ages and relevant to the doctrine of 

predestination.  

 

3.a.—God’s Eternity and Resultant Omniscience 

 St. Augustine was instrumental in producing the Catholic doctrine surrounding 

God’s eternity and subsequent predestination. He is often quoted in the Middle English 

works being examined because his reputation as a Catholic authority remained consistent 

throughout the Middle Ages. In book eleven of the Confessions, he explores God’s 

experience of time, and he comes to the conclusion that God has no concept of linear 

time like humans do; instead, God understands time as one eternal and unchanging 

moment. Augustine’s God is “unchangeably eternal” (Confessions Augustine 245) and 

experiences time as “Today, [but God’s] Today does not yield to a tomorrow, nor did it 
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follow on a yesterday. [His] Today is eternity” (Confessions Augustine 230). According 

to this understanding of God, God has witnessed all of being continually since creation, 

and thus God knows all that has passed and is to come because he is always concurrently 

experiencing every apparently sequential moment. 

 Thomas Aquinas further explained God’s witnessing of existence through an 

adaptation of Aristotle’s theory of The Unmoved Mover—the first mover that initiated all 

of creation. Like Aristotle’s Unmoved Mover, Aquinas claims “there must be a first 

mover that is above all the rest; and this being we call God” (Aquinas 9). From this God, 

“all motion is observed to proceed, but it itself is immobile” (Aquinas 10). Similar to the 

Unmoved Mover, God is the root of creation from which “all motion is observed to 

proceed.” This being is “incorruptible and unalterable…the further conclusion is evident, 

that God is eternal” (Aquinas 12). Since God has always existed and never moves, 

“clearly, therefore, no succession occurs in God. His entire existence is simultaneous” 

(Aquinas 14). Though counterintuitive to any human mind, the fact that God does not 

partake of temporal succession means that such a God’s mindset and thought are eternal 

and unchanging. He witnesses all as one. From this simultaneous existence, Aquinas 

argues the true conception of eternity is brought forth; while our modern conception of 

eternity suggests endless life, Aquinas—along with Augustine before him—advocates 

that eternity necessarily entails a simultaneous and whole experience of existence that 

does not suffer temporal ordering. 
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3.b.—The Literary Affirmation 

 Although the above God may seem distant to the modern reader acclimated to a 

more personal post-Reformation God, this intellectual God existing outside of human 

experience is the reigning depiction in Middle English Literature. But the prevalence of 

this perspective on God owes as much to Boethius as to Augustine. Boethius is 

considered “a founder of the Middle Ages because of his lasting influence on the 

formation of medieval thought” (The New Catholic Encyclopedia “Boethius”). In 

Chaucer’s own literary translation of Boethius’ The Consolation of Philosophy, entitled 

Boece, he writes, “To hym, that loketh alle thinges from an hey…thilke God seeth in o 

strok of thought alle thinges that ben, or weren, or schollen comen” (Boece V.2.11-15).53 

The passage reflects Aquinas’ notion that all of creation and its planning stems from a 

single movement of God. Although Thomas Aquinas was writing only a little more than a 

century before Chaucer, the saint was already canonized by 1323 and became an instantly 

authoritative theologian (The New Catholic Encyclopedia “Thomas Aquinas”). If 

Chaucer had not read Aquinas, which seems unlikely, he would most likely be aware of 

his works and their themes. Regardless, all of the authors considered have some 

knowledge of Aristotle’s Metaphysics (where the argument for the unmoved mover was 

first made) due to Aristotle’s prominence as The Philosopher of the Middle Ages.54 

Furthermore, Chaucer would have understood Aristotle’s writings in a Christian context. 

Although some critics may wish to assume Chaucer’s ignorance, Chaucer most likely 

knew some Aquinas given his apparent interest in theology—interest enough to translate 

                                                 
53 “To him that looks at all things from on high…that God sees in one stroke of thought 
all the things that have been, or were, or should come.” 
54 Aristotle is often simply referenced as ‘The Philosopher’ in medieval texts.  
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multiple works. Already by 1344, “Clement VI praised the Order of Preachers for 

producing St. Thomas, and bore witness to the fact that his teaching was spreading 

throughout the Church” (The New Catholic Encyclopedia “Thomas Aquinas”). Aquinas’ 

prominence had only increased by the time Chaucer began The Canterbury Tales around 

forty years later.  

 Even if Chaucer’s complete ignorance of Aquinas and Aristotle were to be 

assumed (recklessly), Boethius was very familiar with Aristotle’s works, and his 

Consolation supports the notion of the Unmoved Mover. Undoubtedly, Chaucer is 

exposed to an image of God in agreement with the theory of the first initial mover. “And 

tho thinges that he stireth to gon by moevynge, he withdraweth and aresteth, and 

affermeth the moevable or wandrynge thinges.” (Boece IV.6.44-46).55 The passage notes 

that God “affermeth” all things even after the first moving, which plainly indicates the 

necessity of God’s continued affirmation of existence. This theory is in agreement with 

Augustine’s belief that if God’s omnipotence were withdrawn, “everything would cease 

existing” (The New Catholic Encyclopedia “Providence of God”). In other words, God is 

not wholly detached after the first moving, and his continued support of existence is 

necessary. The image of God put forth is not merely a distant theological dream as it may 

appear today, but rather the eternal conception of God was very accessible to the relevant 

Middle English writers through multiple texts essential to medieval intellectual study.  

 When describing the appearance of Heaven and the New Jerusalem, the heavenly 

vision poem Pearl references God’s inherent eternity indirectly through its reference to 

the limitless geometry of the circle. The poem’s structure itself links refrains throughout 

                                                 
55 “And [from] the things that he stirred to go by his moving, he withdrew and ceased [to 
influence], and affirmed the movable and wandering things.”  
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sections and stanzas so that the poem continuously references and circles back on itself. 

To illustrate, the poem has precisely 1,212 lines divided into 101 stanzas —with 12 

squared being 144 as reminiscent of the 144,000 virgins that follow the Lamb of God. By 

writing 101 stanzas as opposed to 100 stanzas, the poet is “moving beyond the perfect 

square to start again with one, the principle of eternally new beginning” (Newman 6). 

This schema is doubtlessly intentional since the numerology of the poem is perfectly 

planned in accordance with the text. Just as the 101st stanza indicates a new beginning, 

the last line of the poem alludes to the first. While the poem’s first line is “Perle 

plesaunte, to prynces paye” (Pearl 1),56 the last line is “Ande precious perlez vnto His 

pay” (Pearl 1212).57 The Poet has created a textual circle, and the author has transitioned 

from the Earthly prince’s pearl ornament of the first line to the linked stanzas or “perlez” 

he has written for God “vnto His pay.” The poet’s depiction of God focuses only upon 

the Lamb of God identifiable with the Son of the Holy Trinity; however, the eternal 

spiritual essence of Heaven and the all-encompassing nature of the complete Godhead is 

communicated through the image of the circle:  “in the Middle Ages the circle had a 

special allegorical meaning: while ‘containing’ in itself all the other geometrical figures, 

it at the same time ‘encompassed’ the whole cosmos” (Zaitsev 539). Notably, Dante also 

makes use of the perfection of the circle when describing the ascending rings of paradise 

in The Divine Comedy. Within the educated medieval mind, the endlessness of the circle 

is intimately intertwined with the perfection and eternity of Heaven. Since God is 

incomprehensible in His totality, “That which could not be said in words might be stated 

in figures,” so “the verbal patterning of Pearl is closely linked to its geometry and 

                                                 
56 “Pleasant pearl, of prince’s pleasure”  
57 “And precious pearls [give] unto His pleasure.” 
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numerology” in depicting God’s kingdom (Newman 5). Although the simultaneity of 

God’s time cannot easily be captured through geometric means, the author of Pearl 

communicates the eternity of God’s realm through conveying heaven according to 

circular descriptions and poetic structure. “Þe reme of heuenesse clere…endelez rounde, 

and blyþe of mode” (Pearl 738).58 Here, the poet references both the roundness indicative 

of Heaven’s eternity and the constant unchanging blissful state of mind (“blyþe of 

mode”) maintained in God’s paradise. While literature does not always describe God’s 

eternity as blatantly as Boece, medieval poems like Pearl were highly creative in their 

allusion to the eternity they associated with God.  

 

3.c.—God’s Predestination 

 Since God witnesses all of creation as constantly present from the eternal 

perspective, the direct conclusion is that God has complete foreknowledge of all that is to 

come within human sequential time.59 But more generally, God’s willing and knowledge 

of all existence falls under the heading of Divine Providence, which is described as 

follows: “It is infinite and eternal, not limited and temporal. It exists in God’s intelligence 

and presupposes His will, yet it is not multiple or successive but one simple act identified 

with His essence” (The New Catholic Encyclopedia “Providence of God”). Divine 

Providence is not “multiple,” because God does not learn, but has willed and known all 

                                                 
58 “The realm of Heaven clear…[is] endlessly round and blissful of mind.” 
59 Admittedly, Anselm points out that using the terms, “foreknowledge” and 
“predestination,” denotes the human perspective since God’s existence has no future or 
past. “It should also be understood that the word ‘foreknowledge,’ as also the word 
‘predestine’ are not used of God literally, for in him there is no before or after, but all 
things are present to him at once” (Anselm 450). Despite Anselm’s reasonable 
clarification, the terms well serve the current theological purposes. 
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since the first movement of creation as previously described. Within the category of 

Divine Providence lies the more specific theory of predestination. At its base, 

“predestination is a decree of God, an inner decision of the divine wisdom and will, 

whereby God resolves and determines what he himself will bring to pass” (The New 

Catholic Encyclopedia “Predestination”). More specifically, “predestination is like the 

plan existing in God’s mind, for the ordering of some person to salvation. The carrying 

out of this is passively as it were in the persons predestined, though actively in the mind 

of God” (Summa Theologica 1a. 23,2). Predestination is separable from predeterminism 

and wider providence because it is concerned with the particular ordained path of an 

individual being. Although the aforementioned notion that predestination is carried out 

“passively” in the persons predestined for “salvation” is in agreement with Augustine and 

ratified Catholic Theology; this doctrine appears problematic because it implies that those 

destined for salvation are not truly responsible for their good choices, but rather have 

passively followed God’s plan. To the modern reader, this passivity is clearly at odds 

with the notion of free will essential to Catholic theology and Christianity’s emphasis 

upon individual retribution.   

 As a philosophical work, Chaucer’s Boece once again provides the most direct 

explication of predestination within the works of the relevant authors. Boece is essential 

for this thesis because aspects of The Consolation of Philosophy permeate all of 

Chaucer’s works: “It is Boethius who made Chaucer a philosophical poet, and not simply 

a courtly maker” (Hanna 396). For instance, Megan Murton provides a reading of 

Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde that highlights Chaucer’s adaptation of Boethian 

elements. She claims, Chaucer channels Boethius when writing the character of Troilus, 
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and using his knowledge of the text he translates “philosophical insight into religious 

devotion” (Murton 294). Chaucer is exceedingly knowledgeable about The Consolation, 

and Boece extensively considers predestination as it necessarily results from God’s 

atemporal position. When considering the influence of The Consolation on Chaucer’s 

Troilus and Criseyde, Jill Mann attests to his awareness of God’s knowledge: 

“Providence, the ‘pure clennesse of the devyne intellect,’ is outside of time… the divine 

intelligence surveys all together the events which are for us arranged in temporal 

succession” (Mann 96). Despite the absolute necessity of God’s foreknowledge given 

God’s position outside of time, Boethius and thus Chaucer’s Boece also assert the 

necessity of free will. “Wherfore in alle thingis that resoun is, in hem also is liberte of 

willynge and of nillynge” (Boece V.2.17-19).60 But the ultimate need for predestination 

and providence provides Boece‘s closing note.  

  God, byholdere and forwytere61 of alle thingis, duelleth above, and the  
  present eternite of his sighte rennet alwey with the diverse qualite of our  
  dedes, dispensynge and orderying medes to gode men and torments to  
  wikkide men” (Boece V.6.293-298).62  
 
Chaucer’s use of the Middle English word, “forwytere,” is especially notable since it 

emphasizes God’s foreknowledge. Although He influences through “dispensyne and 

orderying medes” and “torments” within the temporal successive universe, this influence 

is not active but has been fore-written since the creation of successive time. God dwells 

beyond this perspective of time, and thus his actions upon it are from his eternal point of 

                                                 
60 “Wherefore, in all things that have reason, in them also is freedom of willing and not 
willing.” 
61 This word is translated literally as “fore-knower.” 
62 “God, beholder and fore-writer of all things, dwells above, and the present eternity of 
his sight reins always with the diverse quality of our deeds, dispensing and ordering gifts 
to good men and torments to wicked men.” 
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view. In Chaucer’s Boece, both “predestinacioun devyne, and the liberte of fre wil” are 

plainly at work (Boece IV.6.28-29). Although it is in the literary endeavors of Chaucer 

and other Middle English texts that these doctrinal influences are developed, the Boece 

provides information concerning precisely how Chaucer—as an avid Boethian—

understood predestination and free will as proposed in The Consolation of Philosophy. 

Although literary works lack the directness of Chaucer’s Boece, Boethius’ influence on 

Chaucer is evident throughout his literary works. 

 

3.d.—Chaucer’s Adaptation of Predestination 

 Chaucer affirms his belief in predestination within “The Man of Law’s Tale,” but 

he embellishes the doctrine through the use of The Cosmographia Of Bernardus 

Silvestrus and its metaphors surrounding God’s providence. In the “Man of Law’s Tale,” 

the pious Custance is swept about the world by ill luck attributed to the wrongful 

positioning of the stars and Satan’s influence. But fortunately, God is watching out for 

her and protects her throughout her quest. God often intercedes on Custance’s behalf and 

therefore operations of predestination in the story appear unclear. At first glance, the tale 

seems inconsistent as it appears to switch between providence, strict determinism, and 

classic fortune. While some critics attack the tale’s “naïve folk piety” (Cooper 131), 

others find it one more voice in a chorus of Boethian Fortune tales,63 and still others like 

Chauncey Wood accuse the tale of espousing a “morbid determinism” (Morgan 219). 

Still, the tale proves to have an internal consistency. In the “The Man of Law’s Tale,” 
                                                 

63 “Boethian Fortune tales” references a tendency in medieval literature to tell stories 
surrounding Boethius’ ‘Wheel of Fortune.” Typically, the characters in these stories lose 
everything temporal and are forced to acknowledge God as the only stable and worthy 
target of human interest and affection. 
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Chaucer references the predestined story told in the stars when considering the death of 

the Sultan whom Custance was meant to marry: 

  Paraventure in thilke large book  
  Which that man clepe the heven ywriten was  
  With sterres, whan that he his birthe took,  
  That he for love sholde han his deeth, allas!64 (“Law’s Tale” 190-194) 

Notably, the word, “ywriten,” is in the past tense and thus indicates that God has already 

written the fate of humans in the heavens. Although Chaucer is describing God’s 

predestination with a metaphor depicting God as a sort of divine author or scribe, he is 

ultimately supporting the doctrine of predestination. The God of the story wrote 

Custance’s journey at the first moving. The narrator’s notion of predestination is derived 

from Bernardus Silvestris’ section in The Cosmographia on the “Megacosmos,” which 

provides the narrator’s metaphor: “thilke large book / Which that man clepe the heven.” 

In the Cosmographia, Silvestris states, “The firmament is inscribed with stars, and 

prefigures all that may come to pass through decree of fate” (Cosmographia 76). 

Although seemingly mystical at times, Silvestris is a strictly Christian thinker, and he 

makes clear that “The Creator wrought” the “firmament” (Cosmographia 76). It is God 

who created the heavens and wrote with the stars. Indeed, the narrator agrees and 

operates with the notion that Custance’s trials and her fiance’s death are “ywriten” by 

God in the book of the Heavens; furthermore, both The Man of Law and Bernardus 

Silvestris operate under the assumption that God has already fore-written all that is to 

pass for each individual (i.e., predestination). As aforementioned, Boece asserts God 

began all from the first moving,  “stireth to gon by moevynge, he withdraweth and 

                                                 
64 Perhaps in the large book / That man calls the heavens, it was written / With stars, 
when this man was born, / That he would die for love, allas! (Chaucer II.190-194) 
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aresteth” (Boece IV.6.44-46).65 God only moved once to create and predestine all, yet all 

including creation is present in the eternal mind. The Man of Law acknowledges the fore-

writing of fate from the first moving when he decries Custance’s unfortunate fate: “O 

firste moevying! Crueel firmament”66 (“Law’s Tale” 295). God not only wrote the future 

in “thilke large book,” but he has has spelled out “the sequence of events [for] ages to 

come” within the stars (Silvestris 76). In other words, God’s apparent interventions in 

“The Man of Law’s Tale” are not random, but rather they are the predestined works of 

God. While the tale may contain other metaphysical faults, the narrator does operate with 

a consistent Christian notion of predestination.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
65 “And [from] the Things that he stirred to go by his moving, he withdrew and ceased [to 
influence].”  
66 “Oh first moving, cruel firmament” 
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Chapter 4 — The Theology of Grace 

 The reader will remember that the medieval Christian understands himself or 

herself as a free moral agent situated between the blessedness of the garden and the 

damnation of the pre-Christian period. This ability for a Christian to be either damned or 

saved—as dependent on choice—stems from Christ’s gift of God’s grace, which is the 

solution to the complex theological web considered above. Although doctrinal grace was 

complicated significantly during the scholastic period, a relatively simple working 

definition can be established. At its base, “grace is ‘the free and unmerited favor of God 

as manifested in the salvation of sinners” (The New Catholic Encyclopedia “Grace, 

Theology of”). Typically, it is contrasted with sin: in this model, sin is sickness and grace 

acts medicinally. The state of grace is one in which the “condition of soul is marked by 

sinlessness and by the fulfillment of God’s will” (The New Catholic Encyclopedia 

“Grace, the state of”), and is thus related to the condition of soul that is fit for the divine 

indwelling.67 Although the doctrine of grace precedes his writings, St. Augustine was the 

first to attempt to explain its workings and caveats. In agreement with the Greek Church 

fathers before him, he asserts that grace brings about one’s divinization through increased 

participation in the divine being.  In other words, a human being in a state of grace is 

composed of both physical substance and the divine. Such a position is especially 

appealing to a Christian mindset as Christ is the ultimate culmination of the seemingly 

parallel ontologies. In reference to Christ, the Gospel of John famously states, “the Word 

was made flesh, and dwelt among us” (John 1.14), and thus through grace we become our 

own instantiations of the Word and enter into the “solidarity and community of the 

                                                 
67 See footnote 1. 
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redeemed with Christ” (The New Catholic Encyclopedia “Grace, Theology of”). Our 

participation in grace brings about our participation in the divine ontology. On the other 

hand, this participation in the divine can be destroyed by “willful mortal sin” and is 

restored through “an act of perfect contrition or through attrition68 coupled with 

sacramental absolution“ (The New Catholic Encyclopedia “Grace, The State of”).69 As 

will be considered later, Augustine believes this Godly presence is the true spiritual 

image of God and that acts of sin deface this image and God’s presence.  

 The notion of freedom permitted by grace is a Christian notion different from the 

free will granted to a moral agent capable of good or ill; moreover, Christian freedom 

alludes to one’s ability to follow God and accord him or herself to His eternal will. Here, 

an agent does not attest to his or her freedom through a sinful rebellion against God, but 

rather through acting in accordance with God and the presence of His will through grace. 

One who pursues sin loses free will as his or her will becomes increasingly bound to the 

physical existence of the mutable world. Chaucer’s Boece echoes this sentiment: 

  Thilke thing that departeth ferrest fro the firste thought of God, it is  
  unfolden and summittid to grettere bondes of destine; and in so moche is  
  the thing more fre and laus fro destine, as it axeth and hooldeth hum neer  
  to thilke centre of thinges (that is to seyn God); and yif the thing clyveth to 
  the stedfastnesse of the thought of God and be withoute moevying, certes  
  it surmounteth the necessite of destine (Boece IV.6.130-139).70  

                                                 
68 Attrition is a feeling of repentance and sorrow for one’s sins out of fear of punishment. 
The term is opposed to contrition, which is sorrow for one’s sins due to an overwhelming 
love of God; furthermore, the latter is generally treated as more praiseworthy.  
69 Attrition is an act of imperfect contrition; for instance, someone who no longer wishes 
to sin but out of their desire to be a role model for their child and not because they love 
God.  
70 “That same thing that departs furthest from the first thought of God, it is expanded and 
submitted to greater bonds of destiny; and in so much as the thing is more free and loose 
from destiny, as it seeks and holds him near to that same center of things (that is to say 
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 Although Chaucer is not directly describing grace, he is alluding to a similar 

function. He notes that closeness to God provides true freedom, while distance from God 

enslaves a soul to the wills of the world. Boethius’ view is based on the philosophical 

assumption that God is the font of human reason, from which proper human virtue flows; 

for Boethius and Chaucer, “Sin, therefore, involves mistaken ideas about reality but also 

deformations in the affective orientation of the will to the world” (LaChance 309).  Sin 

results from faulty reasoning and a worldview resultant from this mistake. Humans sin 

due to a failure to cultivate their connection to God and thus free themselves through 

proper reasoning. Similarly, closeness to God (i.e. the state of grace) frees the agent from 

“the bondes of destine,” because it allows one to pursue God and His goodness. Still, the 

notion that one needs to be allowed to pursue God is counterintuitive to the language of 

freedom; in fact, since God is the root of good, his divine influence is necessary for acts 

that accord to his will. “Fallen man can act or not act under grace; but if his action is to 

be free in the Christian sense, then grace is absolutely necessary” (The New Catholic 

Encyclopedia “Grace, Theology of”). Simply, a free person acts in accordance with God, 

but one cannot act in accordance with God unless He wills it through the gift of grace.71 

                                                                                                                                                       
God); and if the thing cleaves to the steadfastness of the thought of God and is without 
moving, certainly it surmounts the necessity of destiny.” 
71 Although an example and more elaboration on this point is provided in the next 
paragraph, the basic purpose of this facet of grace is to highlight God’s ultimate power. 
Indeed, God grants us free will, but He can choose whether or not to grant grace, and 
only with grace can we act in accordance with God. Oftentimes, the gift of God’s grace 
takes the form of a capacity for virtue or asceticism. It is for this reason that many of the 
works considered in this thesis end with the author’s or narrator’s plea for grace; 
frequently, these pleas beg that God provides the strength to freely act piously and resist 
the temptations of the temporal world. For instance, a monk may choose to fight his 
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For Augustine and many of our authors, it is the union of grace with an agent’s free 

choice to act that truly brings about salvation. Ultimately, God’s grace does not force a 

movement of the will, but it does evoke an agent’s desire to act and also provides the 

agent with the ability needed to act well.  

 The reader is likely to be confused by this odd doctrine, but luckily St. Anselm 

provides some very illuminating metaphors that clarify the workings of grace. A popular 

theologian, Anselm wrote primarily in the eleventh century. One useful metaphor he 

provides for grace describes the plight of a naked man in need of clothes: 

  Not surprisingly, when the Lord says: ‘without me, you can do nothing’  
  [John 15.5], he is not saying: ‘your free choice is of no use to you,’ but ‘it  
  is of no use to you without my grace.”…Similarly, when people give a  
  garment to a naked man to whom they owe nothing and who cannot on his 
  own acquire a garment, even though the latter has the power personally to  
  use and not use the garment he has received, still, if he does use it, the fact 
  that he is clothed should not be credited to him but to the one who gives  
  him the garment” (Anselm 457).  
 
Anselm specifies that the givers “owe nothing,” and the naked man “cannot on his own 

acquire a garment.” These passages highlight the gratuitous nature of God’s grace. God 

does not “owe” anything to a meritorious agent, but instead decides to deliver his grace of 

His own accord. In addition, the naked man cannot “acquire a garment” of grace without 

God’s willing it. Although we have complete free will, one’s share in the divine (grace) 

and their subsequent ability to act in accordance with God’s goodness comes from God 

and God alone. Essentially Anselm’s summary of the interaction of free choice and grace 

is congenial to Aquinas’ own position: “And so the motion from God towards justice 

[through grace] does not take place without a movement of the free will” (Summa 

                                                                                                                                                       
impulse toward sin, but God must provide him with the strength and virtue to actually do 
so in the correct moments. 
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Theologiæ 1a2æ.113.3).72 In agreement with Augustine, it is the choice of the human free 

will in agreement with God’s gift of grace that brings about personal salvation.73 But how 

precisely does grace provide a solution to the doctrinal problem laid before us? 

  Grace provides a junction where the operations of God and the operations of man 

meet, and both God’s predestination and man’s free will can function jointly. However, 

while the puzzle pieces have been provided, the precise argument for this congruence is 

necessary. As previously considered, Christianity has always had a penchant for dual 

ontologies fitting the model of its God-man savior. Grace is the method by which the 

medieval Catholic becomes a partaker in the divinity of God, and as such it is where our 

conception of free will mixes with God’s predestined influence. Let us take an example 

from Anselm who pleads for “the help of divine grace” before writing on the congruency 

of free will (Anselm 452).74  

1. St. Anselm decides to write De Concordia.  

2. Anselm’s writing of De Concordia is a good willed by God.  

3. Because De Concordia is a good willed by God, Anselm requires God’s grace to 

freely complete this good in accordance with God’s will.  
                                                 

72 Aquinas immediately proceeds to state, “He infuses the gift of justifying grace in such 
a way that at the same time he also moves the free choice to accept the gift of grace” 
(Summa Theologiæ 1a2æ.113.3). This should not be interpreted as a divine intervention, 
but rather as God’s encouragement in accordance with Augustine’s advocated view.  
73 While the sub-category of efficacious grace—one of many sub-categories of grace—is 
not considered for simplicity’s sake, it is worth noting because doctrinal efficacious grace 
does “infallibly obtain the free cooperation of the will” (The New Catholic Encyclopedia 
“Grace, Efficacious”). This doctrine is problematic, and the support of it varies according 
to the specific theologian; furthermore, Calvinism brought new focus to the doctrine and 
it would not be a major consideration for the Middle English period.  
74 For some, grace appears to inhibit free will because it is required for certain acts; 
furthermore, Anselm actually feels the need to write a section on the congruence of grace 
and free will in De Concordia. 
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4. Fortunately, God has predestined his gift of grace for Anselm. Although from the 

divine simultaneity, God is concurrently bestowing the requisite grace. 

5. Anselm writes De Concordia in accordance with and through the ability provided 

by God’s grace. 

6. The two metaphysical systems have met as God’s divine predestination has 

converged with and encouraged Anselm’s act of free will.  

7. The combination of God’s predestined grace and Anselm’s free will result in De 

Concordia and the further elevation of Anselm’s participation in the divine.   

God’s direct influence upon the wills of agents consists of his predestined gift of grace 

alone. The attentive reader will notice that God still has foreknowledge of the fact that 

Anselm will choose to act in accordance with His will, despite the fact that he has not 

necessitated any particular choices. Admittedly, God’s foreknowledge does appear to 

compromise free will. Anselm and Aquinas’ solution to this problem is that God’s 

experience of time (simultaneous occurrence) is the ultimate and true experience of time, 

and thus our understanding of God’s intervention involves a category mistake. God does 

not necessitate a future action, but from his one eternal moment he distributes grace to all 

moments as he sees fit. Humans are still permitted to make their own free decisions 

because a decision in any moment is as present to God as any other, whether it be next 

Wednesday or Paul’s vision on the road to Damascus.75 For example, God has not 

determined that David should beat Goliath or I should write this page, but—according to 

this solution—He is currently providing the grace required for both of those occurrences, 
                                                 

75 An arguable exception to this rule would be the period of time in which Jesus walked 
the earth. One could say that The Son experienced a temporal succession of time for a 
limited period, but ultimately, the Father of the Trinity always provides an eternal 
perspective to the Trinity.  
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and yet my will is as free as is David’s.76 Anselm provides the following commentary on 

God’s influence: 

  Although things foreknown and predestined are bound to happen, still it is  
  equally true that some things foreknown and predestined do not happen by 
  the type of necessity which precedes and causes something. They happen,  
  as we have said above, by the kind that follows upon something. Even  
  though God predestines actions of that nature, he causes them not by  
  compelling or constraining the will but by leaving it to its own devices.  
  And even though the will employs its own power, it still causes nothing  
  which God does not also cause by his grace in the case of good deeds  
  (Anselm 451).  
 
The reason that God’s predestination does not operate in a way that “precedes and causes 

something” is because God does not precede anything but perceives everything. The 

necessity considered is that which “follows upon” the distribution of God’s grace. It is in 

this way that God is not “compelling or constraining the will,” but rather providing the 

moral agent’s ability through grace and leaving his or her own will “to its own devices.” 

Ultimately, the reasoning is difficult to follow, and its conclusion in God’s simultaneity is 

impossible for a rational human to grasp; however, for our purposes, even a lesser 

account would suffice to explain the workings of grace in Middle English Literature. This 

thesis does not pretend to solve this age-old doctrinal problem, but rather it shows how 

literature reveals that the medieval Christian must appeal to grace in order to act freely 

while also satisfying his or her belief in God’s predestined influence.  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
76 For the sake of argument, I make the bold assumption that the writing of this thesis is 
truly a good.  
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Chapter 5 — Spiritual Grace in Literature 

 In the previous chapter, I laid out how grace reconciles free will and 

predestination according to patristic theology. This chapter aims to explicate grace’s 

functions as they appear in the relevant Middle English literature. Although the narrative 

element of literature makes the explication of grace in practice simpler than purely 

theological considerations, the doctrine is still displayed as variegated and operating in 

numerous contexts. This chapter focuses particularly on the spiritual workings of grace in 

literature as opposed to its agential accrual through the sacraments and good works, 

which is discussed in chapter 6. Three texts are used to demonstrate three quintessential 

functions of grace as relevant to human action. First, the play, Wisdom, provides an 

excellent Augustinian model of the loss of grace through mortal sin; in both Wisdom and 

Augustinian theology, the loss of grace acts as equivalent to the loss of the image of God. 

Second, Pearl focuses considerably on the gratuitous method of grace’s distribution 

through frequently comparing it to a wellspring flowing freely. Finally, Piers Plowman 

allegorizes the workings of grace and depicts the character of Grace as a guardsman of 

salvation, the necessary distributer of virtues and talent, and as the clergy’s source of 

power.77 In sum, the chapter moves from Wisdom’s considerations of the state of sin, to 

Pearl‘s focus on grace’s distribution, and closes with Piers Plowman’s detailed allegories 

concerning grace’s intermediary positions. These texts individually emphasize particular 

                                                 
77 Certain works tend to emphasize particular functions of grace, but it is important to 
remember that no work is exclusionary. For instance, Piers Plowman includes 
considerations of reprobation, medicinal grace, and sacramental grace. This thesis aims to 
provide many literary examples and thus has largely excluded where their commentaries 
overlap. 
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workings of grace, but they all acknowledge struggle with the parallel ontologies of 

Christianity and therefore place grace between God and the physical plane of man. 

 

5.a. The Augustinian Image in Wisdom 

 In agreement with St. Augustine, the morality drama, Wisdom, associates the soul 

in a state of grace directly with the soul that is created in God’s image in Genesis 1; in 

other words, Wisdom does not interpret Genesis 1.27 as suggesting that man physically 

resembles God, but rather the good human soul in grace resembles God. If the soul falls 

into corruption, then it loses grace and thus any semblance to God. As noted, Wisdom is a 

morality play that tells the story of a personified soul (Anima), the descent of its 

personified parts (Mind, Understanding, and Will) into sin, and ascent back to 

faithfulness. The council that Wisdom personified offers to the soul is notably in line 

with Augustinian thought and operates under the pretense that “god is a spirit” (John 

24.4), and so too is the soul that participates in the divine—by carrying the image of God. 

78  In Wisdom and in Augustine’s writings, the presence of this image in the soul is 

identical with the state of grace; in both cases, the worth of the soul comes from outside 

itself since the image and grace are derived from God. “The soul needs to be enlightened 

by the light from outside itself, so that it can participate in truth, because it is not itself the 

nature of truth,” for it is “His image, our own soul” (Confessions Augustine 68 / 122). In 

agreement, Mind while in grace declares, “I am mynde, þat in þe sowle ys / The veray 

figure of þe deyte” (Wisdom 183-184).79 Mind is one of the three parts of the soul in this 

drama, and thus Anima says of his focus on God, “For a lover of yowr schappe am I 

                                                 
78 Personified Wisdom is directly identified as Christ in the text.  
79 “I am mind that is in the soul, / I am the very figure of the deity.” 
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wrote” (Wisdom 20).80 The soul is inherently compatibility with God, and it is deeply 

drawn towards the divine presence even if it can be tricked into following material 

desires. Augustine agrees, and he describes the soul’s inclination towards God as follows: 

“every spirit continually praises [God] with mouth turned towards Him…”(Confessions 

Augustine 72).  If one follows the soul’s innate focus on God, God will stay within the 

soul sharing in His grace, “to all clene sowlys I am full hende / And ever present wer þat 

þey be” (Wisdom 45-46).81 One must cleanse his or her soul of original sin to enter a 

graceful state fit for God’s presence because God is bound to exist in the clean Christian 

soul. 

 As mentioned in chapter 2, the medieval Christian is able to cleanse his or her 

soul and receive grace because the coming of Christ provides the possibility of the 

forgiveness of original sin through baptism. Wisdom provides a useful narrative that 

explains the current availability of grace in light of the history of retribution. The play 

makes clear that Adam originally carried the image of God, but he brought about the 

original disfigurement of the image through his disobedience.  

  Yt ys þe ymage of Gode þat all began; 
  And not only ymage, but his lyknes ʒe are. 
  Off all creaturys þe fairest ʒe ware 
  Into þe tyme of Adamys offence… 
  Off hym takynge þe fylthe of synne orygynall 
  For of hym all creaturys cam… 
  For ʒe be disvyguryde be hys synne (Wisdom 103-106 / 110-11 / 117- 
  118)82 
 

                                                 
80 “For I was made as a lover of your being.” 
81 “I am fully bound to all clean souls, and forever present wherever they are.” 
82 “It is the image of God that began all [for humans] / And only the image, but his 
likeness you are. / Of all creatures you were the fairest / Until the time of Adam’s 
offence… / For he took the filth of original sin / [And] from him all creatures came… / 
For you are disfigured by his sin.”  
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As is traditional, the ritual of cleansing oneself of original sin and regaining grace is 

baptism,83 which can restore the gift of God’s grace and thus rectifies the proper image of 

God within the soul. Frequently, Genesis 1.27, “and God created man in his own image” 

is interpreted as stating that the physical image of humanity is modeled after God—as is 

archetypally suggested by Michelangelo’s The Creation of Adam within the Sistine 

Chapel. Contrarily, Augustine has determined the theological position, which is that only 

the souls of humans are created in the image of God as “God is a spirit” (John 4.14).84 

The position of possible redemption described in the passage above is in agreement with 

the earlier consideration of evolving systems of retribution, in which the Christian’s fate 

is dependent upon choices of the will. The soul in this position notes that the presence of 

God frees it: “The benefyttys of Gode and Hys worthynes, / How holl I was mayde, how 

fayere, how fre, / how jentyll to Hys lyknes” (Wisdom 186-188).85 The soul in a graceful 

state is like a soul before the fall of man: it is complete, beautiful, free, and in proper 

agreement with God’s intended likeness. In agreement with the system of grace and 

freedom set out in the previous chapter, the soul that shares in God’s divinity and his 

“lyknes” through grace has Christian freedom.  

                                                 
83 Augustine is the earliest major proponent of the doctrine of original sin.  
84 For Augustine, our souls are like reflections of God’s eternal light, “you are the true 
light who illuminates every man coming into this world” (Confessions Augustine 68). 
And as God is the eternal truth, his image in us is our capacity for truth or reason. We 
think “by [God’s] image and likeness, that is by the power of reason and intelligence” 
(Confessions Augustine 302). Such a notion fits perfectly with the Christian notion of 
freedom considered in the previous chapter: possession and the use of reason provide the 
intelligence needed for liberation from worldly wiles. Because God is the source of 
reason, acting with one’s reason is to act according to God’s image and intent. 
85 “The benefits of God and his worthiness, / How whole I was made, how fair, how free, 
/ How agreeable to his likeness.”  
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 Even once one garners the state of grace (and thus has regained God’s image), a 

position of reprobation is easy to return to. In Wisdom, the character of Lucifer iterates 

his plan for destroying the presence of God’s image in Anima: “That soule Gode made 

incomparable, / To hys lyknes most amiable, / I xall make yt most reprovable, / Ewyn 

lyke to a fende of Hell” (Wisdom 535-539).86 As the soul submits to sin, it enters a state 

of reprobation and loses the presence of God’s image (i.e. grace). Lucifer wishes to 

depose the image of God and transform the beautiful, faithful soul into something more 

amenable to a fiend of Hell. If the hellish antagonist succeeds, he claims ownership of the 

corrupt soul. “Wyll in clennes ys mankind, / Verely, þe soule God ys within; / Ande wen 

yt ys in dedly synne, / Yt is werely þe develys place” (Wisdom 543-546).87 As God’s 

entrance into the soul sets humans free to act well, the reprobate soul becomes enslaved 

as the “develys place.” Lucifer proceeds to claim “many a soule to Hell I wyn” (Wisdom 

548).88 While the human with God’s grace (image) has choice and power, the devil’s pet 

is enraptured with the senses and merely bound for hell. As Lucifer says, “Grace ys owt 

and put arome” (Wisdom 524).89 Although the pieces of the soul revel in their sin for a 

short time, Wisdom (Christ) soon points out the damage they have done to Anima. 

According to Augustine, when men sin, “even when they are sinning against [Him] their 

wicked actions are against their own souls” (Confessions Augustine 47). The author of 

Wisdom clearly agrees as the stage direction indicates that the graceless soul (Anima) 

returns to the stage disfigured after its pieces have entered into sin. “Here Anima 
                                                 

86 “The soul God made incomparable, / To his likeness it is most agreeable, / I shall make 
it the most reprovable, / So that it even resembles a fiend of Hell.” 
87 “Mankind is well off while clean, / Verily, God is within the soul, / And when it is in 
deadly sin / It is the devil’s place.” 
88 “I win many souls for Hell.”  
89 “Grace is gone and put to roaming.” 
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apperythe in þe most horrybull wyse, fowlere þan a fende” (Wisdom ~903).90 The soul is 

weak and incapable of any goodness without the presence of God’s grace, and Anima’s 

pleas for God’s mercy carry a strong feeling of pain. “Than wyth yow iii þe Soule doth 

crye, / Mercy, Gode!’ Why change I nowte, / I þat thus hooryble in synne lye” (Wisdom 

949-951).91 Despite the distracted sinfulness of its constitutive parts, the soul is still 

focused on the pain it feels when separate from God. This decrepit depiction mirrors 

Augustine’s own description of the reprobate soul: without a share in the divinity of 

God’s truth through grace, the human soul is left in a terrible state. “See how the human 

soul lies weak and prostrate when it is not yet attached to the solid rock of truth” 

(Confessions Augustine 66). Augustine often references God as the Truth, and thus the 

soul’s inclination towards truth is its rational inclination towards God, and the presence 

of God in the soul is associated with the rational knowledge of God’s truth. In the play, 

personified Understanding notes that “truthe on syde I let hym slyppe” once the soul has 

been deceived by Lucifer (Wisdom 565).92 As denoted by “hym,” truth is personified 

God, and the soul has allowed the importance of God’s rational truth to slip away. In 

sum, the presence of the image of God in the soul is equivalent to sharing in the divinity 

of God through grace, and when we enter into mortal sin, we lose this presence along 

with God’s image.  

 In accordance with the methodology of salvation explained in Chapter 4, Anima 

does not return to the right path until God’s grace is restored; following the reinstating of 
                                                 

90 “Here Anima appears in the most horrible state, more foul than a fiend.” The stage 
direction is cited as ~903 because the stage directions are not given line numbers in this 
edition.  
91 “Then with you three the soul does cry, / ‘Mercy, God!’ Who do I not change, / I that 
thus lie in horrible sin.” 
92 “I let truth slip to the side” 
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the state of grace, an act of free will is required for the soul’s salvation. In keeping with 

the implications of the term, “free will,” personified Will pouts about his freedom: 

“Holde me not! Let me Go!” (Wisdom 773-775).93 Indeed, as Mind begins to reconsider 

the trio’s sinfulness, Will rebels against a return to piety, “We may amende wen we be 

sage” (Wisdom 892).94 The Will’s rebelliousness keeps the soul from reentering the state 

of grace—as Wisdom confirms (893)—proving that the will is required in achieving 

salvation. As is typical, both grace and free will are necessary. After seeing Anima, Will 

begins to see the error of his revelry and hopes to “gronde my wyll stable, / þat of hys 

mercy He wyll me able / To have þe yiffte of Hys specyall grace” (Wisdom 944-946).95 

Once Will does see the error of his ways, he still requires God’s mercy and guidance, for 

the soul requires that God “wyll me able.” In other words, the soul can do little until God, 

out of mercy, makes the will capable of acting goodly through the gift of divine grace. 

Here, “specyall grace” highlights the grace required in the healing of actual sin as 

opposed to original sin in accordance with lines 1112-1114 of Wisdom, which 

distinguishes between the original cleansing brought about by baptism and cleansing 

brought about through penance—both of which bring about a state of grace.96 Thus, only 

after penance and absolution can the soul safely claim, “Now þe soule in charyte 

reformyde ys” (Wisdom 1135).97  This salvific decision to act in accordance with God is 

fittingly distributed throughout the parts of the tripartite soul: first Mind intellectually 

                                                 
93 “Do not hold me! Let me go!” 
94 “We will amend when we are old.” 
95 “Ground my will [to make it] stable, / That of his mercy God wills me that I am able / 
To have the gift of his special grace.”  
96 The term “actual sin” references sins committed during one’s lifetime in contrast to the 
inherited sin, which is original sin.  
97 “Now the soul is reformed in charity.” 
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understands the harm of sin and passes the concept to Understanding, second the 

Understanding processes it and passes the idea to Will, and finally Will must choose the 

free will act of the individual and reform the soul. Though one might understand the 

concept of sin and reprobation, Mind and Understanding alone are not sufficient to act, 

repent, and regain the state of grace, but an act of will is also required. As discussed in 

Chapter 4, salvation is only brought about through the combination of grace and freely 

willed action in accordance with God and goodness. Free will should not inhibit the 

predestinated aid of God’s grace, but rather it should cooperate with grace to recuperate a 

salvific state of soul. But while Wisdom illustrates the processes of reprobation and the 

return to grace thoroughly, Pearl focuses more explicitly on the methodology of grace’s 

distribution.  

 

5.b.—Gratuitous Grace in Pearl 

 Although Wisdom describes the functions of grace clearly and theologically, 

Pearl provides a more nuanced vision of grace, its origins, and its distribution. Once 

more, Pearl provides the classic history of retribution, but the poem more directly 

considers grace and its justifying power.  

  Inoʒe is knawen þat mankyn grete 
  Fyrste watz wroʒt to blysse parfyt 
  Oure forme fader hit con forfete 
  Þurʒ an apple þat he vpon con byte; 
  Al wer we dampned for þat mete 
  To dyʒe in doel out of delyt 
  And syþen wende to helle hete, 
  Þerinne to won withoute respyt. 
  Bot þeron come a bote98 astyt; 

                                                 
98 “Bote” is translated as “remedy” below, and it comes from Anglo Saxon “bot,” which 
means “help,” “assistance,” “remedy,” or “cure” (Bosworth-Toller, “Bót”). It is often 
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  Ryche blod ran on rode so roghe, 
  And wynne water; þen, at þat plyt, 
  Þe grace of God wex gret innoghe (Pearl 637-648).99  
 
As discussed above, Pearl locates Christians between the damned and the absolutely pure 

since humanity has passed through both phases already. Adam and Eve cast humanity 

from total purity into communal reprobation, but Christ brings about individual 

retribution through the gift of grace. It was only once the “ryche blod ran” that grace 

“wex” (grew) great enough for justification. The entirety of Pearl’s section XI 

emphasizes that grace is sufficient for justification as the refrain repeats, “þe grace of 

God is gret innough” (Pearl 660).100 This portion of the poem specifically concerns itself 

with the methodology of retribution, and the purpose of the refrain is to highlight that 

grace can provide Paradise.101 It is grace as received through the sacraments of “blod and 

water” (Pearl 649),102 which has “delyuered vus of þe deth secounde” (Pearl 652).103 The 

                                                                                                                                                       
conjoined to form “dǽd-bót,” which means “an amends-deed,” “repentance,” or 
“penitence” (Bosworth-Toller, “dǽd-bót”).  
99 “It is known well enough that great mankind / First was made in perfect bliss. / Our 
former father [Adam] who forfeited it / Through an apple upon which he bit; / We were 
all damned for that food / To die in suffering, outside of delight / and after go to hell’s 
heat, / Therein to dwell without respite. / But there came a remedy; / Rich blood ran on 
the cross so rough, / And precious water; then, because of that plight, / The grace of God 
grew great enough.” 
100 “The grace of God is great enough.”  
101 Since Pearl concerns itself with the death of a baptized baby in grace, the poet may 
mean to imply that the grace of God is good enough without any acts of free will; if so, 
this view would be at odds with the methodology supported so far and will be considered 
later in the thesis.  
102 “Blood and water” operate with a dual meaning here; not only is the wine of 
communion the transubstantiated blood of Christ and baptism the sacrament of 
purification, but it is also referential of the death of Christ that brings about salvation: 
“But one of the soldiers opened his side with a spear, and immediately there came out 
blood and water” (John 19.34).  
103 “Delivered us from the second death.”  
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“deth secounde” is a charged term, and one that reveals the poet’s theological 

complexity. In The Book of Revelation, it is written, “he that shall overcome, shall not be 

hurt by the second death” (Revelation 2.11).104 The clean Christian is saved from the 

second death because “we have redemption through his blood, the remission of sins, 

according to the riches of his grace” (Ephesians 1.7). While Paul precedes Augustine’s 

more formulated doctrine of grace, he is the theologian’s main source in developing the 

doctrine of grace; still for Paul, humanity is redeemed by the “riches of grace,” as their 

offering was brought about through the blood of Christ. When considering the second 

death in City of God, Augustine claims, “the death of the soul results when God abandons 

it…for then the soul no longer derives life from God” (Confessions Augustine 510). In 

agreement, the author of Pearl writes, ‘“Innoghe þer wax out of þat welle, / Blod and 

water of brode wounde. / Þe blod vus boʒt fro bale of helle, / And delyuered vus of þe 

deth secunde” (Pearl 649-652).105 Although grace is not directly referenced in these four 

lines, they follow upon, “Þe grace of God wex gret innoghe” in line 648 of the previous 

stanza. It is a spear wound that finally kills Christ, and the wound is said to bring forth 

“blood and water” (John 19.34).106 Likewise, the poem depicts grace as a wellspring that 

burgeoned with the stabbing and subsequent death of Christ. Grace is restored by Christ’s 

sacrifice. Notably, Christ’s sacrifice “boʒt” us from condemnation; the word recalls the 

                                                 
104 This passage is closely related to Matthew 10.28: “fear him that can destroy both soul 
and body in hell.”  
105 “Enough [grace] there grew out of that well, / Blood and water from the broad [spear] 
wound. / The blood bought us from the torment of hell, / And delivered us from the 
second death.”  
106 Although the Bible never names the soldier who stabs Christ, a tradition live in the 
Middle Ages attributes the stabbing to Longinus. Longinus’ description varies, but he is 
often depicted as an old blind soldier whose sight is healed by the blood of Christ.  
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price that was paid to bring about Paul’s previously mentioned notion of “the riches of 

grace.” While it cannot be proven that the poet had the Bible open to Ephesians 1.7 when 

he wrote the above passage in Pearl, the two passages’ emphasis upon the blood price 

paid for grace directly mirror one another, and the Pearl Poet’s impressive Biblical 

knowledge make Ephesians a likely source. Regardless of the passages biblical roots, the 

poet’s methodology of grace remains consistent and intact.  

 Pearl depicts grace as a wellspring flowing forth after the death of Christ. The 

poet uses this imagery more than once, and he appears to be suggesting a distributary 

model for grace’s circulation.  “He lauez Hys gyftez as water of dyche, / Oþer gotez of 

golf þat neuer charde. / Hys fraunchyse is large: þat euer dard / To hym þat matz in synne 

resoghe / No blysse betz fro hem reparde, / For þe grace of God is gret inoghe” (Pearl 

607-612).107 The notion that grace pours forth like water from an infinite ditch or well 

alludes to the necessarily gratuitous distribution of grace. As noted, grace is “free and 

unmerited” (i.e. gratuitous); furthermore, the Jeweler (narrator) seems to believe grace is 

limited, and he thus evinces a clear misunderstanding of the distribution of gratuitous and 

unlimited grace until his heavenly daughter corrects him. When the daughter claims she 

is a queen in Heaven, the Jeweler is convinced that she has wrongly supplanted the 

Virgin Mary. “Art þou þe quene of heuenez blew, / þat al þys worlde shal do honour? / 

We leuen on Marye þat grace of grewe, / þat ber a barne of vyrgyn flour. / Þe croune fro 

                                                 
107 “He pours out His gifts like water from a ditch, / Or streams from a deep source that 
has never ceased to flow. / His generosity is great: [to those] that ever submitted / To him 
that causes rescue from sin— / No bliss will be withheld from him / For the grace of God 
is great enough.” The beginning of this passage is exceptionally difficult and highly 
contested, and thus this translation contains some borrowings from Andrew and 
Waldron’s prose translation.  
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hyr quo moʒt remwe / Bot ho hir passed in sum fauour?” (Pearl 423-428).108 The poet 

assumes here and elsewhere (769-780) that his daughter’s high position could only be 

earned with the deposition of another of Heaven’s elect.109 By making such an 

assumption, the Jeweler implies that God limits the receivers of paradise and thus caps 

his distribution of grace.110 His daughter corrects him stating, “Sir, fele here porchasez 

and gongez pray, / Bot supplantorez none withinne þys place” (Pearl 439-440).111 None 

need supplant another’s heavenly position because God bestows grace freely and 

bottomlessly. “The term grace is seen not only as a personal gift but as a whole 

economy” (The New Catholic Encyclopedia “Grace, Theology of”) and it is created as if 

from “a fountain capable of pouring forth water without measure and, in a sense, 

infinitely. In this way Christ’s soul has grace that is infinite and without measure” 

(Shorter Summa Aquinas 261).112 Due to His sacrifice, “infinite” grace “without 

measure” is available from God. Although later chapters will show that accounts differ on 

whether or not each individual Christian’s participation in grace varies, God as the source 

of grace is never exhausted. While grace may be an “economy” of sorts, its source is 

                                                 
108 Are you the queen of blue heavens, / That all this world must honor? / We believe 
from who grace grew, / That bore a child from a virgin’s flower. / Who might remove the 
crown from her / but her who surpassed her in some quality?”   
109 As shall be considered later, the Pearl poet posits some tenuous theories about grace, 
but any adequate theologian or author would agree that God’s grace is not limited.  
110 Mary is indeed more highly revered then the daughter, but she is described not as a 
receiver of grace, but rather as the vessel of Christ who restores grace: “Blessed bygynner 
of vch a grace” / “Blessed beginning of each grace” (Pearl 435).  
111 “Sir, many here strive for and gain the prize, / But of usurpers there are none within 
this place.” 
112 Admittedly, Aquinas here is considering the limits of created grace that he argues is 
brought forth from Christ as needed and thus is not infinite in a more traditional sense, 
but Christ retains a different sort of infinite grace through his union with the Trinity. The 
differentiation is not relevant for the purposes of this thesis.  
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unlimited, and Aquinas’ image of the bottomless fountain mirrors Pearl’s own 

description of grace’s distribution.  

 This unending font of grace, described above as a wellspring, is fittingly 

associated with the poem’s water imagery and the bright endless stream that flows 

through its central landscape.  

Like the image of grace considered above, “doun after a strem þat dryʒly halez113 / I 

bowed in blys, bredful my braynez” (Pearl 125-126).114 Like grace, the stream flows 

endlessly, and apparently its root is in God and his city: “If I þis mote þe schal vnhyde, / 

Bow vp towarde þys bornez heued” (Pearl 973-975).115 From its source in God, the water 

surges through all of the City of God, keeping it in perfect purity and cleanliness as grace 

purifies the soul: “As þat foysoun flode out of þat flet; Swyþe hit swange þurʒe vch a 

street / Withouten fylþe oþer galle oþer glet” (Pearl 1058-1059).116 Due to God’s 

presence, the city is saturated with the stream of grace, and all of its inhabitants bask in 

the unimaginable purity.  Furthermore, the river divides those in heaven’s city—enjoying 

God’s grace—from the earth-bound Jeweler, just as a share in grace divides those 

destined for salvation from those condemned. When the Jeweler expresses his wish to 

cross the stream and dwell with his daughter in Heaven, his daughter insists that he 

requires the permission of God. “Þou saytz þou schal won in þis bayly; / Me þynk þe 

                                                 
113 “Dryʒly halez” is an uncommon set of terms and it is difficult to define. Because it is 
contextually supported, I have chosen to translate the passage in accordance with Andrew 
and Waldrons’ translation “flows continually.”  
114 “Down along the stream that flows continually / I followed in bliss, my brains brimful 
[with bliss].”  
115 “If I shall reveal this city, / Follow up towards this stream’s head.” 
116 “As that copious flood out of that city [flowed]; / Swiftly it surged through every 
street / without filth or impurity or slime.” 
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burde first aske leue— / And ʒet of graunt bou myʒtez fayle…Þurʒ drwry deth boz vch 

man dreue, / Er ouer þys dam hym Dryʒtyn deme” (Pearl 316-317 / 323-324).117 For the 

Jeweler to enter Heaven, he must first die, and besides death he must have God’s leave to 

cross the river. God’s “leue” is his grace. The means of crossing the river described in the 

above passage mirrors the two-step process of a justifying act; furthermore, one must 

both receive grace and act with free will for salvation, and one must receive God’s leave 

even if he or she wishes to act rightly and ford the river. Just as God may deny grace, he 

may deny his leave even to a willing subject. This interpretation is consistent with the 

Pearl Poet’s preference for the ultimate power of God over the value of human free will. 

The passage reminds readers that despite the free will of man (the ability to ask for 

leave), all humanity waits on God’s graceful grants. God’s primary and recurrent 

influence upon the human soul is through the gift of grace, and as previously considered, 

it is this gift that is required for entrance into Heaven. Above, the river does not allow 

him or her who does not share sufficiently in the grace of God to traverse it, and thus the 

dreamer finally awakes when he attempts to cross.  

 

5.c.—The Intermediary Powers of Grace in Piers Plowman 

 While Pearl’s stream is an impersonal metaphorical representation of God’s 

grace, Piers Plowman incorporates Grace as a character in the extended allegories that 

compose the poetic dream vision. Grace takes on several jobs and roles throughout the 

text, but each and every position correlates accurately to elements of the doctrine of 

                                                 
117 “You say you shall live in this realm; / I think the ought first ask leave— / And yet 
you might fail to receive your grant…/ Through dreary death each man must make his 
way, / Before the Lord judges him [to come] over this stream.” 
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grace. Relevant to this thesis’ consideration of free will, the narrator of Piers Plowman is 

named Will; admittedly, Will may simply be short for William Langland, the author, but 

Langland would certainly have been aware of the name’s implications. When Will and 

the reader first encounter the character of Grace, this character  is the gatekeeper to God’s 

kingdom, but he later appears as God’s messenger responsible for the powers of the 

church and dealing out graces (talents in this case) to all men. Although Grace’s roles in 

the text incorporate the traditional doctrinal functions, Langland especially emphasizes 

the role of Grace as the intermediary between physical existence and a seemingly distant 

God. Piers Plowman provides a perfect transition to the next chapter and its 

considerations of physical instantiations of grace, since the character Grace directs and 

influences the Church and its powers. 

 Prior to exploring the intricacies of the allegory of the gatekeeper, I will set forth 

the basic and repetitive operations of grace working within the text. The very first 

mention of grace in the text proves Langland’s awareness that one requires grace in order 

to act properly in accordance with the good will of God. When speaking with Holy 

Church, Will begs for the grace to find proper faith and act accordingly: “Thanne I 

[kneled] on my knees and cryed hir of grace, / And preyed hir pitousely prey for my 

synnes, / And also kenne me kyndeli118 on Criste to bileve, / That I might worchen his 

                                                 
118 Kyndeli is related to Modern English kindly; however, as noted in the Robertson and 
Shepherd edition, the word functions variously and is essential to Piers Plowman. 
Kyndeli always pertains to a natural operation or inclination, but the word can carry 
different implications in different contexts. In sum, the word is related to a sort of focus 
on the natural aspects of God and knowledge, and can reference the “creative aspect” of 
God, something’s nature (as in modern: a kind of thing), and it can be related to modern 
human kindness but it always implies a natural state as opposed to a conspicuously 
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wille that wrought me to man” (Piers Plowman I.79-82).119 As has been considered 

extensively, Will requires the grace of God in order to have true faith in Christ and to 

elect freely to “worchen his will.” For Langland, Grace is seen as requisite to the free 

good act. The poem further emphasizes this dynamic when considering graceless bastards 

who lack inheritance: “Ungracious to gete goode or love of the people, / Wandren [as 

wolves], and wasten [if] thei mowe; / Ayeines Do-Wel thei don yvel and the Devel 

[plese]…But God gyve hem grace here himself to amende” (Piers Plowman IX.197-

201).120 In the interest of advocating faithfulness in marriage, Langland condemns those 

born out of marriage, but he still must allow that God’s grace can bring about the 

reformation of any soul regardless of earthly prejudice. Thus, Langland claims that grace 

shall “bigyle the gylour” (Piers Plowman XVIII.162),121 because grace robs the devil of 

his prize through cleansing the soul and permitting free acts of goodness. While the 

graceless person may sound doomed beyond redemption, he or she has the power to 

implore God for his grace through the Holy Church as Will does above. By praying for 

grace, one respects the predestination and ultimate power of God while also acting from 

free will by asking God to bestow the grace to act properly. In such a dynamic, both the 

power of God and the power of the agent are maintained and utilized. Consequently, 

Piers Plowman contains numerous passages in which the characters beg for God’s grace 

                                                                                                                                                       
virtuous one (Robertson 630). Finally it can reference a sort of natural, innate, or 
internalized sort of knowledge (Robertson 630).  
119 Then I kneeled on my knees and cried to her for grace, / And prayed piteously for her 
to pray for my sins, / and also help me in natural knowledge to believe in Christ, / That I 
might work his will who made me as man.”  
120 “Lacking grace to get goods or the love of the people, / They wander as wolves, and 
waste if they may; / Against Do-Well they do evil and please the Devil…/ Unless God 
gives them grace to amend themselves here.”  
121 “Beguile the beguiler”  
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to act well. In fact, the book closes with personified Conscience crying for the help of 

Grace as the dreamer wakes: “And sitthe he gradde after Grace til I gan awake” (Piers 

Plowman XX.386).122 Although Conscience acts freely throughout the poem, he still begs 

for God to bless him with the grace requisite for good and faithful agential actions.  

 Thus far, the operations of grace considered are relatively generic; however, 

Langland’s carefully wrought allegories further complicate grace’s position as the divine 

intermediary between God and humans. The allegory of the castle includes Grace as the 

gatekeeper guarding the kingdom of God, and this section of the poem provides 

especially fertile ground for such careful exegesis. Will first learns of this kingdom when 

he encounters Piers the Plowman and inquires about the home of St.Truth; furthermore, 

St.Truth serves as a reference to God that simply highlights one of his many essential 

aspects.123 Piers tells Will of a journey defined by a myriad of temptations to break the 

ten commandments and that ends at a castle guarded by the seven virtues and whose gate 

Grace keeps.124 “The brugge is of Bidde-Wel-The-Bette-May-Thow-Spede. / Eche piler 

is of penaunce, of preyeres to seyntes; / Of almesdedes ar the hokes that the gates hangen 

on. / Grace hatte the gateward, a gode man forsothe” (Piers Plowman V.595).125 In this 

                                                 
122 “And he [conscience] cried out after Grace until I began to wake.”  
123 Augustine often focuses on this aspect of God in Confessions. For instance, Augustine 
says of God, “you who really are the Truth” (Augustine 40).  
124 Notably, Langland focuses on women as the reason for the gate’s closing and 
contingent opening; furthermore, as Eve is said to be the reason for the fall of man, it is 
through Mary that the gate can be opened again (Piers Plowman V. 603). These women 
are frequently paralleled, and in his 72rd sermon Augustine especially focuses on the need 
for Christ to be born of a women so that neither sex is left in despair nor disgrace 
(“Sermon 72A” Augustine 114-115). 
125 “The bridge is of Pray-Well-The-Better-You-Will-Prosper. / Each pillar is of penance, 
or prayers to saints; / The hooks the gates hang on are made from alms deeds. / Grace is 
the gate warden, a good man it is true.”  
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small portion of the allegory, Langland has obviously included the basics of the dynamic 

of grace set out so far: one may freely do penance and pray to God and the saints in order 

to cross the bridge towards God’s truth, but still Grace’s blessing is required to enter the 

castle. In sum, the allegory highlights once more that both grace and good acts of free 

will are required for justification. Yet Langland embellishes further upon this schema. 

Grace’s servant is Amend-Yourself, and one must plead with Amend-Yourself for Grace 

to open the gate that Adam and Eve shut (Piers Plowman V.601-603). Because grace is 

not found within the sinful, one must cleanse or amend him or herself in order for grace 

to open the way to God’s Truth. Langland emphasizes that grace is the intermediary 

between humanity and God’s truth because the distance of St.Truth is highlighted: “For 

he hathe the keye and the clikat126 though the Kynge slepe. / And if Grace graunte the to 

go in in the wise / Thow shalt see in thiselve Treuthe sitte in thine herte” (Piers Plowman 

V.604-606).127 The notion that the “Kyng slepe” is notable since it implies that Grace 

operates for the King while the King himself (God) is removed to a degree. Indeed, God 

is removed from existence in successive time, and thus his interference in human 

existence appears distant; furthermore, God’s grace is the intermediary that reconciles his 

distant existence with His direct influence upon human existence. In agreement, the 

passage notes that Grace can deliver Truth into the heart although the King sleeps 

                                                 
126 E. Talbot Donaldson’s translates “keye and the clikat” as latchkey, and David 
Benson’s glossary in The Riverside Chaucer does likewise; however, “clyket” appears 
alone and is not preceded by “keye” in “the Merchant’s Tale” (2117, 2121, 2123). As a 
latchkey typically designates an outside door, “key” and “latchkey” have been included 
in my translation to maintain Langland’s repetition, and possibly suggesting that there are 
multiple layers of doors in defense of the castle.  
127 “For he has the key and the latchkey though the king sleeps. / And if Grace grants you 
to go in in this way / You shall see in yourself Truth sitting in your heart.” 
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(St.Truth / God); if Grace grants entrance into the castle, “Treuthe sitte in thine herte.” As 

Grace the gatekeeper allows one into the castle, the doctrine of grace allows God into 

one’s heart. In congruence with the previous two texts, the presence of grace is related 

directly to the presence of God within the soul or heart.  

 But this explanation of Langland’s castle allegory is incomplete because 

substantial information is contained in the fine details of the passage. In the quotation 

above, Langland writes “Of almesdedes ar the hokes that the gates hangen on.”128 In 

other words, the portcullis hangs upon acts of charity and presumably requires such acts 

to open—as would be consistent with Catholic tradition. This reference emphasizes that 

although Grace holds control of our ability to do good, willful acts of goodness are 

needed to raise the gate into God’s kingdom. Daniel establishes almsgiving as an act of 

satisfaction, “redeem thy sins with alms, and thy iniquities with works of mercy to the 

poor: perhaps he will forgive thy offences” (Daniel 4.24).129 Langland acknowledges the 

need for satisfaction with grace when comparing the soiled soul to a dirty coat; it must 

first be dyed and amended with God’s grace, but “sitten sende the to Satisfaccioun” 

(Piers Plowman XIV.21).130 Chaucer also uses satisfaction in such a doctrinal context 

when the Parson describes the tree of Contrition: “Of the roote of Contricioun spryngeth 

a stalke that bereth braunches and leves of Confessioun, and fruyt of Satisfaccioun” 

(“Parson’s Tale” 113). Both passages emphasize that completing satisfaction through 

                                                 
128 Almsdeeds is an archaic word for the act of giving alms or doing willful acts of 
charity.  
129 In the Catholic sense, satisfaction follows contrition and confession in the sacrament 
of penance, and thus is the final act necessary in completing the sacrament and acquiring 
forgiveness. Satisfaction includes the completion of the prayers or works the priest 
enjoins in confession (Robinson 225). 
130 “After send you to satisfaction,” 
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almsgiving or some other penance is essential to receiving forgiveness for sins. But 

Aquinas iterates that almsgiving is not only a satisfying religious act, but is also an 

instantiated act of the virtue of charity (Summa Theologicæ 2a2æ. 32,1). Piers Plowman 

also incorporates the need for such virtues within the entrance fee to God’s kingdom; 

Langland lists the seven Heavenly virtues of Catholicism and describes them as seven 

sisters who eternally serve God. “Ac there ar sevene sevene sustren that serven Treuthe 

evere” (Piers Plowman V.618).131 Those who are not familiar with these sisters are 

unlikely to be received by God, “But if ye be syb to summe of thise sevene / It is ful 

harde, bi myne heved, for any of you alle / To geten ingonge at any gate there but grace 

be the more” (Piers Plowman V.627-629).132 Langland highlights the value of familiarity 

with these sisters after reiterating grace’s ability to rejuvenate the prideful. Grace 

provides the freedom to do God’s will by unlocking the gate to the virtues, but one must 

willingly get to know the virtues to be let all the way into God’s Kingdom. Once more, 

both good works done by free will and God’s grace are necessary for salvation. The aim 

of the passage is to balance out the heavy influence of grace through an emphasis upon 

the need for freely willed virtue. Regardless, Langland must end the passage by admitting 

the power of God and the ultimate need for his grace, “but grace be the more.”133 

Following this passage, the sinful cry out that they lack such heavenly kin and thus will 

                                                 
131 “But there are seven sisters that serve Truth forever.” 
132 “But if you are kin to some of these seven / It is very hard, by my head, for any of you 
all / To get through at any gate there but grace is still more.”  
133 As will be considered later, Langland emphasizes that he does not believe that all who 
participate in grace to be equal. He ends the passage by noting grace’s superiority in 
order to accommodate the forgiveness of last minute penitents, but he does not consider 
the reward of such Christians to be as substantial as the reward earned by those who live 
consistently in virtue.  
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be denied salvation. Langland’s literary allegory is multi-faceted and illuminates 

subtleties in the doctrine of grace, but despite its complexities it never breaches proper 

doctrine.  

 Although personified Grace appears frequently in Piers Plowman, one of the 

character’s most interesting appearances is in Passus XIX when he appears to help 

establish Piers’ allegorical farm: in these passages, Langland embellishes greatly upon 

those functions of grace that he acknowledges. Grace first appears in the passage in the 

form of the Holy Spirit. While the Paraclete bestows gifts on humanity, the dreamer is 

informed by Conscience, “This is Crystes messager / And cometh fro the grete God; 

Grace is his name” (Piers Plowman XIX.207-208).134 As previously considered, the 

presence of grace and the divine indwelling of the Holy Spirit are intertwined so much so 

as to be practically inseparable, and the characters of this scene proceed to sing to Grace 

Veni Creator Spiritus, a Pentecostal hymn translating as Come Creator Spirit (Robertson 

333).135 In any case, Langland begins by emphasizing Grace’s position as a messenger; 

moreover, grace is again described as the force that allows interaction between man and 

the radically different ontology of the Godhead. Grace further demonstrates this inter-

ontological position as he proceeds to distribute graces or talents to Christians. “And gaf 

eche man a grace to gye with hymselven / That ydelnesse encoumbre hymn nought, 

envye ne pryde” (Piers Plowman XIX.227-228).136 In the list of gifts Langland includes 

wisdom, intelligence, foreknowledge, and also a variety of practically useful skills 

applicable to manual labor. The passage mirrors—and sometimes quotes—1 Corinthians 
                                                 

134 “This is Christ’s messenger, and he comes from the great God; Grace is his name.”  
135 Please see footnote 1 for more information on grace and the divine indwelling.  
136 “And gave each man a grace to guide himself with / So that idleness does not 
encumber him, nor envy nor pride.” 
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12, but while Langland emphasizes the varied gifts given by Grace, the source material 

identifies the giver more directly as the Holy Ghost and focuses upon the gifts’ common 

roots in God. Consistent with the development of the doctrine of grace since Paul, 

Langland sees fit to identify Grace directly with the Holy Spirit as giver. In other words, 

in giving Grace the power to divvy out natural gifts, Langland attributes one more 

intermediary power to Grace as God’s agent. But it is to Piers that Grace gives the 

greatest gift of all: as St. Peter is given the keys to the church, Grace makes Piers “my 

procurator and my reve” (Piers Plowman XIX.258).137 With this gift, Piers is given four 

oxen and four horses with which to “tuyle treuthe.”138 The four oxen are identified as the 

four evangelists (Matthew, Mark, Luke, John) and the four horses represent four of the 

church fathers (Augustine, Ambrose, Jerome, Gregory). Along with these tools, Piers is 

given a host of other allegorized items (seeds of virtue, the cart of Christendom, etc.) but 

all of them amount to the same thing: as a representative of St. Peter—the founder of the 

clergy and the Catholic Church—Piers moderates the operation and distribution of grace 

within earthly existence. For more than “persoun or parish prest, penytancere or 

Bisshop…Piers the Plowman that hath powere over alle.”139 Indeed, “Grace thorw 

Goddes worde”140 even gives Piers the power of the Eucharistic sacrament, and thus the 

ability to transform physical matter into divine metaphysical substance (Piers Plowman 

XIX.385-390). Piers and those who represent him are given the power to distribute grace 

                                                 
137 “My procurator and my reeve.” The reeve monitors the peasants and affairs of the 
estate within the English feudal system. A reeve is elected from among the lowborn 
peoples of an estate and holds an administrative position akin to an overseer.  
138 “till truth” 
139 “Parson or parish priest, penitencer or bishop… [it is] Piers the Plowman who has 
power over all.”  
140 “Grace through God’s word.” 
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through its physical instantiations in the sacrament. Ultimately, with these gifts, Grace 

establishes Piers and the clergy that follow from him as procurators and reeves and thus 

the empowered intermediaries between Grace and Christian subjects. Through Piers 

Plowman, we begin to see that the workings of grace are not entirely spiritual in the 

Middle Ages, but the reception of grace through both physical and virtuous means is 

essential to comprising a complete medieval theology.  

 

Chapter 6—Physical Accrual of Grace 

 To this point, I have established grace both as the intermediary between human 

temporal existence and the divine eternity and thus also as necessarily present in any 

human hoping to attain salvation. As a rule, no human may merit “eternal life, unless 

there is provided in addition a supernatural gift, and this is called grace” (Summa 

Theologicæ 1a2æ. 114, 2). To recount with the help of Aquinas:  

  man can only merit before God on the presupposition of a divine   
  ordination, of  such a kind that by his work and action man is to obtain  
  from God as a sort of  reward that for which God has allotted him a power  
  of action…[but] man merits in so far as he does by his own will what he  
  ought to do (Summa Theologicæ 1.2æ. 114.1).  
 
Chapters 4 and 5 have already familiarized the reader with this logic and the concurrent 

distribution of God’s grace with a human act of free will: a human may act meritoriously 

from the power of free will, but nonetheless his or her capabilities for virtuous action are 

provided by the divine ordination of grace. By what “he ought to do,” Aquinas references 

free choice displaying merit, but more importantly he considers 

  meritorious work so far as it proceeds from the grace of the Holy Spirit,  
  then it is meritorious of eternal life by equivalence…the price of the work  
  is assessed by the worth of the grace, by which man, having become a  
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  sharer of the divine nature, is adopted by God (Summa Theologicæ 1.2æ.  
  114.3).  
 
So far we have considered the theoretical loss and attainment of grace and its influence 

upon free will, but in accordance with the variation of merit, Aquinas alludes here to a 

varying “worth of grace.” Indeed, several of our relevant literary texts—in agreement 

with Aquinas—do not consider grace to be a static divine presence: once it is acquired, 

the good Christian will seek methods through which to elevate his or her share of the 

divine nature.  

 This chapter considers the texts’ presentation of practical methods by which the 

freely acting Christian first receives grace, and then continues to elevate his or her 

participation in this divinity. For simplicity, these methods are divided into two basic 

categories: (1) the elevation or achievement of grace through physical participation in the 

Catholic sacraments, and (2) the elevation of grace through meritorious or virtuous living 

in congruence with a devout life (this latter category will be considered in Chapter 7). As 

Aquinas stipulates, one’s first grace and any subsequent restorations to the state of grace 

cannot be brought about through merit alone but require church-administered sacraments 

such as baptism and confession. “No one can merit the first grace for himself” (Summa 

Theologicæ 1.2æ. 114.5), and “no one can merit restoration for himself after a future fall” 

without grace (Summa Theologicæ 1.2æ. 114.7).141 This view is reflected in Wisdom 

when Anima is only truly healed after confession despite the fact that each division of the 

                                                 
141 Precisely why Aquinas specifies “a future fall” (lapsum futurum) is unclear; however, 
it is possibly related to grace’s designation as permanent. Recall that grace is “the special 
permanent presence of God in the just” (The New Catholic Encyclopedia “Indwelling, 
Divine). Despite the possibility of a “future fall,” it seems those in a state of grace can 
only be referenced according to their current “permanent” state. 
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soul has already willfully expressed his desire for God.142 Following the confession, 

Wisdom states, “Now have ye foryeffnes þat were fylyde,”143 and Anima soon finds “the 

light of grace I fele in me” (Wisdom 987 / 1074). Anima must undergo the physical 

sacrament of confession and be formally forgiven by Wisdom, as a priest figure, for grace 

to revive the formerly reprobate soul.  

 Due to this medieval emphasis on highly mechanical physical religious practices, 

I will provide a thorough account of sacramental operations within the relevant texts. 

While Chaucer’s “The Parson’s Tale” offers extensive consideration of both baptism and 

penance, The Croxton Play of the Sacrament provides a much more colorful depiction of 

the Eucharistic sacrament, and it usefully demonstrates medieval Catholicism’s strong 

belief in God’s metaphysical presence within the sacrament.  In contrast, an explication 

of St. Erkenwald presents some of the possible theological problems that can arise from 

utilizing physical means for spiritual salvation. In sum, this chapter covers the abstract 

workings of grace then transitions to Chapter 7, which provides literary demonstrations 

of the methods through which the medieval Christian may accrue grace and raise their 

soul further into participation in the divine being.   

  

6.a.—The Parson and Restorative Sacraments 

 Although “The Parson’s Tale” is primarily a long exposition on penance, it 

frames penance as the necessary step following the loss of the first grace given by 

baptism. First, the Parson assumes the primary notion of grace and free will established 
                                                 

142 In many Protestant sects, Anima’s sorrow could be sufficient for forgiveness because 
Protestants may confess their sins directly to God or to another believer, and thus they do 
not require the formal absolution of penance. 
143 “Now you have forgiveness who was defiled”  
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thus far: grace does not impede freewill, but one requires grace to act freely in 

accordance with God. “Trust of the grace of the Holy Goost, that wole yeve hym might to 

parfourne his goode entente” (“Parson’s Tale” 737).144 The Parson asserts that grace is 

necessary if one is to “parfourne his goode entente,” and thus grace is necessary for 

actions done from a free Christian will. Due to the doctrine of original sin, humans are 

born in a state of reprobation but can receive the first grace through baptism. “Be we alle 

born sones of wratthe and of dampnacioun perdurable, if it nere baptesme that we 

receyven, which bynymeth us the culpe” (“Parson’s Tale” 334).145 Baptism brings about 

the pure state of the soul sharing in grace and thus indwelt by the Holy Spirit. Just as 

grace allows and incites one to act in accordance with God and his will, baptism weakens 

the innate human tendency towards sin. Furthermore, the Parson claims that sinful desire 

“may wel wexe fieble and faille by vertu of baptesme and by the grace of God thurgh 

penance” (“Parson’s Tale” 339).146 But for one to be effectively baptized and gain grace’s 

protection from sin, the Parson, citing Augustine, requires freely willed penitence; “For, 

certes, if he be baptized withouten penitence of his olde gilt, he recevyeth the mark of 

baptesme but nat the grace ne the remission of his synnes, til he have repentance verray” 

(“Parson’s Tale” 97).147 The potency of baptism depends upon the willingness of the 

subject, and thus so does the subject’s reception of grace. Still, the completion of the 

                                                 
144 “[He must] trust in the grace of the Holy Ghost, that will give him the might to 
perform his good intent.” 
145 “We are all born as sons of wrath and of eternal damnation, if it is that we have not 
received baptism, which takes us away from guilt.” 
146 “It may well grow feeble and fail by virtue of baptism and by the grace of God 
through penance”  
147 For, certainly, if he is baptized without penitence for his old guilt, then he receives the 
mark of baptism but neither the grace nor the remission of his sins, until he has true 
repentence.”  
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physical sacrament is required. St. Erkenwald similarly emphasizes the requirement of 

the physical sacrament; the reanimated pagan judge of the tale is repentant and has come 

to believe in God while dead, but he is not released to Heaven until St. Erkenwald’s tears 

baptize him. Regardless of whether or not Chaucer was familiar with Aquinas’ works, the 

Parson similarly asserts that first grace cannot be achieved without the physical 

sacrament of baptism. One requires the first grace bestowed by baptism to act freely 

according to God’s will.  

  While the Parson’s consideration of baptism is cursory, his explanation of 

penance and the sacrament of confession is thoroughly developed and prescriptive in 

nature. Traditional Catholic penance is split into three steps: contrition, confession, and 

penance (or satisfaction). Contrition constitutes the feeling of remorse attached to one’s 

sins, confession is the physical act of confessing one’s sins to a priest, and penance is the 

price paid for sinning—through prayer or reparations. As is orthodox, the Parson regards 

the completion of all of these elements as essential to the restoration of grace. In 

congruence with Aquinas’ statement, “no one can merit restoration for himself after a 

future fall” without grace, the Parson iterates that none of the reprobate may return to the 

salvational state of grace without sacramental confession. “For understond wel that after 

tyme that a man hath defouled his baptesme by synne, if he wole come to salvacioun, ther 

is noon other wey but by penitence and shrift and satisfaction” (“Parson’s Tale” 979).148 

The completion of the physical sacrament is essential if one hopes for the return to grace 

                                                 
148 “For understand well that after that time a man has befouled his baptism with sin, if he 
will come to salvation, there is none other way but by penitence, confession, and 
satisfaction.” Admittedly, the Parson does imply that there may be possible exceptions if 
a priest is not available, or the penitent is not physically capable of completing their 
penance.  
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and thus salvation. In “Chaucer’s Parson’s Tale and the Contours of Orthodoxy” Karen 

Winsteead helpfully highlights Chaucer’s retention of orthodoxy by depending upon the 

Church Fathers—as this thesis does—but that “The Parson’s Tale” also notably 

emphasizes the contrition portion of Penance. That being said, the passage above attests 

to the Parson’s belief in the necessity of all elements of the sacrament. Following 

Matthew 7.16, “by the fruits you shall know them,” the Parson allegorizes grace as the 

fruit of penance’s tree, which is constructed of the sacrament’s constitutive parts: “Of this 

roote eek spryngeth a seed of grace, the which seed is mooder of sikernesse” (“Parson’s 

Tale” 117).149  From the completion of the sacrament of confession, the seed of grace 

springs forth, once more providing the security (sikernesse) of purity and resultant 

salvation. While it is God’s predestined will that determines grace’s ultimate distribution, 

one may only receive the initial gifts of grace through willful participation in the 

sacraments. Moreover, the distribution of grace is not limited merely to the simple 

restorative grace that is earned in baptism and penance. Thus far we have only dealt with 

the acquisition of initial grace, but not its maintenance and growth, and according to the 

Parson “grace fayleth anoon as it forleteth his werkynge” (“Parson’s Tale” 249).150  

 

6.b.—Transubstantiation in The Play of The Sacrament 

 Participation in the Eucharistic sacrament is also an efficacious method by which 

a Christian may increase grace. The Holy Eucharist is part of a group of sacred practices 

sometimes referred to as sacraments of the living; this categorization includes all the 

                                                 
149 “From this root also springs a seed of grace, that seed which is the mother of 
security.” 
150 “Grace fails as soon as one ceases working.” 
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sacraments except for Baptism and Penance, which are sacraments of the dead. These 

groupings simply refer to their functions because the sacraments of the dead revive dead 

souls to a state of grace, and the sacraments of the living are aimed at the elevation of 

one’s participation in grace. “Sacraments of the living…have been instituted to increase 

grace and therefore presuppose that the soul is already in the state of grace” (The New 

Catholic Encyclopedia, “Grace, The State Of”). The sacraments of the dead deliver the 

first grace or restore basic grace, while the sacraments of the living elevate one’s present 

share of grace. The grace of the Catholic partaking of the Eucharist is only elevated if he 

or she has recently confessed or been baptized. According to Catholic theology and 

medieval liturgy, the Eucharist definitely is the body and blood of Christ (as 

transubstantiation dictates); therefore, one who partakes of the sacrament imbibes 

Christ’s divinity. 151 Peter Lombard’s authoritative Libri Quattuor Sententiarum (The 

Book of Four Sentences) affirms this transformation.152 Arguing against deniers of 

transubstantiation, Lombard claims “invisibly he is on the altar, because he does not 

appear in human form, but is veiled by the form of bread and wine” (Lombard 

                                                 
151 Transubstantiation is the process by which the bread and wine of the sacrament are 
transformed in their innermost metaphysical substance into the body and blood of Christ. 
The doctrine of transubstantiation is a major point of contestation between Catholicism 
and Protestantism and it is frequently misunderstood. The doctrine depends on Aristotle’s 
assertion that objects have both essential and accidental qualities, the former being the 
true metaphysical being of the object, while the latter simply constitutes the sensible 
appearance. The transubstantiated bread and wine have been altered only in their 
essential qualities but not in any of their accidental qualities. In a Christian framework, 
the essential quality of the Eucharist could be thought of as a spiritual, but very real, 
presence within the Host. 
152 In the case of The Book of Four Sentences, the word “sententiarum” denotes wise 
opinions or thoughts as opposed to grammatical sentence constructs.  
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4.X.1.4).153 As noted previously, one takes on a level of divinity when receiving grace, 

and this process is most obviously illustrated through the Eucharistic sacrament since one 

is believed to eat the metaphysical substance of the deity.  

 However, in The Play of the Sacrament, a group of caricatured Jews illicitly buy 

the consecrated Host in order “to prove in thys brede yf þer be eny lyfe” (Sacrament 

380).154 Because Christianity was so deeply engrained in the culture of Western Europe 

between 1200-1490, it can be hard to find external perspectives on the sacramental 

practices considered, but such voices do exist. Indeed, according to Daniel Lasker’s 

Jewish Philosophical Polemics Against Christianity in the Middle Ages, medieval Jewish 

writers were very skeptical of the sacrament and frequently argued against 

transubstantiation as they thought Host worship was idolatrous (Lasker 10). At the time, 

other Jewish polemicists also argued against transubstantiation from the basis of the 

Aristotelian metaphysics that dominated the Middle Ages. They cited “the impossibility 

of substance becoming accident or accident becoming substance…as substance and 

accident were essentially different” (Lasker 149). The transformation of the substance of 

bread into Christ meant that the substance of bread became nothing more than the 

accident of bread, and many Jewish objectors believed such a metaphysical 

transformation to be impossible and inconsistent with the rules of Aristotelian 

metaphysics. These examples are but two arguments from a vast collection, but both 

                                                 
153 Although little known today, Peter Lombard’s The Book of Four Sentences (or just 
The Sentences) was one of the most important theological works of the Middle Ages, and 
medieval masters of theology (Aquinas included) always wrote commentaries on his 
work. His work leaves many questions unanswered and often simply regurgitates patristic 
teachings (with considerable emphasis on Augustine’s teachings). In other words, it was a 
useful and relatively complete guidebook to theology.  
154 “To find out if there is any life in this bread.” 
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focus fundamentally on Judaism’s denial of the dual ontology essential to Medieval 

Catholicism: as God cannot become man, He cannot reduce Himself to bread nor exist in 

the finite matter of the physical world. From a Jewish perspective, assuming that God 

crosses into physical existence is not a miracle, but rather is reducing God into physical 

substance and wrongfully worshipping the worldly.  

 Unfortunately, popular Christian responses to Judaism and its criticisms were not 

half so civil. The Play of the Sacrament describes the desecration of the Host by a group 

of Jews, and while the play stems from common prejudicial stories, its strong affirmation 

of Catholic transubstantiation is truly notable. As stated in Chapter 1, The Play of the 

Sacrament tells the story of a group of Jews who convince a merchant to steal a 

consecrated host so that they can test whether Christ’s truly exists in the bread. The play 

ends with the conversion of the Jews after the Host fights back and Christ reveals 

himself. The play is part of a larger tradition of Host desecration stories that circulated in 

Europe after a Jew was famously accused of maliciously destroying the host in Paris in 

1290.155 The Play of the Sacrament is part of a much larger web of anti-Semitic stories 

and rumors. Miri Rubin’s Gentile Tales contains manuscript illustrations from varied 

sources and time periods depicting nearly every action in The Play of the Sacrament, 

including the purchasing of the Host, the stabbing of the Host, the boiling of the Host, 

and the bleeding of the Host. But prejudice is only a part of the incentive of these stories, 

and they were also meant to reiterate for Christians the correctness and purported truth of 

                                                 
155 Miri Rubin asserts, “the first fully documented case of a complete host desecration 
accusation, from discovery to punishment, occurred in Paris in 1290” (Rubin 40). The 
main perpetrator in this archetypal tale is “sometimes called Jonathan” (Rubin 105); 
furthermore, Jonathan’s Paris case is undoubtedly the namesake of The Play of the 
Sacrament’s main character Jonathas (Jonathan). 
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medieval Catholicism. This strong conviction in transubstantiation permeated medieval 

England to the point that believers could not admit of any ulterior beliefs. “Throughout 

the Middle Ages, Christianity nourished the half-hidden hope that the Jews secretly 

believed in Jesus…[believing] that the Jews placed credence in the supernatural character 

of consecrated wafers” (Dundes 163). 

 But the Jews of the story do not simply test the Host; they bring about a miracle 

attesting to a belief in transubstantiation and the presence of God in the Eucharist. As 

noted earlier, the Host fights back against its would-be murderers, and at the story’s 

climax, Jesus flies free, destroying the oven intended to scorch his bready body. Both the 

cinematic descriptions of the Host’s bleeding, “yt bledyth as yt were woode, iwys!” 

(Sacrament 403),156 and the Host’s attack on Jonathas’ hand is intended to attest to the 

real presence of Christ within the Eucharist. An assault on the Host is thought to literally 

be an assault on Christ himself. Desecration of the Eucharist is typically seen as a mortal 

sin, and can even result in excommunication. Jonathas asserts after his conversion: “we 

have putt Hym to a new passyon” (Sacrament 723).157  

 Although Jonathas and his fellow converts later recognize the efficacy of 

transubstantiation, as uneducated new converts they lack the vocabulary of grace. Eight 

out of nine occurrences of the word grace in the play occur within the limited lines 

spoken by Christians. Although Jonathas cries “hayle, fathere of grace!” (Sacrament 

718),158 he seems to use “fathere of grace” as a title he has heard, but he displays no 

knowledge of the actual doctrine. However, when Christians reference grace in the play, 

                                                 
156 “It bleeds as if it were enraged, for truth!” 
157 “We have put Him through a new passion.” 
158 “Hail, father of grace!” 
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it retains the meaning of salvation argued for here. In accordance with Anselm’s 

aforementioned comparison of grace to necessary clothing, the bishop asks, “good Lord, 

in Thy grace, let us be gert” (Sacrament 740).159  The Bishop’s plea is fitting, as the priest 

of the tale reflects upon the episode as a testimony of God’s grace and the power of the 

sacrament. When considering the miracle, the priest says, “the Sacrament so semly is 

borne in sight: / I hope that God hath shewyd of his grace” (Sacrament 769).160 The 

priest’s words imply that the miracle of the story has revealed the true nature of the 

sacrament to common sight, and the miracle, like all miracles, results from God’s grace. 

As God is present in the Eucharist, its main value is in its ability to deliver a portion of 

divinity and thus, as a living sacrament, elevate one’s participation in God and grace. 

Thus, since Jesus is literally present in the Eucharist in The Play of the Sacrament, the 

eating of the Host is the receiving of God.161 In agreement, the bishop in the play calls for 

his new converts to sing “O Sacrum Convivium” (Sacrament 760); O Sacrum Convivium 

is a liturgical antiphon praising the Eucharistic sacrament.  

  O sacrum convivium in quo Christus sumitur  
  Recolitur memoria passionis ejus, mens impletur gratia  
  Et futuræ gloriæ nobis pignus162 datur, Alleluya.  

                                                 
159 “Good Lord, in Thy grace let us be clothed” 
160 “The Sacrament so seemly is bared in sight: I hope that God has showed from his 
grace” 
161 It is important to note that God is neither divided into bits within servings of the 
Eucharist nor divided between the bread and wine; instead, the whole of Christ is within 
the sacrament and its individual instantiations. Quoting Ambrose, Lombard writes: “this 
very bread which we receive in the mystery, I understand to be wholly that which was 
formed by the hand of the Holy Spirit in the Virgin’s Womb” (Lombard 4.XI.2.7).  
162 Joel Relihan of Wheaton College advises that Latin “pignus” is more properly 
translated as a sort of pledge than as “promise” as Sebastian glosses the word. According 
to Relihan, “pignus” specifically connotes a sort of down-payment or security, in which 
property is given as contract security. Such an interpretation supports the operating 
definition of grace, since God is not only promising salvation, but is literally distributing 
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  [O holy banquet in which Christ is consumed 
  The memory of His Passion is recalled, the mind is filled with grace,  
  And the promise of future glory is given to us, Alleluia.]163 (Sebastian)  
 

The bishop’s call to sing these words evinces his (and the author’s) awareness of 

receiving elevating grace from the Eucharist. When “Christ is consumed,” then “the mind 

is filled with grace,” and the promise of Heaven is given. These lines precisely match the 

operating definition of grace used in this thesis. Notably, no language of restoration is 

used, since the Eucharist is a sacrament of the living. Partaking of the sacrament must be 

understood as eating the true metaphysical God, who is spirit and thus increases one’s 

participation in divinity. By making God’s presence in the Eucharist so vivid and lively, 

The Play of the Sacrament makes the attribution of grace through the sacraments much 

more tangible. In sum, the eating of the Host is portrayed as a legitimate and practical 

method of elevating grace for the medieval Catholic.  

 

6.c.—St.Erkenwald, the Physical Sacraments, and Ontological Objections 

 Before moving on to consider the way the texts depict the life most conducive to 

elevating grace, I will address the problem of grace’s distribution in terms of posthumous 

salvation as is recorded in St. Erkenwald. As noted above, St. Erkenwald reanimates the 

corpse of a virtuous pagan judge that is found in a highly ornamented tomb; the judge 

informs Erkenwald of his misery in hell and his wish that he had worshiped the true 

Christian God in life. Saddened by the condition of the virtuous man, Erkenwald looses a 
                                                                                                                                                       

physical grace as a sort of early payment of divinity, which culminates in the beatific 
vision.  
163 Although its authorship is uncertain, O Sacrum Convivium is traditionally attributed to 
St. Thomas Aquinas (Sebastian 840).  
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tear upon the animated corpse, and the pagan, immediately baptized a Christian, receives 

grace. After this baptism, the former pagan’s soul is released, and his body 

instantaneously decays. Baptism through tears was not unheard of in the Middle Ages, 

but the process does operate on the fringes of formalized theology.164 The early Greek 

Church father, St. Gregory of Nazianzus, first considered the baptism of tears:  

  Yes, and I know of a Fifth [baptism] also, which is that of tears, and is  
  much more laborious, received by him who washes his bed every night  
  and his couch with tears; whose bruises stink through his wickedness; and  
  who goes mourning and of a sad countenance; who imitates   
  the repentance of Manasseh (Gregory 39th Oration).165  
 
Typically, such baptism is accomplished through the penitent’s own tears, but instead it is 

St. Erkenwald’s tears that cleanse the pagan soul. The poem appears to maintain a 

staunchly dualist metaphysics, as the body exists separately from the soul; while 

Erkenwald does call the soul back to the body for conversation, the judge’s soul has 

existed independently “inwith helle-hole” (St. Erkenwald 307).166 On the other hand, 

there is a clear connection between the body and soul, as the soul only receives grace 

once the body has been physically baptized, and the body decays only once the soul is 

free. Once again, the Christian perspective of the poem gives humanity an odd dual 

ontology: we are at once distinctly separated into body and soul, but these divisions are 

                                                 
164 Besides St. Gregory of Nazianzus, St. Symeon also notably considers the baptism of 
tears.  
165 “Manasseh” references a King of Judah who is recorded in 2 Chronicles 33; Manasseh 
was a great idolater who realized the error of his ways once the Assyrians captured him. 
“After that he was in distress, he prayed to the Lord, his God: and did penance 
exceedingly before the God of his fathers…and He heard his prayer and brought him 
back to Jerusalem” (2 Chronicles 33.12-13). God forgives him due to the sincerity of his 
mourning and prayer, and Gregory asserts the person hoping to achieve the baptism of 
tears must show similar regret.  
166 “Within the Hell hole.”  
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intertwined and depend deeply on one another. The former belongs properly to the 

physical and temporal realm, and the latter is eternal although it can only participate in 

divinity through God’s grace.  

 Much of God’s atemporal perspective depends on his eternal (and consequently 

simultaneous) existence; however, the judge in St. Erkenwald has dwelled in hell’s 

presumably different eternity. “My soule may sitte þer in sorrow and sike ful colde, / 

Dymly in þat derke dethe þer dawes never morowen” (St. Erkenwald 304-306).167 The 

judge’s existence in hell is the exact opposite of St. Augustine’s description of God’s 

unending day: “[God’s] Today does not yield to a tomorrow, nor did it follow on a 

yesterday. [His] today is eternity” (Confession Augustine 230). The reprobate’s eternal 

night of the soul is juxtaposed to God’s eternal light. Problematically, the argument for 

God’s simultaneous perspective is his eternal existence, yet existence in hell does not 

seem to imply the same simultaneity. In other words, if simultaneity is associated with 

eternity, the judge’s salvation is problematic because once he exists in eternity, then he 

has always existed in eternity, and dependence upon a physical sacrament and easy 

migration in and out of temporal existence appears contradictory to the simultaneity of 

eternity. Ultimately, all of these issues result from the complicated crossing of ontologies 

inherent in any detailed consideration of Christian doctrine. As has been considered, 

medieval Christianity is obsessed with dual ontologies due to the hypostatic union. The 

passion and the sacraments both celebrate the crossing of this metaphysical line between 

the physical and the divine. The judge is stuck and cannot proceed to Heaven unless God 

“gyfe of his grace summe brawnche” (St. Erkenwald 276), but that spiritual gift depends 

                                                 
167 “My soul may sit there in sorrow and sigh fully sad, / Dimly in that dark death 
morning never dawns.”  
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on physical baptism.168 The ease with which Erkenwald’s soul travels between eternal 

spiritual hell and physical existence is simply exemplary of an additional potential 

objection to Christianity’s metaphysical oddities.169 This problem cannot be solved here, 

and for the purposes of this paper, it is best to regard the dual ontology as a medieval 

reader would have; from the mindset of the late Middle Ages, the dual ontology, best 

exemplified in the hypostatic union, is the fundamental miracle of Christianity. But, 

ontological complications aside, St. Erkenwald supports the general assertion that the 

soul’s reception of the physical instantiation of grace through the sacrament is absolutely 

essential in establishing a medieval theology of judgment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
168 “Give some branch of his grace.”  
169 This problem is not as present in more purely theological accounts. For instance, 
Aquinas’ account of the Apocalypse does not mention a hell, and thus the evil never do 
experience any type of eternity: “The wicked, who have withdrawn from Christ in their 
love of earthly things, will remain on Earth” (Shorter Summa Aquinas 325). Typically, 
theologians are more reticent about the idea of Hell because of its limited scriptural 
backing, but literary and cultural conduits—like St.Erkenwald—demonstrate a definite 
fondness for describing the fires of Hell.  
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Chapter 7 — Living in God’s Grace 

 According to our authors, the maintenance and accrual of grace is not wholly 

dependent on the sacraments; the medieval Christian must also freely will a life of moral 

rectitude to reach salvation. “Man merits growth in grace by any meritorious act,” for 

“growth in grace is not beyond the power of grace already present, although it is 

quantitatively greater; just as a tree, although it is quantitatively greater than its seed, it is 

not beyond its power” (Summa Theologicæ 1.2æ. 114.9). In other words, once one has 

grace, he or she can merit its growth and thus his or her greater participation in God 

through the divine indwelling. Presumably, any Christian would be interested in 

participating further in God’s divinity, and as discussed in Chapter 4, the more one 

participates in the divine, the more he or she is truly free. Thus, this chapter addresses 

several authors’ advocated ways to live in grace, and possibly even to accrue it. Recall 

that Chaucer’s Parson claims that grace will fail without work, and thus the sinful will 

forfeit their share of Paradise: “Then leseth the sinful man the goodnesse of glorie, that 

oonly is bihight to goode men that labouren and werken” (“Parson’s Tale 25).170 The 

precise conditions and emphasis of this moral work varies from author to author. 

Although almost every piece of literature considered here contains some form of moral 

guidance or advice, this section will focus on three broad moral systems that may be 

extracted from select texts. In the interest of mirroring the consideration of the 

sacraments, I consider Cleanness first because it focuses on maintaining a baseline purity 

and share of grace. Next, the Morality Play Everyman represents the opposite end of the 

spectrum and emphasizes Christian good deeds to the near exclusion of grace. Finally, 

                                                 
170 “Then loses the sinful man the goodness of glory, that is only promised to good men 
that labor and work.” 
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Chaucer emphasizes both grace and free will and provides the most comprehensive moral 

and ethical value system; his extensive body of literature pairs this traditional Catholic 

valuation alongside a Boethian emphasis on a detachment from the physical world. These 

three views will be utilized to provide different valuations of grace and its role in the 

moral paths most conducive to salvation.  

  

7.a.—The Maintenance of Grace in Cleanness 

 Cleanness specifically emphasizes the purity and sinless state that must be 

maintained in the upright moral soul sharing in God’s grace, but the poem notably seems 

to also associate moral ineptitude with poverty. The first stanza of Cleanness praises the 

power of a clean soul, but emphasizes that those with sinful souls offend God if they dare 

to share in the Eucharistic sacrament while reprobate.  

  Þay hondel þer his aune body and vsen hit boþ… 
  If þay conterfete crafte and cortasye wont, 
  As be honest vtwyth and inwith alle fylþez, 
  Þen ar þay sinful himself, and sulpen altogeder  
  Boþe God and his gere, and Hym to greme cachen (Cleanness 11-15).171 
 
This passage sets up the major theme of the poem: the dirt covering him who chooses 

sinfulness is an affront to God. Oftentimes the poet describes this affront through imagery 

of the beggarly and filthy state of the soul in sin. In fact, the Pearl Poet’s work starkly 

contrasts with Langland’s—and often Chaucer’s—precisely because of his imagistic 

association of moral purity with courtly ideals and sinfulness with apparent poverty. In 

“Christianity for Courtly Subjects,” David Aers argues, “rather than the poor Christ of St. 
                                                 

171 “There they handle [Christ’s] own body and partake of it also… / If they counterfeit 
wisdom and lack courtesy, / And seem honest on the outside but on the inside are all filth, 
/ Then they are sinful themselves, and together sully / Both God and his gear, and incite 
him to wrath.” 
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Frances and Piers Plowman…[in the Pearl Poet’s works] we encounter a Christ made in 

the image of a courtly Christianity, one who would have been at home in Camelot” (Aers 

100). The poet admittedly considers the value of poverty as a test in Patience, but he does 

not advocate its virtue for ascetic living and instead treats it as an unpleasantness to be 

patiently overcome. In contrast to God who “is so clene in His court, þe Kyng þat al 

weldez” (Cleanness 17),172 the poet likens sin to poverty:  

  Forþy hyʒ not to heuen in haterez totorne,  
  Ne in þe harlatez hod, and handez vnwaschen.  
  For what urþly haþel þat hyʒ honour haldez  
  Wolde lyke if a ladde com lyþerly attired… 
  Þen þe harlot with haste helded to þe table,  
  With rent corkez at þe kne and his clutte traschez, 
  And his tabard totorne, and totez oute” (Cleanness 33-41)173 
 
This passage prefigures the poet’s consideration of the Parable of the Wedding Feast 

(Matthew 22.1-14); however, he places significantly more emphasis upon the poverty of 

the sinner than the original parable does.174 The original parable only notes that the 

dismissed guest lacked proper wedding clothes, but tellingly the version in Cleanness 

relegates the character’s status to a sort of peasant. The author himself is already believed 

to be a either a court poet or a participating member of a lord’s court, but his comparison 

of God to a nobleman disgusted at the presence of a beggar at his table truly emphasizes 
                                                 

172 “Is so clean in his court, the king that rules all” 
173 “Therefore, hurry not to heaven in torn clothes, / Nor in the harlot’s hood with hands 
unwashed / For what earthly knight that holds high honor / Would like it if a lad came 
wretchedly attired… Then the villain with haste comes to the table, / With leggings torn 
at the knee and his ragged clothes patched, / And his jerkin torn, and the toes of his shoes 
come off.” 
174 The Parable of the Wedding Feast tells the story of a host who invites his friends to his 
son’s wedding feast, but his invitation is refused despite the fact that he has copiously 
prepared for the celebrations. He then orders his servants to bring in new guests from the 
streets; however, the host is angered when a man arrives “who had not on a wedding 
garment” (Matthew 22.11), and he orders that the man is kicked out of the feast.  
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the author’s upper-class audience. In contrast to popular ascetic views of the moral life, 

the courtly atmosphere of the Cotton Nero A.x. poems advocates the maintenance of 

purity but places notably little focus on the accrual of grace through self-deprivation.  

 As in his other poems, the author of Cleanness admits of the necessity of 

receiving grace through the physical sacraments, but otherwise only emphasizes the 

moral maintenance of grace as opposed to its elevation. Pearl emphasizes the equality of 

the distribution of God’s grace, Patience emphasizes the endurance of hardship, and 

Cleanness emphasizes the purity of soul; however, all of these themes seem to lack the 

emphasis upon good works and charity essential to medieval Catholicism. When grace is 

mentioned in Cleanness, it is typically in terms of either a spiritual or bodily 

cleanliness.175 For instance, grace is mentioned in terms of Abraham’s hopes for the 

forgiveness of Sodom and Christ’s healing of various physical ailments. God says to 

Abraham concerning Gomorra, “Nay, ʒif þou ʒernez hit ʒet, ʒark I hem grace; / If þat 

twenty be trwe, I tene hem no more,” (Cleanness 758).176 In Cleanness and other poems, 

the author shows a clear knowledge of the doctrine of grace and even ends with the plea 

to God, “þat grace he vus sende” (Cleanness 1811).177 Despite this knowledge, the poet’s 

conception of grace does not tolerate higher degrees of grace brought about through 

living a moral life, but rather only the one moral standard of cleanness that is indicative 

of the clean soul sharing in God’s grace. As shall be considered in more detail in the next 

                                                 
175 On the other hand, it is said of Noah that he had an unusual share in grace: “his grace 
watz þe more” / “his grace was more” (Cleanness 296). But Noah and his family are the 
only people who share in God’s grace at the time of the flood, and presumably the poet is 
considering Noah’s share of grace within Noah’s own time period.   
176 “No, if you yearn it still, I grant them grace; / If [it is] that twenty be true, I [will] 
harm them no more.”  
177 “That he sends us grace.” 
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chapter, Pearl makes the poet’s aristocratic interpretation even more obvious as the Pearl 

Maiden argues that works do not matter but only cleanliness, and thus the baby who dies 

baptized shares in as much or more grace as any saint. For the Pearl Poet, the heavenly 

reward is determined by spiritual cleanness alone: “If þay in clannes be clos þay cleche 

gret mede” (Cleanness 12).178 As the extravagant and wealthy lord is no less clean after 

penance than is the charitable monk, it is clear why a courtly upper class would prefer a 

system of Christian morality that does not elevate grace according to good works and 

ascetic poverty.179  

 

7.b.—The Power of Good Works in Everyman 

 Contrarily, the morality play Everyman emphasizes the value of good works in 

achieving salvation nearly to the exclusion of everything else. In Everyman, the character 

Knowledge encourages Everyman’s confession on the grounds of receiving grace. “In the 

hous of salvacyon; / We shall fynde hym in that place / that shall us comforte by Goddes 

grace” (Everyman 540-542).180 But before continuing on his journey to death, Everyman 

acknowledges the need for God’s grace to follow the path to salvation, “I wyll now 

begyn, yf God gyve me grace” (Everyman 607).181   After receiving grace, the protagonist 

even resorts to self-flagellation as penance in order to mortify the desires of the flesh and 

                                                 
178 “If they are clothed in cleanness they obtain great reward.” 
179 This is not the only time the Pearl Poet defends the interests of the aristocratic 
population; Following Allen Frantzen, Michael Drout points out that the protagonist of 
Gawain and the Green Knight is able to confess to another member of the aristocracy, 
although medieval Catholicism firmly holds that only a priest can administer the 
sacraments.  
180 “In the house of salvation, / We shall find him in that place / Who shall give us 
comfort by God’s grace” 
181 “I will now begin, if God gives me grace”  
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better align his own will with God’s intent. While Everyman clearly emphasizes the need 

for grace and participation in the sacraments, the play also highlights the necessity of 

committing good deeds if one is to reach salvation. As the play progresses, Everyman is 

abandoned by absolutely everything earthly. His friends, family, knowledge, senses, 

strength, and beauty depart as unfaithful friends, but personified Good Deeds alone stays 

with him to testify on his behalf before God. Good Deeds is decrepit and weak until God 

bestows grace upon Everyman. Following Everyman’s confession, grace revitalizes Good 

Deeds (Everyman gains strength of will power), and he guides Everyman throughout the 

remainder of the play. Good deeds are the only earthly things that influence God’s 

judgment, and the play’s emphasis on them means that the importance of grace is 

peripheral when compared with the other texts considered. Dorothy Wertz insists, 

“Everyman is an exception. He is the only morality play hero saved by his good deeds 

rather than by divine grace” (Wertz 440). Certainly the scarcity of references to grace in 

Everyman is notable, but such references are nevertheless present, and their scarcity does 

not imply that the workings of grace are not implicit in the sacraments and other elements 

of the play. Walker more correctly states that “in keeping with Augustinian theology, the 

hero’s justification will be decided on the strength of a judicious mixture of good works 

and divine grace” (Walker 282). Still, instead of closing the play with a plea for grace as 

so many of the other works do, a Doctor of Theology—simply called Doctor—closes the 

play as if it were a prayer to the spirit of charity itself: “Amen, saye ye, for saynt 

Charyte” (Everyman 904).182  

                                                 
182 “Amen, say you, for Saint Charity.”  
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 Charity is strongly associated with good and kind works, but Christian charity 

also includes another connotation, “the general state of being in and responding to God’s 

love and favor” (The New Catholic Encyclopedia “Charity”). The reader should 

recognize a strong similarity between the state of grace and Christian charity, as those 

who share in God’s divinity through grace certainly exist in “God’s love and favor.” In 

fact, when considering the elevation of grace and charity through meritorious actions 

(good works), Aquinas states, “the end-term of the movement of grace is eternal life, 

while the development of this movement takes place by growth in charity or grace” 

(Summa Theologicæ 1a2æ. 114, 8). Aquinas notably intertwines the growth of grace 

towards the beatific vision with the growth of charity. Although it is not explicit, 

Everyman’s focus upon charity and the importance of good works in preparing one for 

judgment appears highly intertwined with the proliferation of grace. Still, regardless of 

the author’s knowledge of Aquinas, Everyman suggests a moral path to judgment with 

nearly unmatched emphasis upon the power of good works.183 

 

7.c.—Good works and As Needed Asceticism in Chaucer 

 In her Chaucerian Aesthetics, Peggy Knapp concludes that all “medieval aesthetic 

understandings, while not altogether assimilable to a single ‘theory,’ consistently depend 

on attempts to wrestle intelligibility from sense experience” (Knapp 25). This dichotomy 

is ever-present as medieval writers endeavor to situate stories of the physical world in the 

over-arching influence of God and His design. It is precisely this hope to reconcile the 

intelligibility of predestination with the free will apparent in literature and the sensory 

                                                 
183 As Everyman was written towards the end of the medieval period, it is much more 
likely that the author of Everyman would be familiar with Aquinas works.  
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world that dominates this thesis. Chaucer himself often struggles with this question and 

hence considers the worth of his literature alongside higher theological questions, as he 

famously proves when he retracts his more secular tales as “enditynges of worldly 

vanitees” at the closing of The Canterbury Tales (“Parson’s Tale” 1084).184 Those works 

he does not retract contain by far the most theologically sophisticated moral guidance 

relevant to the accrual of grace. Chaucer sets forth three stipulations conducive to the 

accrual of grace and subsequent justification before God: (1) one must maintain a 

detachment from the physical world, (2) one must cultivate grace as a failure to cultivate 

it results in the loss of grace, and thus (3) one must utilize bestowed grace by doing good 

works.  

 According to Chaucer’s “The Parson’s Tale” and his consistent references to 

Boethian thought, the poet clearly advocates a detachment from the physical world 

conducive to dedicated Christian worship. Chaucer’s near asceticism is questionable, 

since he himself was a wealthy semi-aristocrat and his commitment to asceticism varies 

between works.185 Still, the transience of the physical remains a major theme in 

Chaucer’s works, and Boece provides the foundation for much of the philosophical 

knowledge that pervades Chaucer’s other texts. Although Boece—like its source 

material—does not advocate a strict asceticism, it does relentlessly attack dependency 

upon the physical world. Chaucer’s Parson takes up this call, and therefore warns against 

the material trappings of wealth: “The riche folk, that embraceden and oneden al hire 

herte to tresor of this world, shul slepe in the slepynge of deeth…for they shulle be naked 

                                                 
184 “compositions of worldly vanities.”  
185 By “semi-aristocrat,” I mean that Chaucer held several prominent positions and was 
born from a good family, but he was not a member of the official nobility in England.  
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in body as of clothing, save the fyr in which they brenne” (“Parson’s Tale” 192-195).186 

While biblically supported by Matthew 19.24,187 the Parson’s attitude towards the 

wealthy certainly contrasts with the Pearl Poet’s images of divine grandeur. Langland 

even further emphasizes this sentiment: “ac poverté God put bifore, and preysed it the 

better” (Piers Plowman XI.255).188 For him, poverty is more conducive to religion 

because it is a natural deterrent of materialism, and thus he depicts Christ as a poor man, 

“Jhesu Cryst of Hevene, / in a pore mannes apparaille pursueth us evere” (Piers Plowman 

XI.184-185).189 Both poets would presumably admit that good and faithful wealthy 

Christians exist, but they acknowledge wealth as the root of materialism and thus a likely 

challenge to the centrality of God. For instance, Custance, the protagonist of “The Man of 

Law’s Tale,” is the wealthy daughter of the emperor of Rome. However, she proves the 

very symbol of constant faith because she overcomes her misfortunes in the material 

world and remains faithful to God. Chaucer does not require a complete asceticism, but 

rather an awareness of the transience of physical existence and a willingness to part from 

it when needed.  

 Chaucer carries this transience beyond physical objects and considers the fleeting 

nature of collective human memory in his House of Fame.  Every image of the poem 

alludes to the failing nature of human fame. The House of Fame itself is built upon ice 

into which is carved the names of the famous; those who endure lasting fame are carved 

                                                 
186 “The rich people, that embrace and unite all their heart with the treasure of this world, 
shall sleep in the sleep of death…for they shall be naked of body as for clothing, except 
for the fire in which they burn.”  
187 “It is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to 
enter into the kingdom of Heaven” (Matthew 19.24).  
188 “But poverty God put first, and praised it more.”  
189 “Jesus Christ of Heaven, / in a poor man’s clothing pursues us forever.”  
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where the ice receives little light and thus melts more slowly, and those whose names are 

already fading are carved on the sunny side of the ice. In either case, all famous names 

are inscribed in an impermanent medium. Upon seeing the ice upon which the house is 

built, the narrator remarks, ‘“By Seynt Thomas of Kent, / This were a feble fundament” 

(Fame 1130-1131).190 Although Chaucer enjoyed some renown during his lifetime, the 

narrator declares his own Boethian indifference to fame in the poem: “Sufficeth me, as I 

were ded, / That no wight have my name in honde” (Fame 1875-1876).191 Chaucer 

certainly makes elements of The House of Fame glamorous, but he assures the reader of 

his indifference to being remembered, and he often contrasts Fate and her workings to the 

more stable and trustworthy workings of God. For instance, in opposition to God Fame is 

unconcerned with good works: “Good werkes shal yow noght availle / To have of me 

good fame as now” (Fame 1616-1617).192 Fame’s judgments are inconsistent just as 

Fortune’s in Boece. If one is to stay afloat, then he or she cannot be attached to such 

variable forces as Fame. But for Chaucer, indifference to the material world alone does 

not result in the garnering of grace, and his as-needed asceticism is only a baseline 

requirement for justification before God. 

                                                 
190 “By Saint Thomas of Kent, / This is a feeble foundation.” 
191 “It is sufficient for me, as I would be dead, / That no person has my name to hand.” 
Although Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde is not considered in this thesis, the tail end of 
the poem notably contradicts Chaucer’s supposed indifference to fame. “Go, litel bok, 
go…And kis the steppes where as thow seest pace / Virgil, Ovide, Omer, Lucan, and 
Stace” / “Go, little book, go…and as you see to journey kiss the steppes where Virgil, 
Ovid, Homer, Lucan, and Statius” (Troilus and Criseyde Chaucer V.1786/1791-1792). 
By placing his own work in league with the above poets, Chaucer very directly expresses 
his claim to fame.  
192 “Good works shall not help you / to have good fame from me now.” 
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 Although Chaucer references grace throughout his works, he unsurprisingly 

provides the most apt metaphors for his understanding of the doctrine’s workings in “The 

Parson’s Tale,” in which he directly argues that grace cannot be hoarded or simply 

maintained. Instead, one must actively cultivate his or her participation in the divine. 

Following the Parson’s consideration of penance and the renewal of the seed of grace he 

writes, “the heete of this seed is the love of God and the desirying of the joye perdurable” 

(“Parson’s Tale” 119).193 The seed of grace permits and encourages the inclination to act 

well and in accordance with God, but in the end, it is merely a seed, and if one is to 

further his or her share of God’s grace he or she must be active.  

  For certes, synne bireveth a man bothe goodness of nature and eek the  
  goodnesse of grace. / For soothly, the grace of the Hooly Goost fareth lyk  
  fyr, that may nat been ydel; for fyr fayleth anoon as it forleteth his   
  wirkynge, and right so grace fayleth anoon as it ferleteth his werkynge.  
  Then leseth the synful man the goodnesse of glorie, that oonly is bihight to 
  goode men that labouren and werken” (“Parson’s Tale” 248-249).194  
 

This quotation directly presents the doctrine of grace used in this thesis: it is an operation 

related to the divine indwelling through “the Hooly Goost” that requires cultivation to 

survive. The position is a far cry from the Pearl poet’s focus upon cleanliness alone. 

Additionally, the Parson mandates that one must “labouren and werken” as well as 

maintain purity through worldly detachment. Thus, in “The General Prologue” of The 

Canterbury Tales, Chaucer cleverly notes that traveling with the Parson “ther was a 

                                                 
193 “The heat (power) of this seed is the love of God and the desiring of the eternal joy.” 
194 “For certain, sin bereaves a man of both the goodness of nature and also the goodness 
of grace. / For truthfully, the grace of the Holy Ghost operates like fire, that may not be 
idle; for fire fails as soon as it is abandons his working, and just so grace fails as soon as 
it abandons His working. / Then the sinful man loses the goodness of glory, that is only 
promised to good men that labor and work” 
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Plowman, was his brother” (“General Prologue” 529).195 Although Chaucer never 

actually wrote a tale for the Plowman, these two brothers represent the two needs of the 

good Christian soul: grace as provided by God through the Church, and work as provided 

by physical life. If one does not actively feed the flame of grace with work, then it dies. 

The narrator further specifies that, outside of the sacraments, the cultivation of grace 

comes about by performing good works in accordance with God’s will. ‘“I [Jesus] wol 

entre into hym by my grace and soupe with hym,’ by the goode werkes that ge shal doon, 

whiche werkes been the foode of God” (“Parson’s Tale 289).196 In keeping with doctrine, 

Jesus himself enters into the soul of the Christian by grace in order to “soupe with hym.” 

One must feed this internal presence of God through “good werkes.” The reader will 

recall that Aquinas closely intertwines charity and grace and that the fruition of one 

coincides with the fruition of the other.  The Parson evidently makes the same move, as 

the fruition of grace requires consistent good (i.e. charitable) works because one in the 

state of grace participates in God’s divinity and “werkes been the foode of God.” 

 Because grace provides the strength to act according to the will of God, it acts as 

the intermediary between God’s predestination and man’s free will. Chaucer displays that 

the pious Christian has a vested interest in consistently doing good works that cultivate 

his or her participation in grace, but what precisely does grace provide that frees us to act 

in accordance with God? Peter Lombard, following St. Ambrose, specifies that the Holy 

Spirit—present in the state of grace—provides Christians with the seven spiritual 

(heavenly) virtues. When considering the virtues of the angels he states: “the Holy Spirit, 

                                                 
195 “There was a Plowman, who was his brother.  
196 ‘“I, Jesus, will enter into him by grace and sup with him,’ by the good works that he 
will do, as such works are the food of God”  
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proceeding from the fount of life, a small swallow of which satiates us, seems to flow 

more abundantly among those celestial spirits” (Lombard 3.XXXIV.1). It is merely that 

“small swallow” of the Holy Spirit that constitutes the typical human’s share of grace, 

and it is the offer of this participation that predestines our virtuous abilities, while 

encouraging the free will to utilize this gift. Although the Parson is not quite so specific, 

he similarly attributes a number of virtuous abilities to the Holy Spirit’s presence as 

grace: “Goodes of grace been science, power to suffre spiritueel travaille, benignitee, 

vertuous contemplacioun, withstondynge of temptacioun, and semblable thynges” 

(“Parson’s Tale” 454).197 The reception and use of grace in acting out these virtues 

constitute a sort of communication between the varied ontologies of God and humans. 

For another example, recall Piers Plowman’s Grace the gatekeeper who interacted with 

humans via the sacraments on behalf of his sleeping master (God). God “yeveth grace 

wel to do” (“Parson’s Tale” 808). However, it falls upon the free will of humans to 

cultivate this grace through the virtues it provides, and thus not all Christians are matched 

in their share of grace.  

 On God’s behalf, grace is distributed unevenly according to the efficacy of the 

sacraments and one’s good works. Sensibly, the Parson thus claims that sloth is the true 

enemy of the state of grace since it results in a lack of any activity. “Another estaat is 

th’estaat of grace, in which estaat he is holden to werkes of penitence. And certes, to alle 

thise thynges is Accidie enemy and contrarie, for he loveth no busynesse at all” 

                                                 
197 “The goods of grace are knowledge, the power to suffer spiritual travail, kindness, 
virtuous contemplation, the withstanding of temptation, and similar things. 
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(“Parson’s Tale” 683).198 For the Parson, life in the state of grace is defined by work. 

Moreover, Chaucer’s emphasis in “The Parson’s Tale” seeps into his other works as well. 

He notably makes one of Fame’s defining traits her indifference to Good works: “Good 

werkes shal yow noght availle / To have of me good fame as now” (Fame 1616-1617).199 

While Fame represents the fleeting memory of humanity, God represents the stability of a 

consistent evaluative system, in which one’s cultivation of grace and the divine 

indwelling through the good works in conjunction with the sacraments is the constant and 

reasonable criteria for judgment. In Chaucer (and, I suggest, the larger theological 

context) a life focused on freely willing good works is the life most conducive to the 

fruition and elevation of grace. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 

198 Another state is the state of grace, in that state one is obliged to do works of penitence. 
And certainly, to all these things Sloth is the enemy and opposite, for he loves no 
busyness at all.”  
199 “Good works shall not avail you / to gain from me good fame now.” 
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Chapter 8—Grace in the Final Judgment 

  Like all things, this thesis comes to its logical end with the apocalypse. Both 

Piers Plowman and Pearl include extensive eschatological commentaries, but both of 

these works express contradictory opinions on whether the judgment of the righteous 

admits of degrees. Pearl includes an extensive debate on the equality of rewards in 

Heaven: The Jeweler is shocked to find out that his daughter is a queen in Heaven despite 

dying before she was two. Through the mouth of the maiden, the Pearl Poet simply 

concludes, “þe grace of God is gret innoʒe”200 (Pearl 624), and maintains that the Parable 

of the Vineyard (Matthew 20.1-16) proves that God judges and pays the righteous with 

almost perfect equality. However, in the many allegories of Piers Plowman, Langland 

insists on differentiating the rewards of each believer “as thei myghte asserve” (Piers 

Plowman VI.198).201 The two literary commentaries mirror the earlier consideration on 

whether or not grace must be elevated or need only be maintained and on whether acts of 

free will are necessary for justification. While the Pearl Poet considers the presence of 

baptismal grace all that is needed for a high place in Heaven, Langland asserts the holy 

life committed to asceticism and good works earns more of Paradise than baptismal grace 

alone. The former asserts the mere maintenance of purity, while the latter demands that 

God’s gift of grace be utilized in performing the free acts of charity it makes possible. 

Pearl’s overemphasis on the equality of grace relegates Christianity’s value of both free 

will and individual retribution in a problematic way. Justification requires both acts of 

free will and grace, and Piers Plowman’s model more firmly maintains the importance of 

free will, alongside grace’s position as a vessel for Christian freedom.  

                                                 
200 “The grace of God is great enough.” 
201 “As they might deserve.”  
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8.a.—Necessary Background 

 A focus upon both grace and free will maintains the dual ontology that medieval 

Christianity often emphasizes: God bestows predestined grace from his eternal 

perspective, and we act freely according to it and with its aid in the temporal physical 

perspective. It is the culmination of these differing ontologies that the apocalypse 

celebrates. According to medieval eschatology, the apocalypse is not the simple judging 

of the living and the dead; it also brings about the final union of these differing 

metaphysical perspectives. Although today the Christian apocalypse is often interpreted 

as a purely spiritual judgment, for medieval Catholicism the apocalypse fundamentally 

concerned the union of the physical and the spiritual in accordance with the metaphysical 

position of Christ, both God and man.202 As Clifford Backman states, “bodily 

resurrection of the dead and the physical assumption203 of the living have stood at the 

center of Christian eschatology at least since Paul wrote his epistles” (Backman 149). As 

Christ was elevated to Heaven in both body and soul following the resurrection, those 

who have united their soul to God will physically enter Heaven, and “will render the 

body subtile and spiritual” (Aquinas 189). At the apocalypse, the physicality of man will 

encounter and be subsumed by the divine ontology of God. This transformation is best 

                                                 
202 Although the Middle English texts abound with examples, the most famous example 
of this emphasis is likely Dante’s iteration of the fates of bodies reunited with suicidal 
souls in Inferno. Having deprived themselves of physical life, the suicides’ souls are 
instantiated in the trees that populate the suicide woods of the seventh ring of Hell. These 
trees are painfully broken and maimed by the harpies that inhabit the wood as 
punishment; moreover, the sinners never regain their physical bodies, and thus when 
judgment comes, “in this dismal wood [their] bodies will be hung” (Dante XIII.106-107).  
In other words, when the apocalypse comes, their individual bodies will be tauntingly 
hung from the limbs of their respective trees.  
203 Assumption is the physical transportation of a person to Heaven from Earth.  
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explained as the dissolution of the dualist perspective: the post-apocalyptic soul will not 

feel divided between body and soul because both metaphysical substances have merged. 

As such, apocalypse provides the ultimate meeting point of God’s infinite purview and 

the human perspective, and consequently the operations of predestination and our free 

will. As the emblem of the dual ontology, Christ is the ultimate judge, and he shall judge 

“each man in accordance with the merit bestowed on him by God’s grace” (City of God 

Augustine XX.21). As noted, one can freely act against the inclinations provided by 

God’s grace, but both grace and meritorious acts of free will are required for salvation. 

Not only must one accept grace, but he or she must also choose to act in accordance with 

God’s will and thus the liberating capacity for virtue grace provides. 

 

8.b.—Justification by Grace Alone in the Pearl Poet 

 In a subtle challenge to the above position, the Pearl Poet uses scripture to argue 

that grace alone, lacking acts of free will and thus good works, is sufficient for salvation. 

The main action of Pearl may be roughly divided into three parts: when the Jeweler falls 

asleep and enters Paradise, his theological discussion with his daughter, and his vision of 

the New Jerusalem.204 At base, the poem is an apocalyptic vision: the dreamer views the 

New Jerusalem exactly as it appears in Revelation 20-21, and his daughter is depicted as 

a bride of Christ (Revelation 21.9). The theological discussion that makes up a significant 

portion of the poem is sparked when the Jeweler shockingly discovers his daughter is a 

queen of heaven. “Þyself in heuen ouer hyʒ þou heue, / To make þe quen þat watz so 

ʒonge / What more honour moʒte he acheue / Þat hade endured in penanunce hys lyuez 

                                                 
204 The daughter died before she was two (Pearl 483), but she is described and referenced 
as an adult and not a baby.  
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longe / With bodyly bale hym blysse to byye?” (Pearl 473-478).205 Certainly the child, 

who was less than two, could not freely express worship: “þou cowþez neuer God nauþer 

plese ne pray” (Pearl 485).206 Indeed, because fuller salvation requires both grace and 

good works, the father presents the typical Catholic objection.  The Pearl Maiden then 

rebuts her father’s worldly perspective with a theological argument on heavenly 

judgment; the maiden extracts her argument from an exegesis of the Parable of the 

Vineyard in Matthew 20.1-16.207 While the traditional interpretation of the passage is not 

to covet the rewards of another since God is generous with all, the maiden uses the 

parable to purport the equality of heavenly rewards. “For þer is vch mon payed inlyche… 

þat euer dard / To Hym þat matz in synne rescoghe— / No blysse betz fro hem reparde” 

(Pearl 603).208 The ultimate aim of this extrapolation is to ensure that the daughter who 

died so young is rewarded with an equal share of Paradise. The Maiden asserts that if a 

                                                 
205 “You raise thyself over high in Heaven, / to make you queen that was so young. What 
more honor might he achieve / that had endured his long life in penance / to buy bliss 
with his bodily pain?” 
206 “You could neither please God nor pray.” 
207 The Parable of the Vineyard tells the story of a vineyard owner who hires workers 
from the marketplace five separate times from dawn till dusk, and each time he 
generously promises the new workers a penny for the day’s labor. At the end of the day, 
he pays all of the workers the promised penny, but those who had worked all day insisted 
they deserved more than those that worked only an hour. The vineyard owner asks, “didst 
thou not agree with me for a penny?... Is thy eye evil, because I am good?” (Matthew 
20.13/15). There are two typical interpretations of this passage: first, do not covet 
another’s reward since God is generous to all, and second, the time spent faithful is not 
relevant but only the degree of dedication to God. In the latter, “Jesus does not count so 
much the number of years, as the fervor and diligence we employ in his service” 
(Haydock 1290), but the former also reasonably depends on the idea that the reward of 
Heaven is generously infinite and thus cannot be divided. Basically, it is silly to quibble 
over various divisions of infinitude.  
208 “For there is each man paid alike…that ever submitted / To him that causes rescue 
from sin— / No bliss will be withheld from him”  
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baptized child dies, he or she does not require works because of the exemplary purity of 

their graceful soul: “Bot he to gyle þat neuer glente / As inoscente is saf and ryʒte209” 

(Pearl 671-672).210 Here, the Maiden is correct, and Catholic doctrine does judge the 

baptized child as worthy of Paradise on grace alone. According to Aquinas, “a judicial 

investigation is not necessary unless good and evil actions are intermingled. When good 

is present without admixture of evil…discussion is out of place”  (Aquinas 323). Such is 

the case of a baptized baby. However, the Maiden takes her rhetoric beyond the simple 

sufficiency of grace for pure children and asserts a general equality of heavenly 

judgment.  

 According to the reasoning of the heavenly maiden, grace is sufficient not merely 

for babies but for everyone. Indeed, each stanza of Section 11 ends with the refrain, “þe 

grace of God is gret innoʒe” (Pearl 624).211 Overall, the poem emphasizes the 

fundamental power of grace while making little mention of the value of works. In fact, 

the Pearl Poet’s works under-emphasize the power of good works in comparison to other 

theological literature of the time period.212 By claiming that salvation requires grace 

alone, the Pearl Poet emphasizes a particular side of the dual ontology, and he privileges 

God’s spiritual influence over humanity’s ability to exercise free will in good works. 
                                                 

209 Andrew and Waldron’s The Poems of the Pearl Poet gloss “ryʒte” as “justification by 
grace” (Andrew 343). Lawrence Beaston either disagrees or misunderstands this word as 
he—following Richard Tristman—claims “the Pearl-Maiden’s notion that infants are 
justified ‘by ryght’ is inconsistent with the belief in the necessity of grace” (Beaston 16). 
He then attempts to justify the use of this word and its compatibility with grace.  
210 “But he that never turned to guile / As an innocent is safe and justified by grace.” 
211 “The Grace of God is great enough.” 
212 Admittedly, he does attribute some value to works as is displayed in the consideration 
of Cleanness in Chapter 2, referencing works as clothes which dress the soul before God. 
But as considered here, if all the saved are judged equally, one’s level of commitment to 
good works becomes irrelevant.  
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Claude Willan argues that even the poem’s numerological flaws (for instance, having 101 

stanzas) are intended to attest to the overwhelming power of grace: “the thoroughgoing 

nature of the poem’s flaws serves only to demonstrate the conversely transcendent power 

of grace” (Willan 75). All of the authors would emphasize the power of grace, but the 

Pearl Poet consequently undervalues the spiritual efficacy of free will and works. If grace 

alone is relevant, then free will and things done according to free will become negligible 

in a Christian system of judgment. Indeed, free will is never substantially referenced in 

the Cotton Nero poems.  

 This shift toward grace is fairly typical considering the discomfort surrounding 

Catholicism’s focus on the importance of the dual ontology: in Catholicism, the body and 

the soul are present at the apocalypse, predestination and free will must be maintained, 

and justification requires both grace and good works. Due to their objections surrounding 

the mystery of this aspect of the religion, some protestant sects make the same move as 

the Pearl Poet and sacrifice free will to the ultimate power of God. Calvinism, for 

instance, claims grace alone is sufficient for justification.213 Beaston points out in “The 

Pearl Poet and the Pelagians,” that scholars also tend to divide the theology of the poem, 

and attribute a Pelagian view to the Jeweler and an Augustinian view to the Maiden 

(Beaston 18).214 However, while Augustine highly emphasizes grace, he also asserts the 

necessity of free will: “he accepted the doctrine of grace, and he always continued to 

                                                 
213 Calvinism also emphasizes determinism because of this preference for the divine 
ontology. 
214 Pelagius was a theologian concurrent with Augustine (late fourth and early fifth 
century). Augustine criticized Pelagius heavily because he advocated a radical free will 
that did not necessitate the grace of God in performing good works.  
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assert that the will is free” (Pontifex 12).215 The correct, but more complicated and 

unsettling position, is that both free will and grace must operate in Catholicism (i.e. the 

parallel ontologies of man and God).216 But as the Pearl Poet emphasizes the equality of 

judgment and the exclusionary value of the spiritual element of judgment, he also 

consequently deemphasizes the bodily and physical aspects of his time period’s 

Christianity.217 For instance, the Maiden claims the jeweler must separate from his body 

to enter the New Jerusalem: “þy corse in clot mot calder keue, / For hit watz forgarte at 

paradys greue; / Oure ʒorefader hit con mysseʒeme. / Þurʒ drwry deth boz vch man 

dreue, / Er ouer þys dam hym Drʒtyn deme” (Pearl 320-324).218 Although the possibility 

of heaven was temporarily suspended following the Garden of Eden, the body was not 

confiscated; in medieval tradition, the body is to be returned to the soul at the apocalypse 

and subsumed into heavenly life with God.  This resurrection is not even mentioned in 

Pearl, and God apparently deems souls ready to experience the New Jerusalem directly 

                                                 
215 Admittedly, while Augustine is highly influential in the Middle Ages, his Neo-
Platonic theology would not likely accommodate the physicality the medieval period 
associated with the apocalypse.  
216 Beaston argues reasonably that both grace and free will do operate in Pearl, and 
describes the poet as “a vernacular theologian for aristocratic lay people…[who hopes] to 
represent poetically, the point where God and humans meet” (Beaston 35). Although I 
appreciate his treatment of the dual ontology problem in Middle English literature, he 
incorporates the narrator’s actions as exemplary of free will, while I believe the poet 
endows the heavenly maiden with true authority. In Dante and other dream visions, those 
who reside in Heaven espouse the poet’s theological position. Ultimately, the Maiden’s 
assertion of equality of judgment largely negates the importance of free will.  
217 This is not to say he eliminates them, because he certainly acknowledges the efficacy 
of the sacraments (especially if he wrote St. Erkenwald). Physicality in judgment is non-
essential in his works.  
218 “Your corpse must sink in colder earth, / For it was forfeited in the Garden of Eden; / 
Our forefather (i.e. Adam) neglected it / Each man is obliged to make his way through 
dreary death, / Before the Lord judges him over this stream.”  
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after death. Instead of raising the body physically into heaven as happened to Jesus, 

Mary, Enoch, and others, “oure flesch be layd to rote” (Pearl 958).219 If St. Erkenwald is 

truly written by the Pearl Poet, then the fact that the judge’s body dissolves after he 

receives grace supports the overly spiritual emphasis this thesis attributes to the author. 

Typically, the preservation of the body was essential to medieval Catholicism because the 

bodies of the good are resurrected, restored, and subsumed by God during the apocalypse. 

Like St. Erkenwald, Pearl does not concern itself with the fate of the physical body in 

Catholic judgment. Ultimately, Pearl excises both the bodily element of judgment and 

the necessity of good works, and consequently highlights the spiritual side of the dual 

ontological system inherent in Catholicism.  

 As discussed in Chapter 7, the Pearl Poet writes for a distinctly aristocratic 

audience, and part of his unorthodox theology stems from his courtly depiction of the 

apocalypse. As the poet emphasizes the kingly nature of God in Cleanness, in Pearl he 

depicts a courtly apocalypse.  

  Material drawn from the apocalypse was well suited to the taste of a late  
  medieval courtly audience. Commentators and artists had changed the  
  awesome and rather grotesque nature of the apocalypse into one of   
  romance and beauty with a spiritual message of hope and joy, and it is  
  such elements that are emphasized in the Pearl poet’s highly selective use  
  of his source (Field 7).220  
 
Indeed, art and literature of the time period show that the Book of Revelation had been 

widely reinterpreted to fit the beliefs and fashions of the courtly patrons. For instance, 

Muriel Whitaker argues that the Pearl Poet may have borrowed elements of Pearl’s 
                                                 

219 “Our flesh is laid to rot.” 
220 Like Whitaker, Field thinks manuscript illustrations may have influenced the Poet’s 
descriptions; when considering the poet’s “source,” she does not mean to imply the poet 
borrowed directly from a work outside of the Vulgate Book of Revelation, but possibly 
he was influenced by positive and courtly commentaries and illustrations (Field 7). 
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narrative from various manuscript illustrations, and she cites parallel depictions of the 

period’s fashion (Whitaker 186). Contrary to the epic intensity and “grotesque nature” of 

Revelation, the kingdom of God in Pearl is the perfect King’s court:  

  The court of þy kyndom of God alyue  
  Hatz a property in hytself byng:  
  Alle þat may þerinne aryue  
  Of alle þe reme is quen oþer kyng,  
  And neuer oþer ʒet schal depryue,  
  Bot vchon fayn of oþerez hafyng,  
  And wolde her corounez wern worþe þo fyue  (Pearl 445-451).221 
 
Given this context, the grace of God can be reasonably compared to the grace or favors of 

an earthly king, but the former distributes grace to all who wish it and work for it.222 Not 

only is the court of God a splendid court in which all are equal and stately, but these 

noblemen even wish higher honors upon one another. Such fairness and virtue are 

juxtaposed to the worldly courts of intrigue depicted in the many Arthurian tales written 

in the same time period—including the Pearl Poet’s own Gawain and the Green Knight. 

Furthermore, God is the pinnacle of a good king: He has eliminated the lower classes and 

raised all His subjects to equal shares in queen and kingship. In addition, He keeps the 

city perfectly clean as the river of His grace flows through it, “swyþe hit swange þur vch 

a strete / Withouten fylþe oþer galle oþer glet” (Pearl 1059-1060).223 All of these 

                                                 
221 “The court of the kingdom of the living God / Has a property unto it’s own being 
(unique) / All who might arrive therein / Of all the realm is either a queen or a king, / 
And yet never shall one deprive (or disposes) another / But each one be glad for the 
others’ possession / And wish their crowns were worth five.”  
222 Megan Murton, the author of “Praying with Boethius in Troilus and Criseyde,” 
highlighted in an email to me that the term “grace” is often used in ways that do not 
pertain to its doctrinal function (Personal Communication 3/2/15). Despite parallels, the 
grace of a king is precisely such an alternate usage.  
223 “As that copious flood out of that city [flowed]; / Swiftly it surged through every 
street / Without filth or impurity or slime.” 
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elements are easily extrapolated from the ideal of a human king, who keeps the people 

fed and happy, treats his nobles equally, and keeps his kingdom fair and clean. Field 

points out that this depiction carries a “spiritual message of hope and joy.” Apparently, 

for a medieval aristocratic audience, hope and joy meant a continuation of the courtly 

pleasures they enjoyed in life. Moreover, equality in Heaven is essential to this dream 

because medieval Catholic tradition would place saints, ascetics, monks, and other 

classes of more actively devoted Christians above more passively Christian nobles. If 

equality of judgment is mandated and free will is disposed of, then the monk’s freely 

made choice to abandon the pleasures of life counts for no more or less than a 

nobleman’s choice to retain riches as long as both have God’s grace. Although the 

equality of those in Heaven is primarily emphasized to raise the status of the early 

deceased Pearl Maiden, this courtly interpretation of the apocalypse and the equal 

retribution related to it would be especially appealing to the poet and his aristocratic 

audience.  

 

8.c.—Accommodating the Dual Ontology in Piers Plowman 

 Piers Plowman holds fast to a more traditional view of Christian judgment that 

distributes divine rewards unequally according to the merits of individual believers, and 

thus Langland’s system of Christian judgment requires both grace and freely willed good 

works for justification. Langland very directly argues against the equal meting out of 

heavenly rewards; his most extended attack on equality in God’s kingdom focuses on the 

fate of the thief who converts before his death with Christ on Calvary (Luke 23). 

Personified Imaginative (In Middle English, “Ymagynatyf”) provides the dreamer with a 
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detailed explanation of why the thief who converted at death’s doorstep earns less than 

saints and other more pious people.224 

  The thef that had grace of God on Gode Fryday, as thow speke… 
  And grace axed of God, that graith is hem evere 
  That boxomeliche biddeth it and ben in wille to amenden hem. 
  Ac though that thef had Hevene. He hadde non heigh blisse, 
  As Seynt Johan and other seyntes that asserved hadde bettere… 
  He sitte neither with Seynt Johan, Symonde, ne Jude, 
  Ne wyth maydenes ne with martires ne with mylde wydwes, 
  But by himself as a soleyne, and served on the erthe… 
  It were noyther resound ne right to rewarde hem bothe aliche  
  For he is in the lowest of Hevene, if owre bileve be trewe… 
  Quia reddit unicuique juxta opera sua. (Piers Plowman XII.192-213).225 
 
Admittedly, Langland’s description is a bit harsh, and the rewards of the thief hardly 

sound like heaven at all. Still, Langland makes clear that the thief at Heaven’s feast 

would “have mete more than ynough” (Piers Plowman XII.199).226 Imaginative stipulates 

that God must provide grace for salvation, “the thef that had grace of God,” but one’s free 

will choices are still highly relevant in determining one’s position in Heaven. Forgiveness 

and thus penitential grace alone earned the thief only a meager share of paradise, 

                                                 
224 Robertson and Shepherd gloss “Ymagynatyf” as follows: “not ‘imagination’ in the 
modern, especially Romantic and post-Romantic sense, but in the faculty of forming 
mental images of things in the exterior world or in the past…Medieval psychology did 
not generally associate this faculty with the creation of art, but rather with memory and 
with the power of mind to make analogies and abstractions for use in reasoning” 
(Robertson 630).  
225 “The thief that received grace from God on Good Friday, as you spoke off… / And 
asked for grace from God, who always grants it to those / That humbly asks for it and 
have the will to amend themselves. / But though that thief had Heaven. He had no high 
bliss, / As Saint John and other saints that had deserved better. / He sits neither with Saint 
John and other saints, Simon, nor Jude, / Nor with maidens, nor with martyrs, nor with 
mild widows, / But by himself alone, and served on the floor… / It is neither reasonable 
nor right to reward them both alike… / For he is in the lowest part of heaven, if our belief 
is true… / Since he rendered to each according to his works” Latin translation provided 
by Donaldson translation (197).  
226 “Have more than enough meat.”  
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although “maydenes,” “martires,” and “mylde wydwes” truly earn God’s plenty through 

their pious living. As Langland’s Latin summary states, “he rendered to each according to 

his works.” This passage includes the complexity of the doctrine of grace considered in 

this thesis. Imaginative iterates the main stream Catholic view that one requires both 

grace and good works for justification, and that the tallying of these good works will be 

relevant to judgment at the apocalypse. By emphasizing the efficacy of both grace and 

good works, Langland more directly supports the dual ontology that preoccupies 

medieval Catholicism. For Langland, “Chastité withoute charité worth cheyned in helle!” 

(Piers Plowman 1.188).227 

 Langland’s purported methodology of justification is ratified, but it also directly 

conflicts with the Pearl Poet’s interpretation of the Parable of the Vineyard. In a perfect 

parallel allegory, Langland states that workers are evaluated according to their finished 

product, and the Kingdom of God functions likewise, “For whan a werkman hath 

wroughte, thanne may men se the sothe / What he were worthi for his werke, and what he 

hath deserved” (Piers Plowman XIV.137-138).228 In a vineyard model, Langland would 

likely claim that God will count the grapes, and thus a latecomer must hurry to receive 

full pay.229  Heaven is not an ideal court, in which the King favors none. Instead, God has 

definitive favorites, but his criterion is always consistent: those in grace will be judged 

according to the merit of their good works. These good works result from a definitive 

conception of good will that Langland readily acknowledges: “So is the Fader forth with 

                                                 
227 “Chastity without Charity is worth chains in hell.” 
228 “For when a workman has wrought (done his work), then may men see the truth / 
What he is worth for his work, and [what] he has deserved.” 
229 This interpretation would be consistent with Haydock’s interpretation of the Parable as 
is provided in footnote 207. 
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the Sone, and Fre Wille of bothe” (Piers Plowman XVI.223).230 Thus, while the Pearl 

Poet would be happy to grant graceful wealthy Christians equal status with the martyrs or 

penitent friars, Langland reasonably demands even more good works from those with 

sufficient means. Decrying wealthy audiences like Pearl’s, he claims, “So I segge by yow 

riche, it semeth nought that ye shulle / Have Hevene in yowre herberwyng231 and Hevene 

herafter” (Piers Plowman XIV.140-141).232 Langland supports his claim with Jerome’s 

alteration of Matthew 19.23: “A rich man shall hardly enter into the kingdom of 

heaven.”233 While Langland, however, thinks riches are likely to spoil the soul, he claims 

wealthy people who are exceedingly generous and good may achieve high salvation 

(Piers Plowman XIV.145-155). Undoubtedly, this attitude would not fit well in a poem 

like Pearl that is likely intended for court entertainment. But Langland’s prejudice is not 

unfounded; like Chaucer’s Parson and the Boece, he holds that riches are likely to breed 

an attachment to the physical world, and thus wealthy Christians are typically less pious 

and dedicated to committing good works. The latter accusation is arguably upheld by the 

Pearl Poet’s emphasis upon the sufficiency of grace alone.  

 Although Langland makes his system of retribution very clear in Piers Plowman, 

he does not provide a direct vision of the apocalypse. Rather, bits and pieces referencing 
                                                 

230 “So the Son comes forth with the Father, and Free Will from both.” 
231 George Kane’s ‘The Piers Plowman’ Glossary defines “herberwyng” as “lodging on a 
journey, accommodation” (Kane 93). In other words, Langland is emphasizing the 
physical world’s place as a mere precursor to the eternal afterlife.  
232 “So I say about you rich [people], it seems that you should not / Have Heaven in your 
temporary lodging and heaven after.”  
233 Actually, Langland writes “De delicijs ad delicias deficile est transire” / “It is 
difficult to cross from delights to delights (Donaldson 231); actually, this is most likely 
“Matthew 19.23-24 as transmitted through the Epistles of St. Jerome,” however Langland 
definitively asserts the claim is Matthew’s own (Robertson 231). Regardless, this passage 
carries the same message as its original corollary.  
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the doomsday are scattered throughout the text. Langland certainly acknowledges the 

physical aspect of the apocalypse as he locates the end of days in its traditional location 

in the Valley of Jehoshaphat. During the Harrowing of Hell of Passus XVIII, perhaps 

Piers Plowman’s most interesting and animated scene, Christ declares to Satan: “May no 

drynke me moiste ne my thurste slake / Tyl the vendage falle in the Vale of Josephath, / 

That I drynke righte ripe must, Resurrectio mortuorum”234 Likewise, In Joel 3.12, God 

says, “let the nations gather in the valley of Jehoshaphat: for there I will sit to judge all 

nations round about.” Thus, this valley near Jerusalem is now identified, according to 

Christian tradition, as the physical location of the final judgment and the arrival of the 

New Jerusalem. While Pearl remains focused on the spiritual element of the judgment, 

Langland, in keeping with the time period, emphasizes the physical aspects of Christ’s 

coming as well. Furthermore, he references the resurrection of the dead, which in light of 

the dual ontology of medieval Catholicism, is understood as the literal bodily resurrection 

(prior to the body being subsumed in God). But with the bodily and spiritual rewards of 

doomsday also come the punishments. Langland’s view of the apocalypse is much less 

optimistic and captures the more violent nature of John of Patmos’ original: “At 

Domesday the deluvye worth of deth and fyre at ones” (Piers Plowman X.417-419).235 

For Langland, the apocalypse is not merely a spiritual judgment in Heaven but an 

approaching historical event. By emphasizing both the physicality of judgment and the 

necessity of grace, “grace is a gyft of God” (Piers Plowman XII.68), Langland fittingly 
                                                 

234 “May no drink moisten me or slake my thirst / Until the vintage falls in the Valley of 
Jehoshaphat, / When I shall drink really ripe wine, the resurrection of the dead.” The 
Latin translation is taken from Robertson and Shepherd’s commentary, which notes that 
Langland takes the line, ‘Resurrectio mortuorum’ directly from the Latin Nicene Creed 
(Robertson 321).  
235 “At Doomsday the deluge of death and fire [will come] at once.” 
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captures the complex dual ontology necessitated by Catholicism’s assertion of both 

predestination and free will. Although the harshness of his account is not appealing to 

modern sentiments, the broad and lengthy nature of his work allows him to accommodate 

both the inclusion of the physicality of the apocalypse and his emphasis on the necessity 

of both good works and grace for salvation.  

 

8.d.—Conclusion 

 Every medieval author discussed in this thesis both addresses and struggles with 

the dual ontology of medieval Catholicism. Pearl and Piers Plowman provide an 

especially fruitful theological battleground because of their diametrically opposed 

positions on judgment. The majority of the texts considered here side with Piers 

Plowman. Wisdom, Everyman, Chaucer’s works, and The Play of the Sacrament all 

emphasize free will, grace, and in some cases, the physicality of God’s influence by grace 

through the sacraments. On the other hand, the Pearl Poet’s ability to not only explain 

theology, but to also argue subtly for novel theological opinions displays his ingenuity 

and analytic knowledge. Both poets grapple with the dual ontology of Christianity, but 

while the Pearl poet minimally emphasizes the value of freely wrought good works and 

focuses instead on the ultimate power of God and His grace, Langland emphasizes both 

elements as are necessary for traditional Catholic justification. The former view’s 

emphasis on spirituality marginalizes the physicality of Christianity found in the 

metaphysics of Christ, the sacraments, and the apocalypse. It is thus a view far more in 

line with post-Reformation Christian sentiments. While the theologies advocated by the 

two poets are very different, they both wish “to represent poetically, the point where God 
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and humans meet” (Beaston 35). In both cases, an appeal to the workings of grace must 

be made.  
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Final Conclusion 

 In this thesis, I aim to reexamine how important literary authors of the late Middle 

English periodwrestled with the apparently contradictory doctrines of free will and 

predestination. While some of the relevant writers carefully skirt the issues and others 

take a side, all of them recognize grace as an intermediary between the two disparate 

ontologies from which these religious tensions emerge. Thus, by considering these 

various authors’ usage of divine grace in their works, I hope to have reconstructed and 

illuminated the importance of the doctrine in the late Middle Ages. In attributing to grace 

such a high value and physicality unheard of in modern sects of Christianity, an ancient 

doctrine is consequently imbued with a novelty for the modern reader.  Ultimately, grace 

held a powerful intermediary position between God and humanity throughout the Middle 

Ages. Medieval Catholicism highly emphasized the transgression of metaphysical 

boundaries represented by the hypostatic union. After all, “the sacred world depends on 

limited acts of transgression” (Bataille 68). In no religion is this dynamic more obviously 

true than in medieval Catholicism: the incomprehensible and all-powerful God is defined 

by the miracle of His incarnation and His impossible and necessarily meek death. In 

memorial of this sacrifice, humanity eats the real metaphysical flesh of God to share 

further in His own divinity. And finally, human bodies will be resurrected and 

transformed into communion with divinity. These inter-ontological activities are not lost 

on our medieval authors, who are ultimately forced to address the complications this 

duality entails. It is precisely between this interchange that our authors locate the miracle 

of God’s grace. 
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 This thesis asserts that the authors discussed above recognize grace as the 

intermediary that allows for interactions between the divine ontology and human 

experience. While each writer considered homes in on particular elements of grace, 

everyone varies in the theological complexity of their thought and their doctrinal 

emphasis. Chaucer is capable of both retaining strict and highly educated orthodoxy, and 

grappling with the material to subtly promote his own inclinations in a sophisticated 

narrative framework or in complex sermons like “The Parson’s Tale.” On the other hand, 

Langland simply allegorizes detailed explanations of doctrine, the Pearl poet challenges 

these doctrines, and our other authors typically find themselves somewhere in-between. 

These works span the entire Middle English period, but everyone wrestles with the 

interactions between God’s simultaneous occurrence and humanity’s temporal ordering—

and the doctrines of predestination and free will that result. Since the medieval Catholic 

acknowledges free will and the ultimate knowledge of God, literary characters often feel 

the need to appeal to grace to act with God’s will and approval. Chaucer even ends the 

Canterbury Tales with the following plea:  

  sende me grace to biwayle my giltes and to studie to the salvation of my  
  soule, and graunte me grace of verray penitence, confessioun and   
  satisfaccion to doon in this present lyf, / thurgh the benigne grace of hym  
  that is kyng of kynges and preest over alle preestes, that boghte us with the 
  precious blood of his herte, / so that I may been oon of hem at the day of  
  doom that shulle be saved” (Chaucer’s ‘Retraction’ 1089-1091).236 
    

                                                 
236 “Send me grace to bewail my sins and to study towards the salvation of my soul, and 
grant me grace to do genuine penitence, confession, and satisfaction in this present life, / 
through the kindness of grace from him that is King of kings and Priest over  all priests, 
that bought us with the precious blood of his heart, / so that I may be one of them at the 
day of doom that shall be saved.” 
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In this one long sentence, Chaucer sums up much of the project of this thesis. Chaucer 

must (1) plead for the intervention of grace if he himself is to freely “studie to the 

salvation of [his] soule,” (2) he requires the grace of God if the physical sacrament of 

confession is to be efficacious and he will be forgiven, and (3) he is able to ask for this 

grace because of the sacrifice of Christ’s “precious blood.” His sacrifice brought about 

the return of grace so that good Christians might “be saved” at the apocalypse. Although 

it is not entirely comprehensive, even this small closing sentence illustrates the pervasive 

nature of grace illustrated in the literature considered. For Chaucer and our other writers, 

interactions with the divine being and his abstract existence require mediation through the 

power of grace.  

 This thesis does not proclaim that the problem of the union of free will and 

predestination was solved by any of these authors, but it does suggest that grace is a very 

concrete method by which they could satisfy both necessary doctrines. To the modern 

reader, grace may appear to be a catch-all term that reconciles the inconsistencies in 

medieval Catholicism. But, for medieval Catholics, it is the fundamental miracle of their 

religion. It is the sacred vessel of divinity between the apparently parallel ontologies of 

God and human existence. For the believer, God instantiated himself in everything 

physical, meek, and characteristically ungodly, and died to release grace and salvation. 

And as God became man, man may share in God through the sacraments and good 

works, for “that is the lokke of love that lateth oute [God’s] grace” (Piers Plowman 

I.202).237 God descended to the metaphysical existence of man so that man may ascend to 

the metaphysical existence with God at the coming of the Judgment. Grace fills the 

                                                 
237 “That is the lock of love that lets out my [God’s] grace.” 
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cracks and crevices between these ontological shifts, but this gap filling is not a flaw for 

the medieval Catholic, but rather a testimony to the power and fundamental mystery of 

God. As grace makes God from bread, it also places the liberating power of reason and 

virtue in humanity, and thus our writers “criede upward to Cryst and to his clene moder / 

To have grace to go to Treuthe!” (Piers Plowman I.512).238  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
238 “Cried upward to Christ and to his clean mother / To have grace to go to Truth.” 
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